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Introduction

A Red Viburnum in the meadow
has bent down low,
For some reason, our glorious
Ukraine has grown so sad, oh...
***
Red Viburnum, please, do not bend low,
You have a white bloom.
Glorious Ukraine, Your people are
freedom-loving, please, do not be gloomy.
(Hymn of Sichovi Striltsi,
the Ukrainian kozaks’ army)

*

This is a Ukrainian patriotic march, written by the composer Stepan Charnetsky in 1914, in honor and memory of the Sich
Riflemen. The red viburnum (a deciduous shrub that grows four to five metres tall) is referenced throughout Ukrainian
folklore. The song celebrates the Ukrainian people's aspiration for independence and was banned in Soviet times.
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With this publication, we want to
help to collect evidence about war
crimes that is gathered both for the
Ukrainian justice system, but also for
the UN International Court of Justice
in the Hague. Books and films will
no doubt be dedicated to the heroic
struggle of the Ukrainian people,
not only for their independence and
freedom, but also for the future of the
whole of Europe, indeed, for the whole
democratic world. This collection
presents the stories of women and
girls whose lives will now forever be
divided into before and after the war:
servicewomen, territorial defense
members, doctors, diplomats, human
rights defenders, activists, volunteers,
businesswomen, refugees, mothers,
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«

T

he first part includes stories that
reflect the horrors of war and contain
evidence of war crimes and crimes
against humanity. These are stories about
women and girls whose lives were taken
by the war; the stories of those who were/
are under occupation or near the sites of
hostilities, as well as the stories of children
of war. The second part is devoted to
women and girls who are defending our
land, namely servicewomen and territorial
defense members, as well as those who
defend our freedom and independence
on the diplomatic front. These are the
stories of activists and volunteers, as well
as women who, while performing their
professional duties, support the economic
life of the country. In addition, we have
collected stories of those who have lived
abroad for a long time, but stand with
Ukraine in these difficult times.
The “snowball method” has been used
for searching for protagonists. Collecting
interviews we have learnt from some
women and girls about other people with
unique and often tragic experiences. At first
it was planned to collect a hundred stories,
but there turned out to be a lot more. We
decided to include each of them in the
collection, because the world needs to
know how this "war without rules" waged
in 2014 is ruining the lives of so many
women in Ukraine.

A

«

Although Russia has de-facto waged
war against Ukraine for eight years
now, beginning with the annexation
of Crimea and the fighting in Donetsk
and Luhansk oblasts in 2014, no one
was prepared and hardly anyone
could imagine the unprecedented
outrages perpetrated by the Russian
military against civilians. So far,
Russia has scarcely achieved any of
the objectives of its so-called "special
military operation" and is undergoing
a major offensive in the East of
Ukraine. The future of Ukraine and
probably the whole Europe is decided
on the Ukrainian battlefields. Every
day, Ukrainian people continue to lose
their lives, their loved ones, and their
homes while the country is heavily
dependent on continuous Western
support of heavy weapons and calls
for a tightening of sanctions.

«

sisters, daughters… These are their
personal stories, their experiences,
ll stories have been written either
their points of view. We also pay
by the project researchers after
tribute to the women and girls tortured
and killed by the Russian invaders,
interviews with protagonists or
whose lives were prematurely taken
their relatives, or by the women and
away by inexcusable cruelty rooted
girls themselves (in such cases we did
in imperialist ambitions. These are
not translate texts written in Russian).
only 100 out of 20 million stories
Out of respect for the respondents, we
that could be told. We hope and
trust that they will act as a warning
have retained the original vocabulary
to the world of the twenty-first
and spelling and have not censored
century, that wars of aggression for
evaluative judgments, because these are
the conquering of territory, and war
the perspectives of those who have had to
crimes against civilians as well as
look the war in the face.
the responsibility of the international
community to prevent and to stop
such wars is not an issue of the past
of the 20th century, but the lesson
learnt is that this can happen even in 21st century in the European continent, if we do not make the
necessary conclusions.

«

On February 24, 2022, at around 5 am, by order of President Vladimir Putin, the Russian Federation
launched a full-scale invasion of Ukraine. At the time of compiling the second volume, photos, and
reports of eyewitnesses about mass graves, killings of civilians, rape and sexual violence against
both women and men, but also minors and attempts to hide evidence from cities like Bucha, Irpin,
and Mariupol had already spread around the world. The number and breadth of war crimes cases to
be investigated has staggered the world.
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My dear mother, I am so sorry!
I could not come to see your grave.
That’s all because of war.
It has with no mercy killed the spring
We had been craving for.
27.04.2022
Tamila Shevtsova
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Bucha. Exhumation of the bodies from the mass grave near the church. Photos by Dmitry Larin. With the permission of the Ukrainian Pravda online media.

CHAPTER I.
Gone with the War
(stories about those who have been murdered,
as well as the stories of widows)
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Valeriia Hlodan, her mother, Odesa

On April 23, 2022, as a result of the enemy's missile strike on Odessa, an entire family was killed, three
women: grandmother Lyudmila and young mother Valeria (28 years old) with her three-month-old
daughter Kira.

DAY 59TH: TO KIRA
What is it you’re saying? I can’t hear.
Peace at any price right now?
A three-months old girl from Odesa was named Kira.
That is her empty pram. So, explain to me how…
At this age babies learn how to hold toys,
How to turn on their back. They make the silliest noises.
At this age a human is as cute as a baby animal –
for example, a squirrel or a piglet. So adorable.
She smiles at her mom, who is tired from endless chores,
She examines adults’ faces. They get her the best stuff
from stores.
Kira died this spring in Odesa with her mom.
No one will ever part them from now on.
A beaded bracelet on her mom’s wrist.
She did not think they would die.
She was told it would protect them from evil.
Obviously, it was a lie.

Odesa. Funeral of Kira and her family. Photos by Dmitry Larin. With the permission of the Ukrainian Pravda online media.

Kira, 3 months old

Kira’s dowry is a swimsuit, “fairy” size.
It’s brand new. The color matches her eyes.
She was to try it on in July.
What is this war for? Why?
“Happy Easter,” they write on their damned missiles,
finish their cigarettes and strike civilians.
A fiery-hell is disgusted with those beasts, that's clear.
The worst place in Gehenna is marked “For Kira”.
Poem by Alia Khaitlina (translated by Olena Davlikanova)
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26, army medic, Hero of Ukraine (posthumously),
Zaliznytsia village, Volyn'
(published with the consent of Ivan Savych, chief editor
of the newspaper Volynski Novyny)
Since 2016 sergeant Kateryna Stupnytska had been saving
defenders’ lives at hotspots in Ukraine. She graduated from
Dubenskiy medical college. Her first workplace was a medical
clinic in the village of Danychev. Then she joined the armed
forces. She was a sanitary instructor of a medical post of the
3rd Mechanized Battalion at the military post in Volodymyr.
She had been on the frontline several times, and prolonged
her contract in September 2021.

«

T

here was a medical post to provide
first aid to the wounded. When
their condition stabilized, they were
transported to hospital.

Not only medics but also military personnel
are still shocked by Katia’s death. We can’t
accept the fact that she isn’t with us
any more. Personally, I haven’t seen
her corpse, so for me she’s still
alive.

«

Kateryna Stupnytska

She died on March 8, 2022. She was awarded the title “Hero of Ukraine” posthumously. Unfortunately,
she didn’t have enough time to get married or have kids, but she had time to do something of
paramount importance: to save people’s lives and become a Hero.

I can’t recall exactly when I got to
know Katia. I remember her being
the youngest of all us paramedics,
coming on rotation. She was sincere,
kindhearted and high-spirited. In
2019 we went through medical
training on the shooting range where
Katia and other female paramedics
were practising the evacuation of
the casualties from the battlefield.
Actually, we met quite often, we shared
were friends.

«

T

he post was completely destroyed.
All night long, the guys were clearing
the rubble, hoping to find Katia. At
dawn, they found her body 30 meters
away; she had been thrown by the
shockwave. I can’t tell for sure whether
she could have survived if she’d been
found earlier.

«

A story told by army medic Taras,
her comrade

and exchanged medicines we had, worked together. We

Katia was kind, humane and communicative; always positive and fun. Also, she was supportive and
proved to be a reliable comrade. She wasn’t married but she had a boyfriend who was a soldier.
On the battlefield we are all equal. All medics "have no gender" – it doesn’t matter whether you’re a
man or a woman. It all comes down to your skills. We all go out there to save lives under fire.
The day she died, we weren’t together; she was with a platoon of tanks. Having evacuated the
wounded to the hospital, she came back to the battlefield. There was a medical post to provide first
aid to the wounded. When their condition stabilized, they were transported to hospital. A missile
hit the place that day when Katia was there. The post was completely destroyed. All night long, the
guys were clearing the rubble, hoping to find Katia. At dawn, they found her body 30 meters away;
she had been thrown by the shockwave. I can’t tell for sure whether she could have survived if she’d
been found earlier. Nobody knows.
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The guys tried to persuade me to report the rape, but I decided not to. My friend, a pathologist, saved
me in Mariupol… I had several tests for HIV during the year. I told my son that I had been injured in a
car accident. A year later I was diagnosed with diabetes as a result of stress. However, I returned to
volunteering; it’s a sort of therapy.

Irynka, 12,
Dariia, 2,

Mariupol (recorded according to their relative
Liudmyla, 51, Zaporizhia. All names were changed)
Hanna's sister-in-law told us the story of the death of an entire
family with two girls in Mariupol. A tragic life-story with no
happy ending. Liudmyla told us how she had lost touch with
her brother's family and revealed the horrific events that had
shaped her destiny. Ukrainian women and girls who have been
sexually abused – including gang rape – tend to keep silent

Liudmyla's story

«

D

uring those forty minutes they
broke my arm, beat me terribly,
knocked all my teeth out. They put
their cigarettes out on me. They raped
me… My friend, a pathologist, saved me
in Mariupol… I had several tests for HIV
during the year.

«

about it, this horror that will stay with
them for their entire devastated lives.
Much of the media are covering the
use of sexual violence as a tool of
war. It came to light in the wake of
de-occupation of Bucha, Borodianka
and Motyzhyn that violence against
women and girls perpetrated by
Russian invaders is widespread.

For me, the war did not begin on February 24, 2022, but much earlier. My friend went to war in 2014,
and I knew that the fighters defending our country in the east of Ukraine were equipped miserably.
Our relatives and friends from the front asked us for help. We bought army boots, clothes and
everything we could find. I drove a car and took a risk to go to the Anti-terrorist Operation (ATO) zone
to deliver aid to the soldiers personally. December 28, 2014 was my last trip to the ATO zone. We
didn't have enough money for army boots, so we bought "burki" (warm felt boots). Before that, I’d
even seen the guys I was helping wearing gym shoes and sneakers in winter.
On January 15, 2015, I took warm clothes and good food, but I couldn’t get through… The fact is
that the DPR militants had noticed my routs because I travelled there quite often. I had driven to
the outskirts of Mariupol, when suddenly two cars shoved me off the road into the woods. The DPR
people thought that I was just half way to the position, but the guys always met me much earlier on
the road. They knew I had to get to them in half an hour and they were waiting for me. That saved
my life in the end.
DPR separatists pulled me out of the car. There were eight of them, six from the DPR, and two from
the Russian Federation, judging by their pronunciation. People in captivity spend months and even
years. I was in their hands for only forty minutes – but during those forty minutes they broke my
arm, beat me terribly, knocked all my teeth out. They put their cigarettes out on me. They raped me.
Our guys, who got worried because I was late, went to look for me. None of those who captured and
raped me survived.
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My brother and I used to be very close. Everything changed after 2014, when he and his wife Hanna
started watching "Russia 24," believing every word unconditionally. He even said that "we are all
Russian," forgetting that he had grown up with our grandmother in a village in Zaporizhia, where no
one ever spoke Russian. They lived in Mariupol, and embraced the Russian world. In recent years we
haven't talked at all.
When I was rescued from enemy
hands, I went to my brother to ask
him to put me up for a few days. But
they didn't even let me in. "Oh, you're
so dirty, you're covered in blood!
Go away!”. I haven’t spoken to him
since.
My brother called me after
February 24, 2022, saying that I was
right all along and Russia was not
our friend. He begged me to host
his family in Zaporizhia, which was
not being shelled constantly, as
Mariupol was. Of course, I told them
to come.

«

H

anna and the girls were in one
bag... No one knows where they
were buried"... There was a huge
bomb crater near where the building
had just stood... people and the military
started picking through the wreckage. The
neighbor tried to identify the dead. One of
the soldiers told her to take plastic bottles,
write the names of those she recognized
on pieces of paper, and put these bottles
in the body bags so that the dead could be
identified and buried properly later.

«

Hanna, 34,

Then we lost touch… I started going
to the reception centers for refugees from Mariupol and looked for my brother’s family. One day, my
neighbor who had escaped from Mariupol recognized me: “"Hanna and the girls were in one bag…
No one knows where they were buried."
My brother had gone out and never came back. Hanna and her daughters went down to the basement
of the house with other neighbors. Soon, due to the intensive shelling, she was unable to get food
and water. Hanna's youngest daughter died from dehydration. The neighbor and her husband went
out to look for water and heard a terrible explosion that knocked them off their feet. There was
a huge bomb crater near where the building had just stood, and the basement was blocked with
rubble. In the evening, people and the military started picking through the wreckage. The neighbor
tried to identify the dead. One of the soldiers told her to take plastic bottles, write the names of those
she recognized on pieces of paper, and put these bottles in the body bags so that the dead could
be identified and buried properly later. She told me, "I put a bottle in the bag with Hanna’s and her
daughter’s bodies."
Worst of all, I had to tell my brother's father that his loved ones had been stuffed in a bag and buried
somewhere. When he heard the news his heart stopped.
My husband is fighting near Kharkiv. The son works in a hospital. He went to Borodianka to help the
forensic scientists. He will never forget the horrors he saw there.
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Mariupol. "Azovstal". Photos by Dmytro Kozatsky

Mariupol. "Azovstal". Photos by Dmytro Kozatsky

Marharyta Chykmariova

33, Bucha
(published with the consent of journalist Maryna Petik
and information and news platform "OBOZREVATEL”)
From the interview given by Maryna’s friend
In Bucha, there is a mass grave not far from to the church
where Ukrainians, murdered by the Russian occupiers, were
buried. And next to it a wooden cross has been erected on an
isolated tomb of a whole family with the names of the victims:
Marharyta Chykmariova and her sons, Matvii and Klym.
An elderly woman often visits this tomb and weeps. This is
Marharyta’s mother-in-law.
33-year-old Marharyta and 43-year-old Oleksandr were born in Donetsk region, in the same village.
Sasha was ten years older than Rita and initially paid no attention to her, thinking she was just a
little girl.

They both spoke Ukrainian and
never wanted their son to go to any
school in this quasi-republic called
the “DPR.” So they moved to Bucha,
to Sasha’s parents. There she gave
birth to a second child, Klym.

«

T

heir car had been shot up by Russian
occupiers, just 800 meters from their
house. Маrharyta and the boys were
killed in the car, Oleksandr was heavily
wounded and lost a leg. While in hospital
he called his son’s godfather and found
out about the family. They loved their sons
so much! Sometimes I think it was God’s
mercy that Marharyta died this way – she
would never have wanted to outlive her
children.

«

After she graduated from the
institute they started dating and
later got married. Their elder son
Matvii was born – he was still a
toddler when the war broke out in
Donbass. Marharyta and Oleksandr
decided to move to a more peaceful
place as it was about time for their
son to start school.

On March 5 at 6 a.m. they set off, but then we lost contact.
I tried to call but nobody answered. Then I tried Sasha’s
and Matvii’s numbers, but nothing again. Relatives had
no idea where they were.
On March 7 I saw a message posted by Sasha’s father
in a Facebook group. He was asking for help because
the family had gone missing. A volunteer responded and
asked him to call.
This man informed us that their car had been shot up
by Russian occupiers, just 800 meters from their house.
Маrharyta and the boys were killed in the car, Oleksandr
was heavily wounded and lost a leg. While in hospital he
called his son’s godfather and found out about the family.
They loved their sons so much! Sometimes I think it was
God’s mercy that Marharyta died this way – she would
never have wanted to outlive her children.
Sasha contacted his neighbors and asked them to bury
his beloved. And they did it despite the danger, next to the
church.
Маrharyta will always be 33 – only three weeks were left
until her birthday, March 27. Klym would have celebrated
his fifth year on April 13, Matvii would have had to wait till
summer for his tenth birthday.
Маtvii was a truly gifted child. He went to a school with
advanced foreign language courses. He also got good
grades at math and physics, and he was interested in
computer programming. He had huge potential and
special talents.
Klym’s friends can’t cope with the fact he is gone. Now
they know very well how cruel Russian troops can be,
even to children.

Marharyta’s father stayed in Donetsk region, her mother had died long ago, when she was a child.
Her grandmother had taken care of her together with her dad. After maternity leave she took a job at
Bucha City Council, then at Hostomel Village Council. Sasha was a manager selling dairy products.
They were trapped in Bucha by the war. Initially, nobody had the slightest idea that Russian occupiers
would come and commit such unimaginable acts, but then it was already too late.
We talked on the phone all the time. On the first day I called Rita and she told they wanted to leave.
Later she said it had become impossible. On March 4 Маrharyta sent a message informing me that
she would try to relocate her children. I remember asking her to put white fabric on a car, like a flag,
and put a “CHILDREN” sign on it. They didn’t have tinted windows so the enemy could easily identify
the children inside the car.
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who had left Kyiv for Motyzhyn as what they thought
would be a safe shelter. Oleksandr demonstrated
outstanding courage as he always returned to help
someone else.

Olha Sukhenko

50, head of the village of Motyzhyn
(the story told by her relative Vira Balatska)
Let me say something about my village, Motyzhyn. It is an
ancient settlement – it was first mentioned in the Ipatiiev
Chronicle1, with a reference to 1161. Its rich history is tightly
woven into the heroic and vibrant history of our nation.
Моtyzhyn has often been caught in the eye of geopolitical
hurricanes. Just like now, when Putin’s war against Ukraine is
casting millions into unheard-of cruelty.

Оlha Sukhenko was born in Kyiv, but her ancestors
lived in Motyzhyn, just like Ihor’s relatives. After the
wedding they decided to leave for the village. Ihor
worked as an engineer there. At first she took a job
at the kindergarten, then spent several years at the
village council as secretary. She turned out to be
an experienced manager and leader – in 2006 the
villagers elected her to the highest administrative
position, entrusting her with this authority on three
occasions. After the administrative reforms had been
launched Olha was appointed a village head by the
prefect of Makariv amalgamated community in 2020.

My story is about Motyzhyn heroes of today.

Dear residents.
We have intruders in our village.
Be careful.
Don’t leave your houses.
Stay calm.

«

T

he villagers elected her to the
highest administrative position,
entrusting her with this authority on
three occasions. After the administrative
reforms had been launched Olha was
appointed a village head by the prefect of
Makariv amalgamated community in 2020.

«

The last Facebook post by Olha
Sukhenko, February 27

Photos of the funeral ceremony, at which we paid our respects to our village head Olha Sukhenko,
her husband Ihor and son Oleksandr, have been published by the Ukrainian and international media.
The ceremony took place on April 7. Olha’s daughter Olena wept over the three of them and couldn’t
leave her mother’s body; Olha’s mother was screaming so hard that she fainted.
And this is just one of so many families tortured and murdered by Russian monsters. They were
murdered with extreme cruelty. Life is God’s gift, given to be cherished: you’re supposed to cherish
your own dreams first, then your children, grandchildren and parents. To serve your motherland and
your people. To save those who are in need.
There are times when every person around you suddenly becomes close and everyone’s life turns out to
be priceless. A tragic hour when your native village turns into a strategically important place occupied by
what some call “ruscists” (Russian fascists) at the center of hostilities, on their way to the capital.
Olha, Ihor and Oleksandr spent their last days trying to save the villagers.
They tried to support everyone and maintain contacts, shared food and kind words. They managed to
do the impossible – without any official humanitarian corridors they helped to evacuate the families

1

This is a unique monument of ancient Kyivan Rus literature containing most of the information we have about the history of Ancient State
with the capital in Kyiv. The Russian Federation is trying to appropriate it as part of its own history.
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Over 16 years Olha did a lot for the village – people
said she had brought about remarkable changes:
supporting the local school and kindergarten in every
possible way, repairing the hospital and cultural club,
improving the condition of local roads and street
lighting. New traditions were established by Olha in her position as village head, such as the annual
celebration of The Village Day. On this day many events were organized at the cultural club, such
as offering congratulations to elderly villagers and couples marking their thirtieth, fortieth or fiftieth
anniversaries, and various forms of entertainment. Оlha maintained close cooperation with agricultural
producers who rented residents’ plots, involving them in infrastructure development projects. She
was especially loved and respected by the elderly – she always paid special attention to them and
supported them in every possible way.
She was a very outgoing and cheerful person, a
beloved wife, daughter and mother. She adored
flowers and turned her front yard into a tiny but
flamboyant botanical garden – when someone
pointed out “Оlha, it must be hard to find some
extra time for that,” she laughed and said “Well,
there is an eternity between 5 and 8 a.m..”
There were a lot of families who fled from
Kyiv "to wait for a while in the suburbs until
this misunderstanding resolves" when the
occupation started. Young families with
children, elderly people who owned summer
cottages or had friends there. They had no food
reserves, extra clothes, or power generators.
That is why Olha and her family stayed in
Motyzhyn – they took care of everything.
From the start of the invasion the village came
under massive tank and “Grad” [rocket] fire.

Olexandr, Olha's son
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First the occupiers came to search
their house and take the car. Then
they came for Olha, but Ihor refused
to leave her alone with them. Next
day they took Oleksandr as well.

«

A

mass grave was found, in which the
occupiers had thrown the bodies
of people they had tortured and
murdered, merely covering them with
sand. Іhor Sukhenko was apparently
shot at very close range as his skull was
severely damaged. He was buried in a
closed casket. Severe torture marks were
found on Olha’s body. Oleksandr had his
hands tied, and he had been shot in the
head and stomach.

It took ten days to liberate the village
after March 23, when the family
had been abducted. There was no
information about their location
and condition. Since March 24 I had
been submitting requests about the
abducted family, I sent them to the
Security Service, to AFU General
Staff, the Center for Civil Liberties,
the regional military administration,
and to the Ombudsman’s Office,
Iryna Vereshchuk. Оlha Sukhenko
was included in the list of abducted officials. Everyone hoped she would be exchanged and her
family members as well. But it was not to be…

The village of Motyhyn. Photo by Nadezhda Donets.

Ruscists were seen looting and doing terrible things. People tried to leave, at huge risk. Olha’s son
Oleksandr helped to set up convoys for locals, notified people, gathered them together and often
escorted them to neighboring Yasnohorodka village, but he always returned to his parents.

«

On the second day after Motyzhyn’s liberation by the Ukrainian army, as they were clearing the area
a mass grave was found, in which the occupiers had thrown the bodies of people they had tortured
and murdered, merely covering them
with sand. Іhor Sukhenko was apparently
shot at very close range as his skull was
severely damaged. He was buried in a
closed casket. Severe torture marks were
found on Olha’s body. Oleksandr had his
hands tied, and he had been shot in the
head and stomach.
The scope of this madness is
inconceivable… the pain and grief of a
daughter and a mother…
Моtyzhyn turned out to be a perilous
place for many people, both locals and
those who left Kyiv. This village paid
the ultimate price in this slaughter,
with its burned out houses, destroyed
infrastructure, immense suffering and
loss of human lives. The lives of a brave
family which used to be so happy…
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11, gymnast, Mariupol
(published with the consent of journalist Maryna Petik
and information and news platform "OBOZREVATEL”)
From an interview
Meshchanenkova

with

Katia’s

trainer,

Anastasiia

The Diachenko family were in Mariupol when the war started.
11-year-old gymnast Katia, her younger brother Artem and
their parents – Maryna and Oleksandr – were unable to leave
before the Russian military laid siege.

«

O

n March 10, a Russian missile hit
the apartment block where the
family lived. It severely damaged
the upper floors. Katia’s mother witnessed
the concrete falling on her daughter and
husband. They died instantly.

There was no evacuation as Russians didn’t halt the
massive shell barrage, nobody was allowed to open
a "green corridor." Only the bravest were able to flee
with their own vehicles – that’s how I managed to
get out of there despite the uninterrupted “Grad”
rocket fire. It is God’s mercy that I stayed alive.
At the last training session before the war, we
practiced a new piece with a hoop, getting ready for
the Deriugina Cup2. Katia’s last words to me were:
"Thank you for the session." Another session was
planned for the following day, but the war broke out
instead.

On March 10, a Russian missile hit
the apartment block where the family
lived. It severely damaged the upper
floors. Katia’s mother witnessed the
concrete falling on her daughter and
husband. They died instantly.

«

A

fter the Deriugina Cup Katia
wanted to go to Spain to take
part in a competition. The Russian
aggressors robbed her of her dreams and
her very life. They have taken the lives of
hundreds of Ukrainian children, who are
dying from missiles and bombs every day.

Her mother and younger brother survived and were taken to City Hospital No. 3. But
the occupiers later bombed this facility and we lost contact.

«

We knew absolutely nothing – at first
the city wasn’t heavily bombed but
on March 2 contacts were cut and
we had no clue what was happening
there. We never heard a single air raid
alert, or received any other warning
about the danger. We were simply
hiding in our basements, completely
isolated from the world.

talents to reach the Olympics. At
every competition she performed
with such passion and pride as if she
was at the Olympic Games herself…
I used to call her “my star.”

«

Kateryna Diachenko

We still hope they managed to escape. We keep looking through the lists
of the evacuated, but with no result so far. We know that the Russians
have been organizing the deportation
of survivors to Donetsk. We have no
information on them, but we hope that
Maryna and Artem are alive.
After the Deriugina Cup Katia wanted to
go to Spain to take part in a competition.
The Russian aggressors robbed her of
her dreams and her very life. They have
taken the lives of hundreds of Ukrainian
children, who are dying from missiles and
bombs every day.

When we asked the journalist’s permission
to publish this story, she informed us
that Maryna and Artem were still
alive.

Каtia came for her first session two years ago.
She was already an experienced gymnast, but
had decided to change her trainer. She was a very
sincere and light-hearted girl, very clever. Everybody
loved her, even the smallest admired her. She had
a huge potential in gymnastics. I always said she
would be a great trainer and help many young

2

The annual traditional rhythmic gymnastics tournament founded back
in 1992 by the Ukrainian Soviet gymnast who twice became the AllAround World Champion – Irina Deriugina.
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Tetiana had a boyfriend. His boss called me to persuade him to leave Mariupol. However, Dmytro
refused and stayed in the city to find Tetiana. He came to that house, digging through the wreckage
with his own hands. Then he called me: “Lots of bodies here. I see her hair. May I call you from time
to time? Because you are all I have left of her."

20, Mariupol
(the story is told by her father, Yeugen Kotlubey)
My daughter was killed just a few days before her 21st birthday.
She died in Mariupol.
This is my eldest daughter from my first marriage. Her
mother and I broke up when Tetiana was very young, but we
remained friends. Tetiana loved her mom, Oksana, very much.
She was a smart girl, passed her final exams brilliantly. She
could have chosen any university in Ukraine, but decided to
stay in Mariupol, near to her mother. In recent years, we went

On the eve of the war, she was very
scared. I even used to tease her
about those “crazy fears,” but still
suggested that she go to Kyiv. Now
I can't forgive myself for having
ignored her foreboding and fear.

«

O

n the eve of the war, she was very
scared. I even used to tease her
about those “crazy fears,” but still
suggested that she go to Kyiv. Now I can't
forgive myself for having ignored her
foreboding and fear.

«

T

etiana had a boyfriend… He came
to that house, digging through the
wreckage with his own hands… He
took out Tetiana's body, buried it at the
cemetery, and put a cross on her grave.
Her body will not be cremated in a mobile
crematorium. Dmytrо cries all the time,
but he did what I should have done for my
daughter.

I blame myself for not believing
in her fears, even though she was
yelling at me. Now she is gone… March 3, 2022. She died that day.

«

together to concerts, movies, rallies
for Ukraine.

He took out Tetiana's body, buried it
at the cemetery, and put a cross on
her grave. At least now her body will
not be cremated in Russian mobile
crematorium. On the wall of that
basement Dmytro wrote the names
of Tetiana’s mother, grandmother
and aunt who remained there.
Dmytrо cries all the time, but he
did what I should have done for my
daughter.

«

Tetiana Kotlubey

When communications and electricity were cut in Mariupol in early March, I couldn’t wait any longer
and decided to take Tetiana and her mother to a less dangerous area, to their relatives’ house. Then
the shelling started. I took two daughters from my second marriage (13 and 3 years old) to their
godfather. On March 15, it was announced that we could leave. I put everyone, including my mother
and mother-in-law, in the car and left. Only in Berdiansk did I start looking for information about
Tetiana, to go back for her. But… friends reported that on March 11 a shell had hit their house and
sent a picture as proof.
It was hard to believe…
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Maryna Kalabina

39, anesthesiologist, Center of Paediatric Cardiology
and Cardiosurgery, Kyiv
(published with the consent of journalist Maryna Petik
and information and news platform "OBOZREVATEL”)
"She was a wonderful, gentle, modest and exceptional doctor.
Fully dedicated to her job, she always tried to save the
newborn, she adored them. I remember her concerns about
older children, but neonatology was her vocation." – Ruslana
Kalashnykova, Chief of Pediatrics.
From interviews with a relative and a colleague of Maryna
On March 1 Maryna left Kyiv with her brother and sister-in-law
– her nephew Arsenii, 14, stayed in Kukhari village and they wanted to take him away. He was visiting
his grandparents when the war broke out. Soon the village was invaded by Russian occupiers –
this district had been under shellfire
for several days. They used “Grad”
rockets, tanks, their helicopters
regularly moved in from Belarus and
aryna’s colleagues at the center
destroyed everything around – the
are still appalled by this murder
water tower was demolished.

«

Оne of the enemy’s tanks stopped
right next to Arsenii’s house.
That is how the occupiers try to
shield themselves, with civilian
infrastructure.

M

…Russian soldiers shot up the
cars without warning. Maryna’s car was
literally torn into pieces. She was killed.
Maryna’s body is still in that car at the
checkpoint – it can’t be removed because
of the risk. Relatives say they will wait as
nobody wants to add to the victims.

Аrsenii was severely injured in the
back of his head. Maryna wanted to
send a vehicle from "Оkhmatdyt," but
she couldn’t. So she packed the necessary medical supplies and escorted the boy’s parents on their
way to Kukhari.

«

Maryna and Arsenii’s parents were on their way, when they were told that the boy had died. Still,
they decided to continue driving to the village to take the body home. On the way back their car was
shot by Russian soldiers. Maryna’s car was literally torn into pieces. She was killed. Her brother was
injured but managed to take the child away for burial.
Maryna’s body is still in that car at the checkpoint – it can’t be removed because of the high risk to
be shot. Relatives say they will wait as nobody wants to add to the victims.
Maryna’s colleagues at the center are still appalled by this murder.
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67, teacher, Mykulychi village (Bucha district)
(the story told by her friend and colleague Nadiia
Zubets)
Nadiia graduated from the Institute of Food Technologies
as a production engineer. She worked at a Kyiv company for
several years, then moved to Mykulychi and took a job as
school teacher. She lived there almost thirty years.
At first Nadiia was a Pioneer leader3 at school, later a teacher.
She taught children to use various kinds of equipment, along
with handicrafts and cooking, art and design. The school walls
were covered with posters made by Nadiia. She also helped
children to take part in different art
competitions – all the classrooms
were decorated with her students’
work. Nadiia’s love and passion for
teaching made this school a better
and brighter place.

«

S

he said, “I am 67, an elderly woman.
If they come to steal anything, I will
just give it to them. Who needs me
anyway?” We knew nothing then about
the atrocities in the suburbs.

I always knew she could do literally
anything. A truly unique person with
a great knowledge of science and
math, a talented singer and dancer, she was fond of knitting, sewing, drawing and baked unbelievable
cakes. Nadiia also learned the basics of first aid and often performed nursing duties – jabs, droppers,
enemas. She never refused anyone in need.

«

She was a theatergoer – never missed a performance at Franko’s theater4. Loved concerts and
ballet. She was so lively and had plans for the future…
She lost her husband quite early so she had to take care of her sons almost on her own. At the age
of 60 she retired and wanted to spend more time with her family. But she couldn’t rest – her sons
decided to rebuild the house and needed money for this. Nadiia wanted to contribute so after two
years she took the job of cook at a private Bucha kindergarten.
So we were working together for these five months before the war – I was a caregiver at the
kindergarten. Everybody loved her… І saw how appalled parents, children and staff were at the news
that Nadiia didn’t survive.
Occupiers entered the village on February 27 – on the third day. I managed to leave Nemishaiev
under shellfire on March 6. Nadiia and all her relatives stayed in Mykulychi. It’s a neighboring village.
Her elder son was wounded when he tried to help his neighbors to put out a fire in a nearby house

3

4

after the occupiers attacked. They simply shot everyone who was running to help. One of the older
men used his body as a shield to cover the younger ones and he died of severe injuries. Yevhen had
four shrapnel wounds and Nadiia took care of him.
Nadiia lived at Starosilska street – at
the very edge, close to the forest and
the highest spot in the village, where
the occupiers took up position
and fired on Bucha, Hostomel,
Irpin and Vorzel. They had a kind
of military mini-base there with
“Grad” launchers, tanks and AAMS.
When they returned to their position
through the village, they shot at
houses and civilians.

«

F

ive hours later my colleague told me
she was dead: “Nadia has been found
shot in her yard.” Her neighbor saw
her lying on the ground, face up, with her
arms out and a bullet hole in the head. On
that day the “ruscists” just walked around
the village and murdered people.

«

Nadiia Honcharenko

On March 11, I was informed that
there was a chance to leave Mykulychi
and I called Nadiia immediately. Her elder son fled with his family, but Nadiia stayed. She said: “I am 67,
an elderly woman. If they come to steal anything, I will just give it to them. Who needs me anyway?” We
knew nothing then about the atrocities in the suburbs. I think she also stayed because her sons were
repairing cars and five clients’ vehicles had been left in her yard.
I called her every day to find out how she was and get some news about the village. Also to find out
whether my daughter’s newly built house was still intact – Nadiia could see it from her yard.
On March 27 I only heard “Hello” and the connection was lost. I had this feeling, you know – I called
her younger son who had stayed behind as well and lived next door to Nadiia. He said she was fine
as they had just talked. Five hours later my colleague told me she was dead: “Nadia has been found
shot in her yard.” Her neighbor saw her lying on
the ground, face up, with her arms out and a bullet
hole in the head. On that day the “ruscists” just
walked around the village and murdered people.
There was no chance to get to the cemetery.
Nadiia was buried in a garden, in a casket
they bought at a local funeral parlor. After the
occupiers were pushed out of the village her
sons relocated her to the cemetery.
She used to say: “Just a little bit more and I
will retire". She almost managed to survive the
occupation, all these difficulties but four days
prior to liberation she was shot by this creature
through a fence hole – for fun or out of rage,
nobody will ever find out… a person I cared for so
much is gone!

The Pioneer movement was created in the USSR to ensure both leisure activities for adolescents aged 9-14 and proper ideological education. Joining the Pioneers was an important milestone in the life of every Soviet child. Pioneer leaders were responsible for systemic work
with Soviet teenagers.
The Ivan Franko National Academic Drama Theater in Kiev was founded in 1920. It rightfully plays an important role in the history of Ukrainian culture.
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45 years old, scientist, Doctor of Law, volunteer (Kyiv),
Klavdiivo-Tarasovo village (the story told by her
colleague Larysa Kampantseva)
"In 1988, before the proclamation of independence of Ukraine,
she found blue and yellow ribbons at home and wove them into
her hair. At that time I held a position at the regional executive
committee. I was called and asked if I knew what my daughter
had done. Then I told her to take the ribbons off but she replied
"Never"" says Ilona Kurovska's mother Iryna Eduardivna.

«

This story shows what kind of person
Ilona was. Active, sincere, dedicated
to her work and the Motherland – she
will be remembered by her relatives,
acquaintances
and
colleagues
forever.

H

ow can I leave my native Klavdiivo?!
If I can do something I must help
my home village and Ukraine,” she
told her friends. Being aware of the risk,
Ilona left the occupied village to transport
military and humanitarian aid from Kyiv.
She did the almost impossible.

«

Her friend Andriy talks about her with
real admiration. "Ilona Anatoliyivna
was a beautiful, fragile woman who
could both build a house and paint a picture. She was an intelligent, wise, and respectable person and a
scientist. I am grateful to God and destiny for the opportunity to know such a woman as Ilona. She was a
dedicated patriot and a hero for her homeland. She was a great person everyone should remember and
read about. Ilona serves as an immaculate example of unbelievable courage and dedication!"

medical and critical military aid that included a powerful drone with satellite communications for
detecting and transmitting the enemy’s position via a secure communication channels.
"She actually saved our village
from destruction. Guys conducted
air reconnaissance using drones
and Ilona sent vital information to
our soldiers” says her mother. She
despised the war, saying that it brings
only horror, fear and death. However,
she thought it was inevitable and
necessary for the revival of Ukraine
as a sovereign nation.

«

S

he actually saved our village from
destruction. Guys conducted air
reconnaissance using drones and Ilona
sent vital information to our soldiers” says
her mother. It seems to me that she felt
something would happen to her. When
she was reading, she told me: "Mommy, lie
down next to me for a short while"… " – the
woman's mother remembers.

Ilona Kurovska died from the
detonation of an anti-tank mine
planted by russian occupants on the
road between the occupied villages
of Ozirshchina and Andriivka. There were two other men with her in the car: a classmate truck driver
and a young man who had taken part in the anti-terrorist operation. No one survived.

«

Ilona Anatoliyivna Kurovska

"It seems to me that she felt something would happen to her. When she was reading, she told me:
"Mommy, lie down next to me for a short while"… " – the woman's mother remembers.
Ilona Kurovska achieved a lot despite her short lifetime: she worked as a Deputy Head of the Boryspil
District State Administration, Acting Head and Deputy Head of Pereyaslav-Khmelnytskyi District State
Administration (Kyiv Region). She devoted her life to scientific work and fruitfully cooperated with the
National Academy of the Security Service of Ukraine.

They got acquainted on February 24. Ilona impressed Andriy with her bravery and intelligence at first
sight. He says that when the war began, she immediately organized the volunteers of her native village
Klavdiivo-Tarasovo into a territorial defense to prevent looting, detect subversion and reconnaissance
groups. Ilona opened headquarters in her own house. She just did what others did not dare.

In summer 2022 – she defended her Doctor's thesis
and got a doctorate degree in law. Ilona had many
professional and life plans that, unfortunately, were
interrupted by the war… She enjoyed reading, especially
fiction and history books. A few years ago there were
more than 9,000 books in her home library.

"How can I leave my native Klavdiivo?! If I
can do something I must help my home
village and Ukraine,” she told her friends.

Ilona was also good at painting, singing, and cooking.
She attended a recording studio, did ballroom dancing,
adored animals, and had 7 pet dogs.

Being aware of the risk, Ilona left the
occupied village to transport military and
humanitarian aid from Kyiv. She did the
almost impossible. Driving through russian
checkpoints Ilona delivered quadrocopters,
AK-74 submachine guns, and walkies to
the local defense representatives as well
as food and medicines for the villagers.
Andrew says that their last mission on
March 21 was of pivotal importance for
them. That day Ilona was carrying food,

In honor of the heroic deeds of Ilona Kurovskaya her
villagers took the initiative to nominate her for the title of
Hero of Ukraine - the highest award - (posthumously) for
personal courage, bravery, heroism, and self-sacrifice
demonstrated during the defense of Ukraine against
armed aggression of russian federation.
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Ilona's mother says: "Now when I pray I do not address
God but her." The bright and vivid memory of Ilona
Kurovska and her heroic deeds will always live in our
hearts...
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38, Holos Party Member of Parliament, widow, Kyiv
My beloved husband, Bohdan Stefanyshyn, a soldier, was
killed by a Russian shell on March 30, 2022, while performing
a combat mission to rescue civilians in the city of Chernihiv.
He always said that Ukraine came first for him. These were not
just words. He absorbed this understanding from his father
Yevhen oved Ukraine very much. He was from Kolomyia; his
parents were once members of the UPA5 (Ukrainian Insurgent
Army). Bohdan's grandfather was killed by the KGB6. His
pregnant wife Stefa took her husband's body out of the mass
grave at night to bury him properly.

«

Then Stefa was sent to a
concentration camp, and her young
didn’t manage to save my children
son Yevhen with his grandparents
from the greatest scourge of the
ended up in Siberia. Although the
family managed to reunite in their
war – the loss of their beloved father
native Kolomyia many years later,
Bohdan.
the wounds from Soviet rule were
life-long. Bohdan's father burned all
the documents proving that their
family had been in Soviet camps in order to save his children from the genocide perpetrated by the
Russian government. He failed.

«

W

I have always been very worried
about mine and my husband's lives.
Not because it's scary to die. I could
hardly imagine our daughters’ eyes
at the terrible news that one of the
parents died.

that crazy Putin was quite capable of
bombing Ukraine’s Verkhovna Rada. It
was scary.

«

I

of medicines and volunteers who could take medicines to various places, including such hot spots
as Kharkiv, Chernihiv, Sumy… I lived in a more or less safe part of Kyiv. At the same time, sittings
of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine took place almost every week. We voted on laws crucial during
wartime, but the main thing was
to show Ukrainians that their MPs
are in Kyiv and working. Just like
e voted on laws crucial during
the government and the President.
wartime, but the main thing was
Although of course the meetings
to show Ukrainians that their
were kept secret for security
MPs are in Kyiv and working. Just like the
reasons. Everyone understood that
government and the President. Although
crazy Putin was quite capable of
bombing Ukraine’s Verkhovna Rada.
of course the meetings were kept secret
It was scary.
for security reasons. Everyone understood

«

A story told by Olha Stefanyshyna

I simply felt that Putin would inflict a large-scale war on Ukraine. Therefore, on the eve of the war,
we sent our daughters, Vlada and Valeriia, to their godmother outside Ukraine. I joked that if nothing
happened all of us would laugh at my hysterics about the oncoming war. However, I would kill myself
for not doing so while sitting in the bomb shelter. Unfortunately, I was right. But I didn’t manage to
save my children from the greatest scourge of the war – the loss of their beloved father Bohdan.
On February 24, I woke up in the middle of the night, feeling an urgent need to watch the news. This
happened at the very moment when the first words appeared: "Putin has attacked Ukraine. The war
has begun." Bohdan's sister called me right away, and I went to another room so as not to wake him.
But it was for nothing, as they started bombing Kyiv and the suburbs. He immediately took me to the
Verkhovna Rada to declare martial law in the Parliament.
Bohdan was a member of the Kyiv territorial defense, I was in the Parliament and at the same time
I started volunteering, helping in hospitals. At first there was no food, and we, along with other
volunteers, searched for some, which we delivered to hospitals in Kyiv. People gave all the food from
their warehouses for free: tons of pancakes, dumplings, chicken, water… Thanks to a huge network
of friends and enthusiastic people we did impossible things. In a few days we established a medical
headquarters together with the Charitable Foundation “Patients of Ukraine," where I had worked
earlier. We started buying medicines and medical devices. We were looking for money, suppliers

5
6

The Ukrainian Insurgent Army was a Ukrainian nationalist paramilitary and later partisan formation that during World War II was engaged
in guerrilla warfare against the Soviet Union, the Polish Underground State, Communist Poland, and Nazi Germany.
The Committee of State Security (KGB) was the main security agency for the Soviet Union from 4 February 1947 until 3 December 1991
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On March 30, at 6 am, Bohdan and several of his sworn brothers went to Chernihiv to rescue people
who had fallen into the hands of the Russian beasts. In fact, they were doing what international
organizations, such as the Red Cross, were supposed to do under their peacekeeping flags. Instead,
brave Ukrainians did it, risking their lives to save others. During all this time, they saved about 150
people. That day they were to take turns transporting people from Chernihiv to buses parked in the
tiny village of Yenkiv. Also, they had to take Nastia to Chernihiv, a young woman who decided to
return home to her husband. An enemy drone strike guided by the Russian sabotage-reconnaissance
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Well, it doesn't help me to feel better...
If we trace the history of the Stefanyshyn family from Kolomyia, we can understand that history
is repeating itself. Bloody massacres, murders and tortures of innocent people – Russia has been
doing this with Ukraine for centuries.
Less than a hundred years ago,
Bohdan's grandfather gave his life
istory is repeating itself. Bloody
for Ukraine, and now he himself
massacres, murders and tortures of
died at the hands of the Ruskies.
innocent people – Russia has been
I really want my grandchildren to
never know what war is, to live in a
doing this with Ukraine for centuries.
prosperous independent Ukraine. To
Less than a hundred years ago, Bohdan's
do this, it is not enough to destroy
grandfather gave his life for Ukraine, and
those criminals who have unleashed
now he himself died at the hands of the
and are waging this bloody war on
Russians.
us today. Not enough to judge them.
Not enough to torture them. Because
there is no hell in the world where all
the sins they have committed in less
than 2 months of this bloody war can be atoned for. Through centuries of abuse of our nation.
This requires that a state like Russia does not exist at all, must be simply disintegrated, and finally
disappears off the earth!

«

H

Borodianka. Photo © Oleg Veremienko

group hit just the two of them - Nastia and Bohdan, burning them alive in a split second. Their friend
Oleksii died soon after from shrapnel wounds. All other members of the convoy survived. Monsters,
who had launched the drone, were killed the next day.

«
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Bucha. The mass grave of tortured and murdered Ukrainians. Photos by Dmitry Larin. With the permission of the Ukrainian Pravda online media.

Bucha. The mass grave of tortured and murdered Ukrainians. Photos by Dmitry Larin. With the permission of the Ukrainian Pravda online media.

Now you sleep happily,
What sorrows there can be
You do not know;
You'll learn too rapidly
Heartache and woe.
The hour goes wearily!
The minute – drearily!
Woe does not sleep...
Lullaby, dearie, to
Live is to weep.
Shameful, detestable
To yield to destiny!
Your hour will come.
With fate contesting – your
Sleep will be done...

Lviv. "109 prams according to the number of children killed by Russians in the war". 03/18/2022. Photo by Roman Baluk

CHAPTER II. Children of War

("LULLABY" by Lesya Ukrainka.
Translated by Vera Rich)
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9, Kyiv
(published with the permission of a volunteer Olena
Vinnytska)
How can I live with this?
The eyes of 9-year-old girl who can’t even realize how lucky
she is to get away from this hell completely unharmed… I will
remember this look forever…
We are called volunteers. People of diverse professions,
social status, activities. We used to be different in peaceful
times. Now we are united with one task – helping the war
victims, the army and territorial defense at the front line.
On that day, me and my “comrade” Tolik went to distribute humanitarian aid in villages liberated
from Russian scum. When we met the head of the Kopylivska community and asked about food and
hygienic items, he informed us that there was no need to bring products for children, as fortunately
all minors had been moved from this village. There was only one 9-year-old girl, brought there by
occupiers. This was something we didn't expect to hear and after a few minutes’ hesitation some
locals agreed to drive us to meet this girl and deliver toys and sweets.
As we were approaching the house, locals immediately surrounded us and warned that her parents
had been shot and her sister had been missing for a month. She knew nothing of this so the villagers
had tried to keep it a secret. We never intended to bring such horrible news to a child. We just wanted
to add a tiny sparkle of joy to these dark times.
After a few minutes an elderly woman came out with Lera. The girl smiled and came closer – she
could barely hold all our presents, and she was confused by such attention. She smiled.
First we asked whether she was OK there, about her daily activities and any special requests –
something for the next visit. She talked and talked and I felt almost frozen inside, realizing how
agonizing her grief would be, devastating this little smiling girl.
She told us about her school and her dog; then she wanted to show us some photos, but her phone
had been packed in her mom’s bag, and left somewhere in the car. She stopped for a second, then
resumed.
“I forgot my backpack, it’s still there, I guess. I forgot about it completely as they shot at my boot,
even my sweater. They hit my mom but they didn’t hit me. She screamed: “Don’t shoot, we have
children here.” I bent down like my dad told me. But they shot and hit my mom.
So it all started like that – there was a loud boom in the morning, which woke us all up. I had no idea
what was happening and nobody explained. Mom and dad knew something, but they didn’t tell us.
My sister’s name is Arina. Then dad told us that we were going to our summer cottage in Severynivka.
I asked him what was happening – he just said it was a war. We drove and stayed for a couple of
days there. But it was really very confusing, and we heard these shots from somewhere. Then dad
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said we should prepare to go to our grandparents, to Uman – it was calm there and nobody was
shooting. Dad told us to bend down and stay away from the windows if we were told. I was in a car
with mom, Arina stayed with dad. Also our godparents, two cats and dogs. My Lucky was there as
well. We were driving on a road, not sure what it's called, but a road, then someone started shooting
at us, mom screamed and I wanted to see what was happening. Then we stopped, I called for mom,
but she was just sitting and there was blood. I took her phone to call for an ambulance, but it was
blocked with a password. I asked mom to unblock it, she was very pale pale but she could just slightly
move her finger [she imitated some
weak movements with her fingers –
ed.]. I couldn’t call anyone and went
tarted shooting at us, mom screamed
along the road to look for help. There
and I wanted to see what was
were tanks, so I hid. Then I went
back to my mom, she was very pale.
happening. Then we stopped, I
I spent three-four hours walking
called for mom, but she was just sitting
here and there and saw dad’s car.
and there was blood. I took her phone to
When I looked at him, his eye looked
call for an ambulance, but it was blocked
like that [rolled her eyes up – ed.].
with a password. I asked mom to unblock
Arina was there – I told her “Let’s
hide, ruscists are everywhere in their
it, she was very pale but she could just
tanks.” She said: “My leg is hit, right
slightly move her finger. I couldn’t call
there [pointed at her thigh above the
anyone and went along the road to look
knee – ed.]. I saw a scary wound.

«

S

I asked her if she could crawl. We had
to hide. Then they came in tanks and
took us away. Ruscists were in tanks.
We were put in different tanks. They
left me with this old lady – I learned
how to wash the dishes and to make
salad. These snowdrops didn’t grow
here – we found these in the forest
and planted them on this spot.”

for help. There were tanks, so I hid. Then I
went back to my mom, she was very pale.
I spent three-four hours walking here and
there and saw dad’s car. When I looked
at him, his eye looked like that. Arina was
there – I told her “Let’s hide, ruscists are
everywhere in their tanks.” She said: “My
leg is hit, right there. I saw a scary wound.

«

Lera

Then Lera showed us the household, and some trenches dug by occupiers on the neighboring plot
where they kept their tank and station. She showed us the neighbors’ house, with bullet holes in the
walls and shattered glass in the rooms. She told us she saw the ruscists’ tank burning, Valia and
Sasha were putting out the fire in the field. There was fire!
We listened to her. It was painful to see Tolik’s face, but much harder to look at Lera.
I tried to smile when I talked to her… to keep the tears away…
This was one of the toughest stories I’ve heard since I joined the volunteers. The hardest part is that
this child still has to face this unbearable burden.
We left literally with broken hearts. We drove in complete silence. We were so deeply moved by this
encounter that even lost our way at some point. We both knew that this was not an isolated case.
How many such stories will eventually come out. Today I saw this face again – a face of war, ugly
and criminal. War made by monsters, calling themselves our brothers.
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17, Mariupol
(with the consent of journalist Olesia Bida and
“Hromadske”, which published this story)
On February 24 at 3:50 a.m., mom heard the first explosion.
She ran to me and my sister and uttered those terrible words:
“It’s the war, we have to pack!” Pack? Run? Where and how?
So we just grabbed some warm clothes and food we had, and
put it in bags. We thought we would leave but it didn’t happen
– the city was closed.
The actual horror hit us then. People were running out of their
houses, searching for cash and fuel. We heard explosions
everywhere.
At noon our house was literally trembling. Which basement to pick? I called the head of our
condominium, asking where to hide. The answer was “Our basement isn’t a good place for that; it’s
being refurbished and the windows… you can’t go there.”
At that moment we still had basic supplies and a telephone connection. We had a small reserve of
water and food, but we though it couldn’t last longer than 3-4 days.
In two days the water supply, electricity and phone connection were cut. Soon the gas was turned
off as well. We understood it was a complicated situation.
All this time Mariupol was being hit by missiles. They were destroying the left bank of the city.
Primorskyi district was hit by blast waves. There was rumbling everywhere.

My sister was the first to reach it. We started knocking on the door, heard people sitting inside and
whispering. Then a man opened the door, but he refused to let us in as it was already packed. But
my father pushed him aside and we entered.
There were 20 of our neighbors inside. We were followed by a family with a 5-month-old baby. If we
hadn’t pushed our way in, another family would have died.
We witnessed different horrors inside – people were running out of food, turning into animals, ready
to kill for just one drop of water.
We had to melt snow and ice to cook
food.
People took a huge risk when they
went outdoors – they had to hide
from shrapnel, pieces of concrete
and stones.

«

W

e had nothing, basically, but hope
and prayers. … On the tenth day
a single piece of bread was left,
the size of my fist. We divided it into four.
I couldn’t eat mine as we’d been starving
for too long. I kept it for days as I was
so frightened that this tiny piece would
disappear.

One day a mine fell close to the
basement door – the crater it left was
enormous, it looked like someone
had been digging very deep. The
demolition process had begun and
we were afraid of dying there, under concrete and iron, that could become our mass grave.

«

Mariia Vdovychenko

Мy mom has polyneuropathy – a disease affecting the peripheral nerves. Due to stress she lost
her ability to walk, her heart stopped twice. Pharmacies were closed, we had no medicines. The
emergency aid station next to our house had been destroyed.

We covered the windows and put some foam rubber between them, thinking that would protect us.

My dad tried to resuscitate mom with CPR. We had to look for pills under the shellfire. We couldn’t
lose our mom. We had nothing, basically, but hope and prayers.

We decided to hide in the bathroom. We figured out an approximate schedule of shellfire. If we
heard the slightest sound we ran back to the bathroom immediately. It was so exhausting, our hope
of any rescue was fading. I guess you can imagine how safe a bathroom is like in a typical Soviet
apartment block.

On the tenth day a single piece of bread was left, the size of my fist. We divided it into four. I couldn’t
eat mine as we’d been starving for too long. I kept it for days as I was so frightened – what if I ate it
and would not be able to find more food later.

One morning – I don’t remember the date – we all stayed in the same room. We felt this vibration
inside the building; something fell in the next apartment.

People were fighting and arguing; there was an attempt to push someone out and get rid of an extra
mouth. There was no humanity left, just darkness, we already felt that death was coming.

But we were lying and thinking: no, it’s happening elsewhere, we don’t believe it’s here.

This is how we spent those 12 days.

Then the ground started vibrating, the whole house seemed to jolt. We quickly ran to the bathroom.
First there was silence, something was, like, falling, then a blast wave pierced it right to the bottom.
The upper floors just squashed. Concrete, furniture, roof parts and glass were everywhere. So were
the screams.

The shellfire usually commenced at 4 a.m. Then there was a short break and it resumed after 10 a.m.
On that day we woke up at 2 a.m. because of a particularly powerful blast. We tried to sleep. A cup
was hopping on a shelf above me. Just to describe the sound – imagine lying down with four trains
going simultaneously on each side.

We managed to get out of the house and our dad ordered us to dive into the first basement we
reached.

When they were shooting, we usually prayed, the child was crying. On that day everyone was silent.

There was nothing but ice, glass, explosions and shooting, we were running and thinking: find the
stairs, go down into the basement, don’t be hit by the falling concrete.
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Suddenly we felt the ground shuddering. It seemed like everything was falling on us – bricks and
the ceiling.
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I was lying and thinking: we will never get out of this place alive. I thought this basement would become
my grave. I was losing hope, I wasn’t able to pray or expect anything. It had to come to an end. It
couldn’t last much longer. And I kept saying to myself – people can’t just suffer like this for nothing.

There were several shops with Russian products – high prices, immense lines. With the money
we had we could afford just two loaves of bread. And we tried to hide that from other people as
someone might steal them.

I was sure I was about to die, with my family sleeping on the very same blanket.

They also launched a so-called “denationalization” drive: soldiers were searching the houses and
looking for “nationalists” and “fascists,” as they called them. Some people were taken away and shot.

F

irst there was silence, something was,
like, falling, then a blast wave pierced
it right to the bottom. The upper
floors were just squashed. Concrete,
furniture, roof parts and glass were
everywhere. So were the screams.

I don’t remember how the days passed after that – we were exhausted, starving and desperate.
Once my dad said: “We will starve to death, die under the concrete or they will shoot us.” Russian
soldiers were checking the basements to look for people and threw bombs. We never responded if
someone knocked.
One day we heard our neighbors saying that there was a way to escape to Melekino. My dad had an
old Zhyghuli, battered by pieces of concrete and broken glass – we even doubted that the car would
start, but it did. We had to drive under uninterrupted shellfire, there was fighting everywhere, but we
had one goal: to survive and get out of this hell.
We had almost reached Мelekino when we saw a checkpoint of the so-called Donetsk Peoples'
Republic. We realized it was a one-way trip but it was also dangerous to move forward: if we were
not killed in Mariupol, we would definitely die there as the enemy considered us to be just targets,
dots to hit.
We were stopped and asked for our registration. “Маriupol? Turn right.”
We didn’t know what it meant for us. Then they directed us somewhere a few times. Gradually a
large convoy of cars and people walking formed on the road.
Soon the DPR military ordered us to drive “down.” So we did and they just shot at the vehicles and
people around it.
We finally reached Yalta (in Donetsk region – ed.) and hid in an old recreation center for more than
10 days. We had no food, took water from the well. We had cash, but it was useless there.
In Yalta they were establishing the DPR authority and so they tried to present themselves a bit better.
We were offered humanitarian aid in return for our names. People agreed as they were starving.
But nobody shared anything as everything were transferred to locals, who were selling this food for
unimaginable prices.
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Starvation and fear of dying because of the extreme cold. Fire, water, tea, and two loaves of bread –
that was all we had. My parents decided to leave.
Then there was this filtration procedure in Manhush. There were two camps. The first was for those
without cars, moving on foot. They sometimes stayed there for a month due to the endless queues.
People tried to save their lives and flee. There was another camp for people in vehicles.
When I say “camp”, I mean convoys of cars, not a sort of temporary settlement. There were 500 cars
in front of us, thousands waiting behind.
They forbade us to leave the cars, to search for food and water, and even relieve ourselves. There
were armed soldiers everywhere,
they threatened us and controlled
everyone.

«

This filtration camp had a schedule
– open from 5 a.m. till 11 p.m. – but
in fact, nothing started without their
morning routines… we waited for
them to have breakfast, smoke a
cigarette and chat on the phone.
They didn’t care about civilians at
all. Two or three cars were passed
in an hour. We spent two days inside
waiting for our turn.

I

was lying and thinking ... I thought this
basement would become my grave.
…I asked God to give us a quick death
– I didn’t want to see my family struggling
with pain, being helpless and witnessing
their end. … We all knew: if we were
hit, nobody would survive. Just like the
neighboring house – they couldn’t take a
single body out. The occupiers forbade it;
it was just impossible.

«

We had nothing – no hope, no
energy, no proper first aid kit. We all
knew: if we were hit, nobody would
survive. Just like the neighboring
house – they couldn’t take a single
body out. The occupiers forbade it; it
was just impossible.

«

«

I still decided to pray. I asked God to
give us a quick death – I didn’t want
to see my family struggling with
pain, being helpless and witnessing
their end.

Filtration works according to
the following algorithm. They have a checkpoint. A car goes there, they check every pocket and
compartment, scan the bags in the trunk. They check the clothes you’re wearing and underneath.
Men are forced to undress next to their cars – they are looking for some tattoos, signs, the “Nazi
stuff,” you know.
Some passengers didn’t get through this filtration procedure: sometimes someone’s parents were
just taken away and the car moved off. People were confused as they were completely unarmed
against the occupiers armed to the teeth.
We finally reached it at 11 p.m., our car was the last one that day. We were thoroughly searched.
Мom couldn’t walk because of her sickness, she and my younger sister were allowed to stay inside:
“people aged 14+ were subject to filtration”.
We went out. 200 m away there was a booth comprising two rooms. Exhausted people were standing
outside – it was still very cold. My feet felt almost numb because of the freezing air.
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They just wandered around and chatted, discussed the women they had tortured.

was empty and tried to find out why: “Why is it empty? What are you hiding? We don’t believe you!” He
got hit on the head. He couldn’t remember who did it and what object they used; he just remembered
being outside. His vision worsened due to the injury but we still had to move forward.

I heard them talking:
“The one who failed to pass – where did you take him?”
“Just shot – 10 or more of those. Don’t even count, I’m fed up with it.”
Оne man with huge frightened eyes left the booth after filtration. He was shaking and talked about
physical violence during the interrogation. His wife was still there.
Then it was our turn. We went to separate rooms.
They took my prints, scanned my ID, checked the phone. They asked some provocative questions.
About our government, my personal views. They wanted to find people who loved their country; they
humiliated and bullied them, sometimes verbally, sometimes physically.
They took my passport and checked my age. They said I looked too young and they didn’t like me;
they were looking for someone else.

He pushed me because he thought
I was too slow – I fell and hit my
knee but my only thought was: I
have to stand up and run to the car,
otherwise I will die. And I ran as fast
as I could.
Мom saw I was alone. She panicked
because dad was missing: he
might not have passed or was
being tortured, if not already killed. I
couldn’t speak and just froze.
He came after 40 minutes. We saw
them pushing him out. He fell first,
then stood up, but fell several times
again. But he managed to reach the
car.

«

T

hat is how we reached that filtration
spot… When I say “camp”, I mean
convoys of cars, not a sort of
temporary settlement. There were 500
cars in front of us, thousands waiting
behind. … Filtration works according to
the following algorithm. They have a
checkpoint. A car goes there, they check
every pocket and compartment, scan the
bags in the trunk. They check the clothes
you’re wearing and underneath. Men are
forced to undress next to their cars – they
are looking for some tattoos, signs, the
“Nazi stuff,” you know.
– “The one who failed to pass –
where did you take him?”
– “Just shot – 10 or more of those.
Don’t even count, I’m fed up with it.”

Then we drove along some rough
village roads as the bridge was
destroyed and we couldn’t reach
Berdiansk very quickly for that
reason. There were bodies and burned-out tanks and stuff everywhere.

«

I was pushed out, escorted by an
armed soldier to a car.

Then dad’s vision started to get worse. In Berdiansk we slept inside the car. Then he told us about
his filtration procedure. They took his ID and fingerprints, he was undressed and searched. The
interrogation was hard, with lots of pressure. First he was pushed, then they saw his phone memory
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We had to cross 27 checkpoints on our way from Berdiansk to Zaporizhia. They checked our IDs
every time, searched the car, asked us to confirm the filtration procedure. They took food, warm
clothes, asked for cigarettes, alcohol and even drugs.
We moved on, through the battles. Something flew under the car and exploded, the vehicle just jumped.
Dad told us to stay calm and called it a firecracker, but we knew there were no firecrackers in a war.
It was a long and exhausting road. We saw demolished houses, anti-tank mines on the road, tanks
marked with a “Z” in the streets, burned bodies and crushed cars. The forest around us was on fire.
In the morning we reached Orikhove in Zaporizhia region. We saw these stone blocks in front of us,
anti-tank “hedgehogs” and spikes on the road. It was easier to breathe, then I noticed a Ukrainian flag.
At first we thought that was another trick or check we have to pass. We were stopped and asked – in
Ukrainian: “Good afternoon! Can we see your IDs, please?”
We handed them over, but still we weren’t sure and we were still frightened.
“Don’t be afraid, this is Ukraine!”
We started crying, we couldn’t believe we were
finally under protection, in our own land.
We went straight to the refugee support center in
Zaporizhia. Mom was offered medical treatment
as she couldn’t walk. It got worse for dad, he
has almost lost his vision. My sister and I were
emotionally numb, totally broken.
Dad was examined by two local doctors and
diagnosed with a contusion trauma. One eye
now doesn’t function at all, the sight in the other
is very unclear.
Volunteers sent us to Lviv where we could get
more advanced medical treatment. Dad was
examined again and the experts warned us that
he might need long, expensive therapy – maybe
he would need to go abroad for specialized help.
“We can’t lose dad. He saved us, so we have to
help him now!” With these words, Mariia’s mother
Nadiia ended the conversation.
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Mariupol. Azovstal. Photos by Dmytro Kozatsky
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35, psychologist, involved in the medical network
"Dobrobut", Kyiv
After the liberation of Kyiv’s suburbs – Bucha, Irpin, Borodianka
and other settlements – the world witnessed not only tortured
and murdered Ukrainian civilians, but rape victims, not only
women, but children and the elderly. The stories are appalling
and every day we hear more. Cruel rapes are committed
unseen, almost all by groups.
Kateryna’s story
At the beginning of the war, my colleagues and I launched
a volunteer Telegram channel to provide psychological

«

assistance. Now we have a team
of 100 psychologists: 40 of them
ape is a weapon of war. It is
are involved full-time and 60
committed not only to satisfy
occasionally. The need for such
perverse sexual appetites, but
support is huge now – more than
two thousand subscribers have
to manifest an urge to dominate,
already joined the channel. The
demonstrate power, devalue the victim
Telegram platform allows you to
and destroy them both physically and
conceal private telephone numbers
mentally. That is why they use the most
and communicate anonymously.
depraved form of rape, group rape
This is extremely important,
especially for survivors of sexual
committed in the presence of relatives,
violence, who are usually afraid
even little children, resulting in severe
even to tell their relatives about the
injuries.
horrible things they’ve experienced.
It is equally important for assistance
to be provided urgently. Therefore,
any request posted on this Telegram channel gets an immediate response from an expert able to
help.

R

Often there are from 3 to 5 rapists in the group – men of different age from 18 to over 50. In most
cases the girls are being beaten heavily as they resist, their bones are broken, teeth are knocked out.
Some fainted at some point and can not remember some things done to them.
Many say that after this they simply want to take their skin off when taking a shower. To get rid of their
body as it’s become an everyday reminder of rape. They try to keep themselves clean all the time,
almost sterile. Pouring hydrogen peroxide, marigold extract and some alcohol-based substances on
injured genitals. But that makes it even more painful; they hurt themselves trying to clean everything
inside. Yet, they cannot make
themselves to visit gynecologist.

«

They say they’ve lost a sense of
meaning for their lives, they can’t
see how they will be able to live with
that. They can’t eat and even forget
to drink water; they can’t sleep and
their minds are constantly disturbed.
They are in a safe place now, but
they don’t feel safe.

I

t’s impossible to forget this nightmare
or do something to make it fade
away. Such trauma is always a sort of
watershed moment, a fissure breaking
your life into “before” and “after.” For
the first couple of months our psyche
activates a freezing mechanism, along
with efforts at exclusion, trying to push
the traumatic experience out. People think
that if they avoid talking about it, then it’s
like it “happened to someone else.”

It’s impossible to forget this
nightmare or do something to
make it fade away. Such trauma
is always a sort of watershed
moment, a fissure breaking your life
into “before” and“after.” For the first
couple of months our psyche activates a freezing mechanism, along with efforts at exclusion, trying
to push the traumatic experience out. People think that if they avoid talking about it, then it’s like it
“happened to someone else.” Then you start to “defrost.” But when the trauma fully seeps back into
your consciousness, it turns into poison, making your life unbearable.

«

Story by Каteryna Haliant

You can’t get rid of this trauma, you just need to learn to live with it.

«

Survivors of violence do not usually say openly “I was raped.” Often people complain rather that,
say, they can’t sleep, they’ve lost the will to live, or some suicidal thoughts emerge. In the course
of therapeutic treatment we eventually work out that a rape has taken place. The wave of requests
from rape survivors and their relatives peaked after the liberation of occupied areas in Kyiv region.
Rape is a weapon of war. It is committed not only to satisfy perverse sexual appetites, but to manifest
an urge to dominate, demonstrate power, devalue the victim and destroy them both physically
and mentally. That is why they use the most depraved form of rape, group rape committed in the
presence of relatives, even little children, resulting in severe injuries.
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Bucha. Destroyed Russian military equipment. Photos by Dmitry Larin. With the permission of the Ukrainian Pravda online media.
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Bucha. Photo by Victoria Kirilenko

CHAPTER III. Under Occupation
and Close to the Enemy

For safety reasons we do not disclose
certain details, in some cases even
names and pictures, which may
potentially harm courageous women
facing the enemy. We will definitely
republish their unabridged stories
when the threat is gone.
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38, Kyiv oblast
This story was collected from the shards of Vira's painful
memories, which she gradually shared over many days.
Before the war, about 1,500 people lived in our village, and
about half left at with the beginning of the hostilities. I wanted
to leave, too, but I couldn’t leave my mother alone, because
she flatly refused to flee. It is true, the villagers are very
attached to the land. So we stayed… unfortunately for us.

«

The day they entered the village, my
mother and I were working in the
garden, our house is on the outskirts
and the road comes straight out of
the woods, so we did not even have
time to run into the house, and stood
there numb with rakes in our hands.

T

hat day changed my life forever.
It made me completely lose faith in
people and in myself.
… When I entered the house, I saw huge
bloodstains on the floor and walls, but
I had no idea whose blood that was.
There were three soldiers sitting at the
table, eating dinner and drinking alcohol.
I was very scared, but I still hoped that
there was a wounded man in the house.
When one of them, the oldest, staggered
from the table and began to approach,
unbuckling his belt, I finally understood
everything…

«

The first few days were relatively calm,
only almost every product disappeared
from the store. We received news that
the enemy was trying to surround
Kyiv. On the fourth day I already knew
for sure from my sister, who lives 20
kilometers from us, that our village
was in the path of the invaders. But it
was too late to run…

Two soldiers with weapons came to our yard; the rest of the column went on into the village. We
were so scared that we couldn't say a word. The men kept saying and saying that we shouldn't worry,
that they wouldn't hurt us. It couldn't get any worse in Ukraine than before. One of them looked at me
with such honest blue eyes that I was even relieved. They told us to stay in the house. So we didn’t
even go out to collect water. Shots were fired several times in the center of the village. We saw no
fellow villagers. More than a day passed in this way.
That day changed my life forever. It made me completely lose faith in people and in myself. There
was a knock on our door: the same blue-eyed soldier asked me to help a neighbor from the house
opposite. I did not feel any danger, because in the morning I had told them about my medical skills.
When I entered the house, I saw huge bloodstains on the floor and walls, but I had no idea whose blood
that was. There were three soldiers sitting at the table, eating dinner and drinking alcohol. I was very
scared, but I still hoped that there was a wounded man in the house. When one of them, the oldest,
staggered from the table and began to approach, unbuckling his belt, I finally understood everything…
I am 38 years old, I have been married, and I’ve had a few sexual partners. At that moment, for some
reason, I thought about my friend's 15-year-old daughter, who lived two houses away, and imagined
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her in my place. I was overwhelmed with despair that was much stronger than my fear. The man
took me to the next room and told me to undress. Then he threw me face down on the bed and raped
me. These were the worst 2 minutes of my life. Then he got up and went out. After him another
came in, followed by the third, then the fourth. The feelings were unbearable, but I kept thinking
about my friend's daughter and imagining that I was saving her. It helped a bit…
The fourth man told me not to get dressed and go out to them. When I came out, they were playing
cards at the table. They said we were going to play the Stone Face, and I had to get under the table
and take turns satisfying them orally. I'd never done that in my life, it triggered a gag reflex in me, but
they just shouted "Suck, bitch!" One
of them started putting out cigarette
butts on my shoulders. I don't know
oday, reading the headlines about
how long it took… When they let me
go, two of them were asleep drunk
the many rapes, I get scared,
at the table… I was most of all afraid
thinking about how many of us have
that my mother would find out, and
been violated? How many are hiding this
her sick heart couldn't stand it.

«

T

We learned from our neighbors
that they had looted many houses
that night, and killed several people,
celebrating the beginning of the
occupation. My friend's family was
fine. I was very happy.
I never saw them again. All but one.
The blue-eyed soldier came to me
six more times, saying he could even
fall in love with me, but now I'm dirty
because I "sucked so many men." He
took me out into the yard and made
me have sex with him. I didn't resist,
I didn't care… I just wanted them not
to touch my mother… I wanted him
to die…

unspeakable pain. Little girls, who have
never seen anything in life, who have
not yet begun to live, have not felt their
first love and the care of a man, whose
souls have been devastated. Devastated,
like our bombed, mutilated towns and
villages… The only thing that can bring us
back to life, give us the impetus to live on
is revenge. Therefore, every day I believe
in the victory of the Ukrainian Armed
Forces. I believe that these scumbags are
going to pay for everything, they will die in
agony and go to hell!

«

Vira (name has been changed)

The day these scumbags were leaving our village, they came to our house again and took away
everything we had held onto for more than two weeks: TV, microwave, mixer, my old laptop, jewelry,
bedding, clothes – everything. They smashed all our dishes and preserves. My mother cried so
much, took heart pills, found it hard to breath, but I was happy that I managed to cover up the worst
truth from her.
Today, reading the headlines about the many rapes, I get scared, thinking about how many of us
have been violated? How many are hiding this unspeakable pain. Little girls, who have never seen
anything in life, who have not yet begun to live, have not felt their first love and the care of a man,
whose souls have been devastated. Devastated, like our bombed, mutilated towns and villages…
The only thing that can bring us back to life, give us the impetus to live on is revenge. Therefore,
every day I believe in the victory of the Ukrainian Armed Forces. I believe that these scumbags are
going to pay for everything, they will die in agony and go to hell! Maybe then I will be able to deal with
blue-eyed men…
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Drawing by Anastasia Zilinska (4th year student of the National Pedagogical Dragomanov University)

Poster "Free Ukraine greets you", author - Stanislav Lunin, borrowed fragments - @Cedric Peyravernay, @Maxim Verekhin, @Oleksandra Frantseva, @Insist.

Friends and relatives had to bury them secretly in their own gardens near their homes.

62, teacher of geography and biology, Deputy Director
with 35 years' experience, village Nemishayevo
My name is Nadiya Zubets. The beginning of Russia's war
against Ukraine caught me in the town of Nemishayevo. It is
located in between the already notorious Borodyanka and the
towns of Bucha, Irpen and Gostomel.
I would also like to emphasize that I originally come from
Motyzhyn, where more than twenty peaceful Ukrainians were
tortured, including the family of the head of the village Olga
Sukhenko, with her husband and son. The whole world has
already seen photos and details of
this case. This crime is especially
painful for my family – because they
are not just fellow villagers, but my
close relatives, who were executed
solely for helping the people of
Motyzhyn to survive the occupation.

«

T

he Russian fascists used these
peaceful people as shields, not
allowing them to leave, robbing
them and taking all their food and water.
The Russian occupiers roamed around
the streets of Nemishayevo and the
neighboring village of Mykulychi, where
they chaotically shot at residential and
administrative buildings, turning them to
ashes and killing people here and there.

My family – meaning my husband
and I, my daughter and her husband
and their two children – experienced
the attack on Bucha and Irpin, and
later the occupation of Nemishayevo
to the full, sitting in the basement of
my daughter's private house. The
house stands along the Warsaw
highway, next to the Agricultural College, where the invaders set up a base for equipment and
personnel. Helicopters from Belarus delivered reinforcements there every night.

«

The shelling of the surrounding areas was carried out from Grad rocket launchers, dug in at the
College Stadium, right near a facility with student dormitories. Basements in the facility were used as
bomb shelters. Hundreds of students, teachers and civilians hid there from bombings and shelling.
The Russian fascists used these peaceful people as shields, not allowing them to leave, robbing
them and taking all their food and water. The Russian occupiers roamed around the streets of
Nemishayevo and the neighboring village of Mykulychi, where they chaotically shot at residential
and administrative buildings, turning them to ashes and killing people here and there.
So died my friend, long-time colleague-teacher Nadezhda Goncharenko, who was only 67. She
had planned finally to travel the world, to spend some happy times with her grandchildren. But on
March 27 she and four other neighbors were brutally shot in their own backyards with no reason or
explanation from the invaders.

After March 2, it became clear to the enemy that the botched Kyiv “blitzkrieg” through the Gostomel
Gate had failed. In frustration they began fiercely shelling Bucha, Vorzel, Irpen and surrounding
villages. The atrocities against civilians intensified. Soldiers broke into houses and settled in, took
hostages, stole property, raped
women and children.

«

Our house suffered the same fate. A
Russian military mob broke into our
house. Probably we were saved by
our prayers and the sheer stupidity
of these soldiers, who could not
figure out the plan of the house and
did not notice us in the basement.

T

he column was repeatedly shot at
by snipers with machine guns. My
daughter's husband miraculously
escaped a bullet. As it turned out, our
experiences were far from the worst
in comparison with the atrocities and
tortures faced by hundreds of those who
will never be able to tell you their stories
as they are lying in mass graves.

I cannot describe what I felt – this
feeling of hopelessness and fear for
the lives of my grandchildren. So we
decided to get out of that hell and
try to escape, no matter what the risk. Thus, local people got together in more than twenty private
vehicles and hung out white flags and signs saying "Children."

«

Nadiya Zubets

We knew that this attempt of escape
would turn for us either into a road of
life or a road of death. The chances
of survival were minimal. The column
was repeatedly shot at by snipers with
machine guns. My daughter's husband
miraculously escaped a bullet.
As it turned out, our experiences were
far from the worst in comparison with
the atrocities and tortures faced by
hundreds of those who will never be
able to tell you their stories as they are
lying in mass graves.
But we, the living, will always remember
them and will not forgive. Ukrainians
will not be defeated, because the truth
is on our side. Our courage gives us
strength and God is with us. Glory to
Ukraine.

The callousness of these crimes is unfathomable – it was even not allowed to bury the dead in the
cemetery.
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75, retiree, Mariupol
I spent the first three weeks of the war in my apartment. I
just hoped this nightmare would stop soon. Then I moved to
a basement – my apartment is on the fourth floor and I was
already too frightened to sleep in my bed as it kept jumping
with every explosion. I stayed in the basement for a month.
By March 25 heavy shellfire had stopped, although we knew
nothing about the destroyed theater, bombed maternity
hospital, and the atrocities around the city because our
connections were cut. On March 21 I eventually managed to
call my daughter and she cried: “Mom, you have to leave! The
city does not exist!” I couldn’t believe it, but I decided to flee as my daughter had told me.
Then it started… they attacking continuously, day and night. The ground was trembling. Those who
owned cars left, others tried to reach the edge of the city where evacuations took place. I had no car
and I couldn’t cover any distance beyond 50 m due to my weak legs...
There were forty of us, including twelve retirees, staying in a basement. The youngest woman was
63, the oldest 85. The men were aged around 70. We’ve known each other for many years as we
lived in the same house. Our children grew up in this place, we’ve become friends.
We gathered all the food we had to share with each other. We used an open fire to cook, piled up fragments
of damaged doors and wooden window frames to burn. From the beginning of the occupation everything
– water, electricity, gas, heating – was cut. One option was to melt snow collected from roofs and car
hoods. Another – to collect the rainwater. There was a well close to our house and men walked there
to get water despite the shellfire. Once they returned all pale and horrified, saying: “Тhere are three dead
men lying on the ground.” But they had to go there again for water to survive.
We considered ourselves truly lucky to wake up while staying in this basement. We slept in our
clothes. It was a very cold spring – sometimes at night it reached 8 degrees below zero (17.6
Fahrenheit). Our basement was cold and humid; we just wore everything we had and covered
ourselves with blankets. Тhat’s how we lived: faces covered in soot, clothes smelling of smoke, not
a single chance to wash, uninterrupted shellfire and explosions. We always checked whether it was
safe to go to the basement from the house and vice versa. “The jet just swooshed and dropped a
bomb. We have to make it because it will come again.”
We tried to support each other. Of course, sometimes the fear was overwhelming, and we were so
desperate – especially in these first days when the uninterrupted bombardment started. But we had
to survive, so we tried to lift our spirits and struggled to survive.
Оne woman – she cooked food next to the block – was heavily wounded by missile shrapnel (it
landed nearby). Her back was all cut up; one arm was fractured. We collected all the medicine
and bandages we had. There was a surgeon in a neighboring house – she helped us to treat the
wounds and put the bandages on. Everybody supported this injured lady, took good care of her
and fed her. Then one of our neighbors took her to hospital when the shellfire at the plant stopped.
Another woman came for help to us – one of her arms was torn. We saved her as well. I realized that
Ukrainians are a people with unbreakable spirit and true strength.
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One young man got a bullet straight to the heart. We couldn’t help him. There was no chance to
reach the cemetery, so we buried people opposite our house, where children used to play football. It
was impossible to move on. The mortuaries were closed. We wrote the names of the deceased on
paper, if we knew, and put these in their clothes before the burial. We had to bury strangers as well.
Then we wrote the names of the burial witnesses. These were not ordinary deep graves, we simply
couldn’t do it, so these bodies were
literally just covered with soil.

«

What was the worst for me then
was that I had no contact with my
daughter, who lived in Kyiv and had
relocated to Lviv because of the war.
We had no information about the
external world. We couldn’t inform
our children and relatives about our
survival; we couldn’t get any news
about them. We were completely
isolated in our neighborhood –
nobody could even reach the next
street as everything was covered
with debris from the ruined houses.

W

e gathered all the food we had
to share with each other. We
used an open fire to cook, piled
up fragments of damaged doors and
wooden window frames to burn. From the
beginning of the occupation everything –
water, electricity, gas, heating – was cut.
One option was to melt snow collected
from roofs and car hoods. Another – to
collect the rainwater.

«

Tetiana Bulychova

My house is located next to Mariupol Illich Metallurgy Plant. I worked there for 40 years as a
production engineer at a rolling lab. My father held an important position there and helped to rebuild
the blast furnaces after WWII. I cried when they bombed the plant… it was built in 1897. During the
occupation all industrial facilities and nearby buildings were burned to the ground. All the houses,
built by Belgians over 100 years ago next to the plant, were destroyed.
A missile fragment hit my window, but our house was mostly undamaged – except for the windows.
I finally found a chance to leave when some marines, defending
our plant, relocated to “Аzovstal” and the invaders concentrated
on this.
On April 19 I was taken away by my neighbor. He managed to get
a permit to move out. It was impossible to get to Ukraine so first I
had to reach Donetsk in Russian territory, but prior to that you have
to go through a filtration camp in the occupied part of Donetsk
region, with enormous queues. The elderly are treated better there,
but every single male is stripped7 and thoroughly interrogated.
They order everyone to give fingerprints and take photos.
It took me a week to get to Lithuania and be with my daughter.
Now I am safe. When I walked out of my apartment I cried – it
was obvious that I had lost everything… my house, my neighbors
and this city. Mariupol has turned into a memory.

7

Russians are looking for tattoos that may demonstrate pro-Ukrainian views. They call
such people “Nazis”, capture or kill them.
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Lena Kryvuliak

56, doctor, Makariv Multidisciplinary Intensive Care
Hospital, Makariv village
WAR… This word even sounds scary.
My grandma once told me how she survived World War II. I
was small and only half-listening to her stories. I knew that
these were terrible events, that many people had died. But
it was all so far away from me. I never understood how my
grandma felt. I never understood why she always cried when
she talked about those events, until I saw war with my own
eyes… In 2022!!! I'm talking about it and I can't believe it even
now.
Every night I call my daughter. We
don't live very far from each other, but
we last met two months ago. I was
waiting to meet her in the coming
days. I also wrote a reminder for
myself: "Buy lard8 for Alionka." This
was – it then seemed – one of the
important matters for February 24.

«

A

few days later, our doctor and the
ambulance driver went to one of the
occupied villages to provide medical
care to one of its residents. The Russians
shot up the ambulance (despite all its
identification marks). The doctor and
driver died on the spot…

But on that day the war began. I was
mechanically getting ready to work,
like a robot. I don't remember that
morning well: I kept remembering my grandma's stories about World War II, listening to news that
for some reason I couldn’t accept, and thinking that I needed to buy lard…

«

The day passed very quickly. All my colleagues were sure that it would be safe in Makariv. Everyone
said that everything would be fine in a few days… But my colleague's son, a soldier, was urgently
called up to defend Kyiv.
I went to the store and bought lard, as it was my special mission for that day. In the evening my
daughter arrived. We hugged each other as long as usual…
On February 25, we were told that we would be working on the weekend. We are conscripts and we
have to help those who need it at any time. We have a duty to help the military, who can be brought
in from other settlements. We have a responsibility to save them, no matter what it costs us.
It was scary when we heard about the villages near Makariv: Motyzhyn, Kopyliv, Severynivka, Lypivka,
Andriivka, Havronshchyna were occupied. We saw the enemy convoy of tanks passing by our houses
in the main streets. It was terrifying… I remembered my grandma's stories again. Was she just as
terrified when she saw enemy tanks?
The worst started on February 28, 2022. My husband took me to work in the morning. I took food
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An important product in Ukrainian cuisine.
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with me because I didn't know if I would return
home that day. I knew that we had already had
the first losses among our defenders. There were
problems with communications, gas, light and
water. I already knew that we had taken the first
casualties among the civilian population, too,
namely two pensioners who had gone to look for
their son and their car was shot up. They died on
the spot… Civilians were asked not to go out unless
absolutely necessary. The only good reason was
to move to a bomb shelter in the basement of the
hospital. One night, during the shelling, we were
in this basement (medical staff and our wounded
defenders) and we all sang the National Anthem
of Ukraine. My heart almost exploded. Never in
my life had the National Anthem of Ukraine been
as meaningful to me as that night…
A few days later, our doctor and the ambulance
driver went to one of the occupied villages to
provide medical care to one of its residents. The
Russians shot up the ambulance (despite all its
identification marks). The doctor and driver died
on the spot…
The Russians bombed the bridge over our Zdvyzh
River, which meant that I couldn’t get home. I
couldn't even call them or find out whether they
were alive because there was no signal… I was
at the hospital for eight days in a row. During this
time, I found out the meaning of the term “Cargo
200” (the military identifier for the transportation
of dead bodies from the battlefield, originating
from the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in
the 1980s, when thousands of Soviet troops
returned home in zinc coffins), and “Cargo 300”
(for the transportation of wounded personnel).
There were so many of them… Constant sirens…
Constant shelling, air strikes… At first it was very
scary, and then the fear disappeared somewhere.
I've never seen anything like it before: torn off
body parts, heads smashed to pieces…
When our servicemen got to us, we at once
changed them into civilian clothes, provided by
volunteers in advance. We understood that if the
Russians broke into the hospital (they were 30 km
away from us), they would just kill our soldiers,
together with us for helping them. After they had
bombed the hospital in Irpin to destruction, we
realized that they were totally ruthless.
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It lasted eight terrible days. I didn’t
bathe all this time, because there
was no water in Makariv. We had
some water delivered by volunteers,
but I realized that I could not take this
precious water just to wash… The
main thing was that the wounded
people had something to drink…
I regularly went up to the 5th floor of
the hospital under constant fire and
sirens in order to boost the signal
and make sure that my child was
alive.

«

W

hen our servicemen got to us,
we at once changed them into
civilian clothes, provided by
volunteers in advance. We understood
that if the Russians broke into the
hospital (they were 30 km away from
us), they would just kill our soldiers,
together with us for helping them. After
they had bombed the hospital in Irpin to
destruction, we realized that they were
totally ruthless.

«

An air strike on the bakery… 13 young
men were brought in, some already
dead… Some could not be saved…

The next day, an air strike blew out the hospital's windows.
On the ninth day we were told that we had to evacuate. It was impossible to stay here, the hospital
was almost destroyed. On one hand, I was happy that we would get to safety. But on the other hand,
I blamed myself for the fact that if our young defenders would be wounded and transported to our
hospital, we would not be there for them. I cried for the first time: from helplessness, from fatigue,
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from seeing so many young bodies that would never be able to live their lives. I couldn't calm down.
I was sitting in the ambulance and just crying and talking with my grandma in my head…
I became an internally displaced person… But I am mentally at home… I know that a shell hit my
neighbors’ house, having blown out my house’s windows and doors… But I know that we will rebuild
everything… I know that I will
return home… I will live in my
wonderful Makariv!

«

Someday I will tell my
grandchildren about how we
survived the war… They will
listen to me and eat ice cream
or candy… Maybe I will even cry
and they won’t understand how
I feel, because these events will
be so distant for them… And I
will be indescribably happy that
they can hardly understand
me… The only thing I will ask of
them is to love, appreciate and
respect their country, because
so many of our defenders died
so they could live here, have ice
cream and sweets and never
feel what their grandma felt in
February–March 2022. I will
teach them to sing the National
Anthem of Ukraine. We will sing
it with our hands on our hearts.
Every time we sing it, my heart
will almost explode. Since
that night in the basement, the
National Anthem of Ukraine has
become especially valuable and
especially important for me.

S

omeday I will tell my grandchildren
about how we survived the war… They
will listen to me and eat ice cream
or candy… Maybe I will even cry and they
won’t understand how I feel, because it will
be far from those terrible events… And I will
be indescribably happy that they can hardly
understand me… The only thing I will ask
of them is to love, appreciate and respect
their country, because so many of our
defenders died so they could live here, have
ice cream and sweets and never feel what
their grandma felt in February–March 2022.

«

My clothes, my hands were covered in blood… Every defender brought to the hospital was like family
to me… They were so young… Many of them died in my arms… It's awful to close the eyes of a boy
who should have lived a long life… Sometimes I felt like committing a war crime: if a Russian was
suddenly brought to the hospital, I would strangle him. Let them put me in prison later.
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Hanna Kebets

43, Head of HR at Booknet, co-organizer of the
Mentoring Club, Community of Professionals, Kyiv
In December 2021, I received an interesting offer to head the
HR department of an IT company. I have also been developing
a professional community. In 2014, I organized the Mentoring
Club – Community of Professionals, within the framework of
which I invite practitioners who talk about their achievements
and inspirational cases. Our target audience is top managers
of Ukrainian enterprises. My daughter and I moved into a
new apartment last year. On February 25, we were going to
celebrate my daughter's birthday in some warm country. I

On February 24, we decided to go
from Kyiv to our parents in Motyzhyn,
naively believing that no one would
care about a village, located away
from the road. How wrong we were…
On February 27, a large Russian
convoy entered the village and
immediately started firing at the
houses.

«

N

one of the villagers went outside,
all hid in their homes. Only the
Russians went through the streets,
firing at the houses… The Russians
tortured another neighbor, who had
treated my parents to coffee and
chocolate the day before. He was found
yesterday (April 2) with his hands tied
and shot.

The electricity supply was gone, as well as the water, heat and communication.

«

considered my life happy and full
until the war came to us.

The first victims in the village fell on the day of the invasion. Our neighbor got a machine gun wound
from Russian fire. The injury was serious and a local doctor decided to take him to the hospital in the
district center. The doctor, the wounded man and his son left in the car. We did not hear from them
for a long time, but five days later we learned that they had been shot on the way out of the village.
The car had a red cross and the inscription "Injured people."
Many people, like us, came to the village after the beginning of the invasion to hide there for a while.
They had no food and my father shared meat and eggs with them when there was no shelling.
As the days went by, we stopped distinguishing between dates, days of the week – there were only
morning, noon, evening, night…
The house became colder and colder, we put on all our warm clothes. We spent nights in the
basement, sometimes staying there all day long due to heavy shelling.
Before the war, my parents had a small quail farm. Unfortunately, the birds couldn’t live long without
light and food. We had to cull almost all the quails and give them to the neighbors. My father left
some quails to have eggs.
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The generator was turned on for 30 minutes a day to charge phones and pump water. They were
afraid to turn it on for a long time, because the generator was roaring very loudly and could attract the
Russians. My parents had a cylinder of gas that allowed us to cook hot meals and warm up a little.
None of the villagers went outside, all hid in their homes. Only the Russians went through the streets,
firing at the houses.
I had to do something. Sitting in the basement all the time was hard both physically and psychologically.
I tracked the movement of the Russian convoys and reported data on the number of military hardware
and the coordinates of its location to our forces.
We lived a week in this hell,
getting used to it. Our basement
seemed to us the safest place.
How wrong we were again… I
realized this only two weeks
later, when I saw footage from
Bucha, Irpin and Borodianka.
One day we decided that I would
try to get my daughter and
daughter-in-law out with my
niece in my car. My parents and
brother stayed.
When they had already collected
a bag with some belongings and
documents, they learned that
the Russians had shot at cars
with villagers who were also
trying to escape the occupation.
I don't know where I got my
strength for this trip, I just acted
like a robot.
The worst thing was to say
goodbye to our nearest and
dearest. I can hardly remember
my father's words without tears:
"Hanna, if you see tanks coming
towards you, go out and raise
your hands."
We wrote "CHILDREN" on sheets
of paper, opened the windows
in the car so we could hear the
Russian vehicles from afar and
left… I told the girls: pray that we
can get out of here.
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We went to Montenegro for four days to a friend who had invited us. The apartment house, built for
tourists, is now home to 10 families who have left Ukraine. Free. The hardest during this period was
communication with parents. We
did not know how to get them out of
the occupation. They did not want
he first victims in the village fell on
to leave their farm and the house
where they had lived all their lives.
the day of the invasion. Our neighbor

«

The village was under occupation
for more than a month. Parents are
alive and well and it's a miracle.

T

got a machine gun wound from
Russian fire. The injury was serious and
a local doctor decided to take him to the
hospital in the district center. The doctor,
the wounded man and his son left in the
car. We did not hear from them for a long
time, but five days later we learned that
they had been shot on the way out of the
village. The car had a red cross and the
inscription "Injured people."

They did not tell us much. The
most terrible days were about a
week before the liberation, when
the Russians marched through the
village and fired at the windows
and doors of every house, threw
grenades into people’s yards,
destroyed all the parked cars. After
a grenade hit a neighbor’s house, the
garage caught fire. My parents and their neighbors waited for the Russians to leave and then put out
the fire with water from the lake. They managed to save the house.

Kyiv. Photos by Dmitry Larin. With the permission of the Ukrainian Pravda online media.

Only a few weeks later, I began to realize how dangerous this road was and that we were born lucky.
We did not meet living invaders; we only saw damaged enemy vehicles and shot-up civilian cars.

«

The Russians tortured another neighbor, who had treated my parents to coffee and chocolate the
day before. He was found yesterday (April 2) with his hands tied and shot.
Yesterday they also found the head of the village with her husband and son. They were abducted
and tortured, and then shot and covered with sand at the place where the Russian military hardware
was located and from where they fired at our positions.
There are many more people who were murdered by the Russians…
There is still no light, heat or gas in the village, because the area is mined.
I continue to work remotely while in Montenegro. Now I also work as a volunteer delivering sights,
thermal imagers, military ammunition with my car, which we buy in Zagreb, Croatia, to Ukraine and
pass on to other volunteers. The round trip takes four days.
I really want to go back. I decided to wait until the end of the week, and if it is safe in Kyiv, I will return.
Then I plan to work and do some volunteer work. Everything I can do for our Victory.
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Several hours after our departure a missile hit our house – fortunately the part under the roof, but...

Viktoriia Kurylenko

46, editor, Bucha
We managed to flee from Bucha…
It was impossible to stay in the house a minute longer. Three
days without electricity, heating, cellphone coverage, with
regular shellfire, just anxiously expecting anything to hit us
every second. We’d already learned to distinguish the source
of fire (MLRS or tanks), the distance if we had to run to the
basement or whether we could spend another moment in the
hall behind the load-bearing wall.
By the way, the basement itself acts
as sort of mesmerizing Dementor
(out of Harry Potter). If you spend
several days there, in darkness and
cold, it starts paralyzing your body
and spirit, you become indecisive,
fear expands, you just feel like you’re
stuck to it. Some neighbors stayed
there with little children from the
first day. I knew it was a wrong move
to give up to basement.

Мy heart has remained in Bucha. Every day you just check the messages in the house chat, to
see if there is any news from your favorite place. It is so painful to hear about the looters and the
destruction. When they couldn’t take something away, they just destroyed it – not only things, but
innocent people as well.
Then they posted a photo of our yard… the invaders had established their HQ there. I never imagined
a military HQ could look like a pigsty. Well, it’s logical – like "warriors" like HQ.
I know it will be really frightening to return but we still really want to see what is left inside… even if
it scares us so much…

«

A

family had tried to get away in
their car and they all were hit by
heavy Ruscist fire, even a 4-year-old
girl and her mother. … We went on foot
straight to Irpin… In the field we were
caught by the first shelling; my husband
later told me that he had heard a bullet
whizzing past him – in other words,
they had deliberately shot at a family of
civilians.

On the tenth day of this horror we
were out of everything: food, candles,
water and patience. We realized that
it was the only moment to flee; otherwise we would never make it. So we fled. Nobody wanted to
leave by car as on the previous day a family had tried to get away in their car and they all were hit
by heavy Ruscist fire, even a 4-year-old girl and her mother. A doctor who was staying in our house
gave them first aid as we had no ambulances and fire brigades for a long time there.

«

We went on foot straight to Irpin, there were five of us: me, Oleksii, Маsha, Маrik and Маrynka. In
the field we were caught by the first shelling; my husband later told me that he had heard a bullet
whizzing past him – in other words, they had deliberately shot at a family of civilians. We had to
reach the church at Soborna street, just to charge our phones, drink a cup of tea and hitchhike to
Romanivka village – the last settlement on the route connecting Irpin and Kyiv.
Our most frightening experience was at the entrance to Irpin park. A missile hit a residential block,
glass shattered everywhere, walls were trembling, we fell on the ground and covered our heads with
our hands. A battered car with a red cross drove us to church, then to Romanivka. Now we only had
to cross the broken bridge to get to our checkpoint – evacuation buses were waiting for us there.
We ran as hard as we could with machine guns shooting everywhere. Marynka saw this as a game.
When some officer lifted her and helped her to move along the bridge, she even laughed. Marik was
shocked, running fast as well, asking for the headphones all the time – it was unbearable to hear
the external noise. We were lying on the bus floor as blasts were heard in all directions. We finally
reached Kyiv. I never thought that silence would become my most cherished treasure.
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Iryna Yazova

44, doctor, Bucha (as told by Victoriia Kyrylenko)
I had a neighbor, a therapist Iryna Yazova, a slender, graceful
mother of three children. Regular people who show courage
in extreme circumstances often do so behind the scenes. Ira
is not one of those who make videos against the background
of tanks, ruins or the patients she rescued, but I think she
deserves awards and medals.

«

R

egular people who show courage
in extreme circumstances often do
so behind the scenes. Ira is not one
of those who make videos against the
background of tanks, ruins or the patients
she rescued, but I think she deserves
awards and medals.

On March 5, a wounded neighbor
was brought to our building (by
the way, my husband and a friend
of our family were carrying him).
Volodymyr lives at the second
entrance, that day he simply decided
to visit his relatives in the neighboring
“Continent” residential complex and
was returning home at 3 p.m. Some
Russian snipers did not like it, and they just shot at this civilian, hitting him in the leg. From 3 p.m. to
6 p.m., Volodymyr was lying in the road next to our house; tanks were passing by. At first, according
to him, he prayed not to be run over. Then closer to 6 p.m. the pain was so unbearable that he
wanted to die to end it. But then his neighbors carried him to the entrance. For four days, Volodymyr
had been lying in the entrance of our house, and Iryna, a therapist, not a surgeon or a military doctor,
bandaged him, anesthetized him, and gave him medicine. After my husband saw him in the evening,
he said, "If the ambulance doesn't pick up the wounded tonight, he won't live until morning." But
Volodymyr lived until the morning and even the evacuation in a few days because Iryna was there,
saving his life.

But the “obstetric express team” in our building (a therapist, a designer and a housewife) under the
guidance of Iryna managed it perfectly and welcomed little Alice to this world. She was born in the
darkness and cold of a house without power, but everything went well. A few days later, the mother
and child were evacuated. Top media outlets wrote about Alice's mother. Iryna says that she would
be happy to hear from them now; after all, it was her hands that brought this child into this world.
Iryna had other children on her hands. A family from Irpin had decided to evacuate by car through
the Bucha railway crossing, but the Russians stopped the car, ordered them to turn back and then
started firing. They hit people in the back seat: the bullet went straight through the woman's shin, and
her one-and-a-half-year-old daughter was deeply wounded in the leg. They turned to our Tarasivska:
Iryna bandaged them, gave them painkillers and antibiotics.
The point is that Iryna is far from considering her actions heroic, she just did what she thought was
necessary at the time. She was faithful to her Hippocratic oath, and helped those who needed it.
Such people who, without hesitation, perform their duty make an enormous contribution to great
victories. I am so proud of my neighbor! I think that the country, and maybe the whole world, should
be proud of people like Iryna!

«

Iryna also delivered a baby. It so
happened that a woman who was 9
months' pregnant had remained in our
house. And so it happened that her
child decided to be born on the 12th
day of the war, when there was no more
light, no water, no gas, no obstetricians
in Bucha… But there was Iryna. She
had never delivered a baby before, but
watching her work no one would have
guessed. For the woman in labor, she
was the embodiment of confidence.
No one knew, only she herself, how
scary she felt that night, fearing sudden
asphyxia, umbilical cord entanglement,
spontaneous rupture or blood loss…
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Dariia Sapon

40, psychiatrist, psychotherapist, Kyiv
My field activities began in 2014. On the first day of the
Revolution of Dignity, my colleagues and I went to the Maidan9
and helped as volunteers. There were a lot of people in stress,
somatic stress, who needed professional help.
I have been working as a psychiatrist long enough to
accumulate a wide range of experience. Eighteen years ago,
after graduating from the Bogomolets National Medical
University, I started to specialize in medical psychology,
defended my dissertation and received a PhD. Now I have my

«

T

here are, by and large, two ways
out of shock: either a deformation
of the personality, “splitting,” or
transformation to become stronger.
Despite the fact that nothing is finished
yet, I know from my colleagues and my
patients that we are becoming wiser and
stronger, all together, the whole nation.

Today, in conditions of war,
it is much harder to provide
psychological assistance. First, we
psychotherapists are only human,
and at the epicenter of the war.
Despite this, we have an obligation
to help others. It's hard to work without knowing your loved ones are safe.

«

own clinic, I teach at the university,
as well as at the Institute of
Neurosurgery. I have always had
plenty of work, but in these difficult
times it has increased many times
over.

My father's family remained in Bucha. When I learned that the Nikiforov family, consisting of
a husband, a wife with a disability (multiple sclerosis), and two daughters had failed to leave, I
immediately began to look for them. They haven’t got in touch. We still can't find them. We are still
looking for them. I feel devastated. A lawyer from my organization also remained in Bucha. We
haven’t heard from her. We are very afraid of receiving bad news. I really want them to call me. Every
day I wait for a call or message from them. But hope is fading. It's painful to talk about it. It's too
personal.
Classical training says that psychiatrists who are themselves at the epicenter of events cannot work
well with patients. Outside help is needed. But we cannot wait for help from outside, our patients are
facing severe trauma. We know that we need to work, even if we have nightmares or tears well up in
our eyes after a session. Of all the psychiatrists I know, only about 2 percent have left Ukraine. We
are fully aware of how much we are in demand here, in the thick of things.
Today, especially women and children need our professional help. Very many girls and women who
have suffered violence and loss come to us. Women who have lost children, husbands, have lost or
left their homes. We get so many calls that our team of volunteer psychotherapists cannot cope with

9

all the traumatized people. There are more and more volunteers, but also more and more requests.
There are a number of volunteers who themselves are psychologically exhausted and need help. I
try not to see more than two or three patients a day who have lost loved ones, because it is hard for
both the patient and the therapist. People are suffering so much! Extremely complicated situations.
Of course we cry and I cry when I hear my patients’ stories.
In addition, we work with other patients and requests online.
The most common complaints are anxiety that cannot be overcome. I’ve encountered for the first
time such phenomena as hearing phantom air raid sirens. “Am I having some kind of hallucination?”
patients ask. No, it's just that the amygdala reacts so strongly to danger. This is, first of all, the
threat of loss of life. And this threat is constant. Many people, having managed to move away from
physical danger, still do not feel safe. The fear of death is one of the strongest human fears. Chronic
pain syndromes develop, for example, the body just starts to hurt for no reason, many people have
an increase in blood sugar, loss of consciousness, eating disorders. Anxiety and nightmares, and
sleep disturbances are widespread.
Some regions are now allowed to sell alcohol. I believe that will only worsen the situation. Even lowalcohol drinks cause anxiety: alcohol does not extinguish anxiety, but, on the contrary, increases it.
After having one, two or three bottles of beer people start calling me saying that they are having a
panic attack: "I'm dying."
Today, against this background, existing or underlying psychiatric diseases are coming back or
getting worse. Some repeatedly suffer paranoid thoughts or hallucinations. We must understand
that people are running on adrenaline. Soon we will get a surge of psychosomatic disorders, for
example. I mean that such strong and repeated
shocks will traumatize a lot of people; they will need
psychological help.
We have an amazing civil society, we can get
together very quickly and help each other. Many
people who were at the Maidan Hospital, where I
worked, have organized themselves into volunteer
groups of psychologists, volunteer psychiatrists,
psychotherapists who provided assistance to people,
and often obtained medicine through friends abroad…
This way we help our own patients.
Seeing how my colleagues work, I feel more and more
strong, proud and patriotic. Because there are, by and
large, two ways out of shock: either a deformation
of the personality, “splitting,” or transformation to
become stronger. Despite the fact that nothing
is finished yet, I know from my colleagues and my
patients that we are becoming wiser and stronger, all
together, the whole nation.

The main square in the capital city Kyiv where the main fights during the Revolution of Dignity took place.
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My life has changed.

42, marketing director of a pharmacy network, Kharkiv
In normal life, I am a marketer in a pharmacy network. I really
love my city and my work so much that I helped write a book,
Pharmaceutical Kharkiv.
I have spoken Russian all my life, my ancestors lived in
Moscow, St. Petersburg, Kursk and Belgorod. Their portraits
hang in the Hermitage and the Tretyakov Gallery; in the
streets of Moscow there are houses built by them. One of my
ancestors described the death of her close friend, the poet
Lermontov (d. 1837). My nationality is given as “Russian” in
my birth certificate. I am Russian in
my beloved native Ukrainian Kharkiv.
On February 24, we were woken
by explosions… But who did you
[Russian troops] come to save?!
You are erasing step by step my
native and beloved city. People and
children are dying in my country.
Hundreds of thousands of people
have left their homes and have been
forced to leave.

«

Y

our “liberation” of us began in
2014: Crimea, Donetsk and Luhansk
regions… Now it’s Kharkiv, Kyiv,
Mariupol, Chernihiv… You are killing
civilians, you have made our lives a living
hell… In my heroic Kharkiv, thousands
of people have remained in the city, a
city where they speak Russian, a city
the Russians are bombing, a city where
Russian soldiers are shooting at civilians...

«

Your “liberation” of us began in
2014: Crimea, Donetsk and Luhansk
regions… (Keksik the three-legged dog appeared in our family as a reminder of those terrible events,
changing his residence permit from Donetsk to Kharkiv). Now it’s Kharkiv, Kyiv, Mariupol, Chernihiv… You
are killing civilians, you have made our lives a living hell… Your tank shot up my friends’ car near Izium;
another friend in Vesele received three bullets in
his stomach while in his yard. Your soldier fired
an automatic burst at him for the fun of it. In our
pharmacy, employees died at work, the daughter
of an employee suffered the traumatic amputation
of her leg and was taken to Belgorod. We're looking
for her, but so far we haven't been able to find her.
In another pharmacy, pharmacists were injured by
one of your “liberating” bombs... You destroyed a
building that was built by Russians. In my heroic
Kharkiv, thousands of people have remained in
the city, a city where they speak Russian, a city
the Russians are bombing, a city where Russian
soldiers are shooting at civilians...
So how are you saving us? From whom? Can you
tell me?
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I can no longer work in marketing. I don’t know what will happen tomorrow... When I hear the “air
attack” command, I’ve got used to falling on my face and covering my head with my hands, lying on
the floor of the pharmacy with the customers. I'm used to writing obituaries and looking for missing
people. I’ve become accustomed to a lot of things I could not even have imagined in that former
peaceful life of mine.

«

C

The first shelling found us in warm
hildren live with their mothers in the
beds. We were in no hurry and only
basement of one of our pharmacies.
slowly realized what was happening.
Residents of the cultural capital
We did not pack our things and did
not run away from the city. I took
curse, prepare Molotov cocktails and try
the car and went to pick up two
to survive. We no longer have a peaceful
pharmacists and their friend from
life. We left our homes, we are afraid for
a residential area located far away
our children. In the morning we conduct a
from the city center. We got into a
roll call to see whether everyone survived
huge traffic jam. Then there was a
queue at the grocery store and by
through to morning.
8:30 a.m. we were at the office. First
night on the floor, first sirens, first
explosions nearby… It’s hard to describe in words, it’s hard to convey the feelings that you experience
from the roar of a plane circling over the city center… and you feel a great relief every time it flies
away… You get used to the sounds of artillery and learn whether it’s ours or the enemy’s that is
firing…

«

Yuliia Klymeniuk

We couldn’t leave, like many others… We have obligations to those who require medicine, to those
who go to work every day and help civilians to buy the medicines they need.
Opening the pharmacy to the sound of machine-gun fire during street fighting; Russian soldiers
coming to the pharmacy for drugs. The taxi driver who revealed our positions to the enemy. The
shell from an airstrike. This was only the first six hours of one day. We no longer know what day of
the week it is, what is the date. We lived in the basement, went to work helping to collect medicines...
Curfew, rare sleep, again pharmacies and collection of
medicines.
A week later, I realized that I had never opened my laptop.
I received all the news from a cell phone, everything that
had been important before became pointless... New
people appeared in the office, they spent the night in our
basement, and left... My neighbors left... The city was
empty... Foreign students left. We stayed...
One day after the shelling, I went out into the street and
saw a dog that was shell-shocked. I carried it to our
basement in my arms… People, animals – they were all
together.
Every morning, I go out to open a pharmacy and start
collecting medicines… People in Kharkiv need medicines.
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An asthmatic girl, a grandmother with
cancer, for the hospital, for the territorial
defense, for mom, for the shelter ... My
phone keeps ringing nonstop ... At some
point I realized that I had stopped saying
hello to people... Just no time for this.
Before the curfew begins, lists must be
compiled...
Instead of an office and business
meetings I have a life in the basement.
Instead of a soft bed I have a cold floor.
Children live with their mothers in the
basement of one of our pharmacies.
Residents of the cultural capital curse,
prepare Molotov cocktails and try to
survive. We no longer have a peaceful
life. We left our homes, we are afraid for
our children. In the morning we conduct
a roll call to see whether everyone survived through to morning.
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45, associate professor at the Advanced Mathematics
Department, National University of Food Technologies,
Bucha
I couldn’t sleep on February 24th, don’t know why. At first it
was very calm, then the dog started to bark and I heard the
explosions in several minutes… couldn’t believe it but then
turned the TV on and it appeared to be real.
Everybody woke up. We had these warnings about invasion,
but nobody actually believed this could happen. There was
no clear plan or algorithm – the first thing I thought of was

At first, I just planned to take my
children to a safe place and find a
job, even abroad – I could easily
deliver my subject in English, so I
was ready to start.

«

W

hen we reached the border I made
the hardest decision ever – to go
back with my husband. I explained
to my daughters that they had to stay
strong and care for each other (22 and 14
years old, grown enough to survive without
us). The only thing I cared about was the
train to take them further from this war. It
was such a pain! I was ready to suffocate
russian bastards with my own hands!

«

breakfast...what if that would be
our last meal? Then it all happened
really fast. They bombed Hostomel,
missiles flew to Kyiv, we could hear
jets and helicopters flying over.
Neighbors fled massively – I didn’t
want to leave but after the message
about airborne assault groups
landing, there was no choice.

It took almost two days to get to safety, to the west part of Ukraine. I kept getting messages from
people staying in my town and witnessing the atrocities – never imagined the occupants would fight
against civilians with such unbelievable rage.
When we reached the border I made the hardest decision ever – to go back with my husband.
I explained to my daughters that they had to stay strong and care for each other (22 and 14 years
old, grown enough to survive without us). The only thing I cared about was the train to take them
further from this war.
It was such a pain! I was ready to suffocate russian bastards with my own hands! But my town
was a completely ruined place, lifeless and silent. The infrastructure was non-existent, getting a
message from someone hiding in cold and half-destroyed shelters, without water, electricity and
gas was a kind of a miracle.
We stopped in Khmelnytskyi. My husband wanted to enroll in AF or territorial defense, but they
refused – too many volunteers. He was advised to transfer to the local department and contribute
to Ukraine's victory doing his job.
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The staff of my university was still on unscheduled holiday like
any other educational establishment. At first I thought it was
the right thing to do – nobody could think of anything except
for war and we had plenty of time to volunteer. I helped to
make the camouflage nets. Later, the local textile factory ”StyleNika” offered us to assist in manufacturing free clothes for our
soldiers and I gladly accepted this offer.

«

I

have already received several
proposals from foreign universities on
employment. If times were different, I
would have definitely agreed to gain some
unique experience... But currently I just
can not accept their generous offer, as
my country needs me – as a teacher, as a
volunteer, as a citizen.

Remote education format was
gradually restored at the university
and I delivered lectures to students
via Zoom. Of course, we recorded
these for those who had poor connection to ensure the access. I was happy to watch students staying
online – it meant they were alive! I packed my laptop when I fled, so I had a chance to continue my
work.

«

Viktoriia Romanenko

I have already received several proposals from
foreign universities on employment. If times were
different, I would have definitely agreed to gain some
unique experience… But currently I just can not accept
their generous offer, as my country needs me – as a
teacher, as a volunteer, as a citizen.
My children are safe, being under the protection of my
colleagues and friends abroad, so as long as there
is an opportunity to work in Ukraine, I will stay and
do everything for our victory! I will teach students,
children, and even adults who are now defending our
country in the frontline. The time free from lecturing I
will dedicate to cutting and sewing warm clothes for
our defenders, and at night, during air raids, I will cheer
up local children in the basements. I'm sure I made
the right choice.
Our victory is coming soon, and all internships and
exchange programs are still ahead! Everything will be
Ukraine!
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Dasha Horodetska

24, a woman in labor, communicator at the Osvitoria
NGO, Fastiv
I planned to give birth in Kyiv. But the morning of February
24 changed everything forever. Our doctor left in the first
days of the war. Due to the constant shelling and the lack
of medicines in the Fastiv hospital, we also decided to leave
the Kyiv oblast for Vinnytsia, where we arrived on March 3. It
was almost impossible to find a free place in a hospital ward,
while schools or gyms were not suitable for pregnant women.
Finally we were let into a big house outside the city.

D

o you know why women who give
birth during wartime do not cry?
Or cry very little? Because there is
no time for tears. Everyone understands
that only a well-balanced mother can
take care of a baby properly. That's why
everyone is calm and does everything for
their children. You need to love more than
to be afraid. I tried not to be afraid and to
keep on believing. And now I do believe…
I believe in Ukraine and our victory!

Once I witnessed a woman already in labour
being asked to go to the basement. You can
only imagine how it feels for a pregnant woman
to "run" downstairs, across the street to the
basement of a building nearby. It is difficult for
her to walk, so how is she expected to do all
that in seven minutes? Newborns should also
be with their mothers in the basement. Young
moms have to take newborn babies to the cold
basement putting themselves and their children
at risk of pneumonia.

The conditions are far from hygienic. But in a state of stress the body recovers much faster. Children
are washed all kinds of ways: some with napkins, some from a cup, some in a bowl. Showers are
located in another part of the building, a 10-minute walk. The rooms are very hot. But you can’t
ventilate them as the windows are covered with sandbags. There are pipes and glass everywhere,
but you can't be too picky in a war.
I would like to single out the doctors who, despite everything, treat each newborn baby with care and
professionalism. After discharge, they ask us to keep in touch, just in case.
Do you know why women who give birth during wartime do not cry? Or cry very little? Because there
is no time for tears. Everyone understands that only a well-balanced mother can take care of a baby
properly. That's why everyone is calm and does everything for their children. You need to love more
than to be afraid. I tried not to be afraid and to keep on believing. And now I do believe… I believe in
Ukraine and our victory!

«

There were three maternity hospitals
in the city. First I got to the largest
maternity hospital in Vinnytsia.
My situation was aggravated by
the necessity of having to have a
C-section, because I was expecting
twins. Doctors prefer to avoid this,
as according to the rules, absolutely
everyone during the air alert must
go down to the bomb shelter, which
cannot be done in the middle of
such medical procedure. Therefore,
natural birth-giving seemed the only
possible option.

«

There is very little space in the neonatal pathology department, where twins are usually admitted:
15–18 square meters for 10 people. For example, my twins, grandmother and I shared the same
bed. Doctors admit that even children who are not yet 2.5 kg or in a satisfactory condition are now
being discharged if they feel they are improving. After all, the queue of pregnant women is very long.

I stayed for a few days in the first maternity
hospital, and then was relocated to another one
where they did the C-section. Here mothers were
not forced to go down to the basement, staying in the corridor according to the rule of two walls10.

10 The rule of two walls means that a person is believed to be better protected if they stay in the part of an apartment separated from the
out-side with two walls. One wall stops the projectile, the other protects from shell-splinters. In reality, it just gives an illusion of safety,
while everything depends on the trajectory of a missle.
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Andriana Kostenko

40, Doctor of Political Science, Sumy State University,
Sumy
Sumy region borders Russia, whence the invaders came.
Inevitably, therefore it was one of the first to suffer a land
attack. But our city saved the left bank of Kyiv from a rapid
siege and invasion. If the capital had fallen, Ukraine would
have been in dire circumstances.
War has completely changed our everyday lives. Towns and
villages around Sumy are teeming with invaders. Yesterday
Trostianets was on fire. People are intimidated, Russian

«

B

soldiers walk into houses with
ut our city saved the left bank of Kyiv
weapons, rape, shoot and loot.
from a rapid siege and invasion. If
Locals stay in basements for weeks
without contact, food, water or
the capital had fallen, Ukraine would
any support. They couldn’t occupy
have been in dire circumstances.
Okhtyrka, so they decided to burn
it down with MLRS. This is a typical
Russian tactic, taking revenge on
our people who refused to give up and accept the “Russian world”. Russian terrorists seize local
dwellings, in one community they pushed women with children out of houses and sent them off
in an unknown direction. Nobody knows whether they are still alive. During the nighttime air raids
they were throwing land mines which resembled petals. Lethal petals which are so hard to notice
or identify. If you step on one, your limbs may be seriously damaged and you can bleed out and
die. Sumy suburbs are under shellfire. They mostly aim at a chemical plant area. Today we were
informed of an ammonia leak… warned about possible chemical attacks.

items. A few shops are still open in occupied towns, but there is a lack of food and the shelves are
practically empty. Huge lines everywhere. It is especially hard to find medications, vital medicines
are impossible to find. My colleagues, teachers and students, put themselves at serious risk and
wait in line to get medications in pharmacies, search for it in different regions and try to deliver it
with the help of various people. It doesn’t matter what your position or title is, what you were doing
in peace time – now the only important thing is what you are capable of doing to help others, to
minimize their suffering and contribute to our victory.

«

Every night I grab my phone and check messages, news and analysis. I listen to our President’s
speeches and try to read between the lines, to understand what is really happening beyond the
cliches.

Every hour my calendar reminds me of everything I had planned for March 2022. I used to love
planning my activities, with very detailed daily schedules – university classes, meetings, training,
English lessons, research tasks and many other projects. These notifications cheer me up and help
me to remember who I am. It is crucial to remember who you are during a war – never forget what
you love and what you are into. War
might have changed my life, but it
will never change my personality.
t doesn’t matter what your position or
The key task is to save our country,
take care of people and yourself,
title is, what you were doing in peace
accept this new reality and stay
time – now the only important thing
sane, putting negative emotions to
is what you are capable of doing to help
the side.

Every morning I wake up around 5 a.m. It’s like a biological clock that warns me of danger. I try to
catch any unusual sounds like explosions, worrying that I might miss something. I check on my
relatives. A night is always a good one if you sleep on the floor in your own home instead of in a
basement. War has torn my family apart – I had to save my son and parents, sending them to the
safer western part of the country. When I accompanied my son to the last checkpoint in Sumy, it felt
as if my heart was torn from my chest, as if someone ripped my soul into pieces; my physical body
stays in occupied Sumy, but my heart and mind are with my family, far from this place. I think around
a third of Sumy residents fled the city.

Every evening I write dozens of letters
to partners asking for support, to
put additional pressure on European
politicians, to inform European citizens. I give comments to European media. I communicate with
my students, trying to explain the situation and lift their spirits. We often spend the night hours with
our neighbors in basements, exchanging news and thoughts and supporting each other, sharing
the essential things. We will do everything we can to stay strong and shield ourselves from these
pessimistic thoughts, fears and tears. The only tears we’ll have will be the tears of joy when we win!

Every day I get loads of messages and calls from my friends, relatives and other people I know. We
have very short conversations: “How are you?” – “Fine. Keep holding on!” Мy messages and phone
chats have become so condensed and reserved. My task is to instill confidence that everything is
going to be alright. Therefore no tears and emotions. We will cry on our Victory Day. I call and write to
different people just to find medications and essentials for lonely people, people with disabilities and
children staying in occupied settlements of this region. Sometimes I walk 10–15 km to deliver these

I love you. Ukraine will win!

I

others, to minimize their suffering and
contribute to our victory.

«
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for necessary medicines. We wanted to ease the process of finding and delivering medicines, baby
food and toiletries.

Anna and Kateryna Pylypenko

20, students, Kharkiv
We were born and bred in Kharkiv. We studied at a school of
architecture in the best city, Kharkiv. Also, we worked as parttime web designers for “Apteka 911” (a chain of pharmacies).
On February 24 we were woken up by a friend’s call, who told
us that the war had started. We live in the city center so we
could hear the shelling clearly. At first, we didn’t know what to
do, but then our boss Yullia came. With the first explosions
Kharkiv’s streets looked like they were paralyzed: lots of cars
were going in all possible directions, thousands of people with

«

suitcases were rushing somewhere,
there were incredibly long queues at
petrol stations. We picked up three
people on our way and Yullia drove
us to the office because there was a
basement.

W

e had to transfer a priceless
collection of old Kharkiv
postcards, which dated back to
1917, to Lviv. The collection is unique, so
we realized our responsibility.…. People
used to tell us that we would never
grow up… But it seems to us that we
have grown up and have become a lot
wiser over the past month. Perhaps too
much...

There are many plants and three
cats in our office. First, we took all
the plants away from the window
sills and started to tape the
windows. Then we covered them
with whatever we managed to find
in the office. Yullia came back and
we sorted out our food, then moved the furniture. Our office looked like a defensive emplacement.
We arranged sleeping places, brought blankets. We were terrified and didn’t know what to do.
Military jets were flying over and we were petrified by their sound. We burst into tears for the first
time that day because we didn’t know what would
happen to us.

«

The night was relatively quiet, we went down to the
damp and cold basement only a few times. We were
stunned and couldn’t help it. The first explosions
were heard nearby, the first casualties….
The next day the death got closer to us. We heard
about the death of a student from the National
Pharmacy University (Kharkiv), whom we knew
very well. She was going to Izium by bus, which got
caught in shelling.
Every day Yullia went to city pharmacies seeking
medicines, while we were trying to work and created
a useful online service that helped locals to search
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Once Yullia went to help volunteers unload baby food. Suddenly, they heard explosions nearby.
Luckily the other volunteers and Yullia were able to get to the shelter in time. Later, we found out that
the missiles hit the regional state administration and we could feel the shockwave. Lots of Yullia’s
friends died then and she was quietly crying all night long in the basement….
The area where we lived came under missile attack several times. The buildings in the neighborhood
are completely destroyed now and there is a broken-down Russian tank in front of our block of flats.
Day by day, shelling became more and more frequent. More and more people were fleeing. We
discussed fleeing every day but made the decision 15 minutes after a two-hour bombardment of
our city during which such places as the Shevchenko Gardens, the city zoo and V.N. Karazin Kharkiv
National University and other historical places were badly damaged or destroyed. All of them are
situated less then one kilometer from us…
We didn’t want to leave our city because we wanted to be useful in Kharkiv. For this reason, Yullia
devised the entire special operation to arrange our evacuation. We had to transfer a priceless
collection of old Kharkiv postcards, which dated back to 1917, to Lviv. The collection is unique, so we
realized our responsibility. Besides the postcards, the collection includes the archives of a famous
doctor-physiologist Vasyl Iakovych Ianevskii (1868–1939); unique photos by famous photographers
Oleksii Ivanytskii and Alfred-Liutsian Phedetskii, dating back to 1920; and sets of pharmaceutical
journals. Most of them are one of a kind. Particularly important is the original report by Antonina
Lesnevska, after which women were allowed to work as pharmacists. In 1901 she managed to
convince male authorities to open the first female pharmacy and accepted 11 girls to teach them to
be future pharmacists.
We managed to evacuate the archives. For now, we are fine and continuing to helping people.
By the way, our boss Yullia is one of the authors of the book "Hello from Kharkiv: History of the
Pharmaceutical Capital". We created its design and did the layout. The book was supposed to be
submitted to the publishing house on February 24, but the war intervened... The publishing house itself
was hit by a missile. Undamaged
books were salvaged at the third
attempt and then transported to
Lviv. The authors of the book agreed
to spend all the proceeds on external
fixation devices needed in Kharkiv’s
hospitals.
People used to tell us that we would
never grow up. Perhaps the reason
for that is that we’re twins and live
in our own world. But it seems to
us that we have grown up and have
become a lot wiser over the past
month. Perhaps too much...
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My grandchildren took their kids and tried to get away
because living with kids without electricity, food and central
heating is hard.They begged me to leave with them but I
refused and decided to stay. I don’t want to leave home
after so many years. On their way to Kyiv they got under
shellings twice in Bucha and Hostomel. They could die
either of fear or of missiles.Thanks God, they stayed alive.

Valentyna Reshitko

86, a pensioner, the village of Klavdievo-Tarasove,
Kyiv region
On that cursed by God day, the 24th of February, when my
younger granddaughter called me to say that the war had
started, the pictures and feelings from the past war appeared
in my mind.

I can still remember those words.
On that dark morning thoughts
started to turn in my mind. Will my
kids, grandkids and great grandkids
have to overcome the same as I
did? How can it be possible in the
21st century?

«

O

ur village was in siege and totally
isolated. Noone could leave or
come into it!
My daughter and my younger
granddaughter stayed with me in the
occupied village till March when they had
a chance to be evacuated. Again, they
asked me to leave with them but I refused
again. I don’t want to!

In the morning Bucha, Hostomel,
Irpin, later Makariv and Borodianka
were under shellings. The sky was
burning, everything was roaring
and shaking. Machinery was going
through the region, military jets and
helicopters were flying. A few days after, enemy military forces occupied the neighboring villages.
Bombing of towns and vіllages in the neighborhood was non-stop. My daughter kept on reminding
me about “the two walls rule”. I definitely know where I have such a place in my house now. After a
while, people learned to distinguish the sounds of different weapons:tanks, machine guns, grads,
missiles…

«

People rumored about the violations and atrocities of the enemy. I can remember nazis behaving
the same way when they occupied my village. Our village was in siege and totally isolated.One
couldn’t leave or enter it. Some pre-war advice was to leave cities as soon as possible. Rural life
is quiet. Therefore, many people left cities and moved to villages near Kyiv. On the second day the
electricity and phone connection disappeared. There were no food or medicine supplies. That’s why
we shared food, water, candles, pet food, diapers, medicines.Those who had energy generators and
fuel let others charge their phones and radios. Local activists collected generators along with fuel
and started to bake bread and then delivered it to the elderly. At first, a loaf per person, then a half.
We were running out of stocks. Later, volunteers would appear and take care of the same people as
me.I’m really grateful for that.
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«

chance to be evacuated. Again, they
asked me to leave with them but I
refused again. I don’t want!
I stayed alone and was thinking of
how I, elderly and sick pensioner,
can be useful. I’ve realized that
spring will come and I’ll have to plant
a veg plot to get the harvest then.
I remembered my mom's words
about having enough food for you
and for those in need. My kids left a
radio with batteries, so I could listen
to news from the front and get to
know at least some information.
Once, they talked about “Sady
Peremogy” (Victory Gardens), which
were planted on private territories
and parks of the USA, Canada,
Australia and Germany during WWI
and WWII.They said it was an indirect
support to the military which helped
to enlarge food stocks and “facilitate
the militaries’ morale”.

H

yacinths, tulips and daffodils are
blooming near my home garden.
I’ve already planted potatoes
and beans, sowed carrot and beetroot
seeds. Later, I’ll plant cabbage, tomatoes,
courgettes and pumpkins. As long as I can
work on the veg plot, I won’t die and will
wait for my children and grandchildren to
come back.

«

I don’t remember my dad but I clearly remember the touch
of his unshaved cheek when he was hugging us before
leaving for WWII. My mom was left with three small kids in
the occupied area in Kyiv region. The front went through our
village twice, the soviet union armed forces were changed
with the german and visa versa. Being 29 y.o. in 1945, my
mom became a widow with three underaged kids. But we managed to survive, we worked hard,
picked up mushrooms, berries, some woods to heat the house, also planted a veg plot. My mom
kept on saying: “If we have enough, we’ll be able to share with those having nothing to eat”.

My daughter and my younger granddaughter stayed with
me in the occupied village till March when they had a

Hyacinths, tulips and daffodils are
blooming near my home garden. I’ve
already planted potatoes and beans,
sowed carrot and beetroot seeds.
Later, I’ll plant cabbage, tomatoes,
courgettes and pumpkins. As long
as I can work on the veg plot, I won’t
die and will wait for my children and
grandchildren to come back.
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31, project manager, Kharkiv NGO “Actual Woman”,
Kharkiv
For me this war started in 2014. We were visiting our relatives
and at 3 a.m. one day we heard Russian tanks, several
kilometers from the house we were staying in. We knew
what was happening and it took us two days to flee from the
town. Since that day we’ve been monitoring the news and
the situation at the front line. We thought about this every
day. Hostilities shaped the background for daily activities and
events; sometimes it was more vivid, sometimes we barely
noticed. We managed to reduce our anxiety only for a very

In 2022, when the second phase
of the war began, it took us several
days to understand how aggressive
the invaders would be and whether
it was safe to stay in the city. The
most difficult thing to cope with was
the fear that every single moment
may be your last and any missile
can just take your life instantly. Air
raid alerts were coming slightly late,
after the blast. In couple of days we
already figured out the “schedule”

«

F

or me this war started in 2014. We
were visiting our relatives and at
3 a.m. one day we heard Russian
tanks, several kilometers from the house
we were staying in… We thought about
this every day. Hostilities shaped the
background for daily activities and events;
sometimes it was more vivid, sometimes
we barely noticed. We managed to reduce
our anxiety only for a very short time…

«

short time…

they used to launch missiles and tried to adapt. We identified the safest hours to go outdoors,
remove the trash or join a line to buy food. Sometimes our forecasts were wrong.
During the first days of the war various businesses ceased their activities; public transport was not
available, subway stations are being used as shelters. Already from early March some food shops
were open only with limited working hours. And you had to wait in line for two and a half hours. It
was freezing cold. Then another two hours or so to make cashless payments. Drinking water, bread,
milk, eggs, fresh meat and butter were scarce. In order to buy essentials you had to wait in line next
to different shops; sometimes it took two or three days, with uninterrupted shellfire. Seven buildings
are destroyed by direct missile hits and fire – 1 km from my house. There wasn’t a single quiet day;
every hour of silence was just another pause before the next raid.
I say this to give you a full picture
of life in Kharkiv at war. But I never
had a single doubt whether I should
stay…
On February 24 my colleagues and
I from the NGO “Actual Woman” had
a discussion and decided to resume
our work in Kharkiv – since that
moment we’ve had weekly meetings,
talking about security risks… and
still working. It is crucial for us to
stay close to our key beneficiaries –
women, primarily women with small
children and the elderly – in this
difficult period.

«

D

rinking water, bread, milk, eggs,
fresh meat and butter were scarce.
In order to buy essentials you had
to wait in line next to different shops;
sometimes it took two or three days, with
uninterrupted shellfire. Seven buildings
are destroyed by direct missile hits and
fire – 1 km from my house. There wasn’t a
single quiet day; every hour of silence was
just another pause before the next raid.

«

Dariia Nahaivska

At the beginning of March we had a series of consultations with our colleagues from different NGOs
operating in Kharkiv and abroad, regarding the best approaches in the current conditions. Then
we prepared applications for humanitarian aid and helped to purchase and deliver medications for
women from Kharkiv and the most affected settlements across the region.
Within this period we managed to accumulate donations from various regions of our country,
organizations and enterprises, including those operating in EU states.
We had to fully revise our approaches and the methods we use at our NGO: before the war we carried
out research, training and public events, but now we focus mainly on targeted support, including
psychological consultations.
It is hard to plan and perform effectively in a war context: sometimes we had to stay for hours in
lines, sometimes we worked without electricity and internet. People don’t use e-mails and messenger
apps like they used to; many now prefer traditional calls as the most reliable communication tool.
We had to triple-check sometimes; accurate and timely information is of immense value.
The majority of shops and pharmacies in Kharkiv were closed within the first weeks of war, so we
asked our colleagues to purchase the essentials in central and western Ukraine and send it on. Later,
delivery services resumed and the whole process of obtaining medications went faster. The lack of
public transport and taxis was a huge challenge, however: we couldn’t get to some districts where
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Currently we have an extended
community
of
organizations,
companies
and
fundraisers
providing support, but the need for
humanitarian aid is huge, especially
in locations where the most intense
battles took place (and are still
taking place). We ask our colleagues
to provide any possible practical
help to Ukrainians fighting for their
lives.
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«

C

urrently we have an extended
community of organizations,
companies and fundraisers providing
support, but the need for humanitarian
aid is huge, especially in locations
where the most intense battles took
place (and are still taking place). We ask
our colleagues to provide any possible
practical help to Ukrainians fighting for
their lives.

«

people needed support the most.
Gradually we established very close
cooperation with local volunteers
and solved the problems, however.
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Zoya Donets

67, architect, teacher, PhD in Pedagogics, Ukrainian
culture and history educator, Head of Organization
Committee of Public Association “National Women’s
Council of Ukraine”, Kyiv
I’ve spent so many years as a teacher, working with children and
young people. First, I opened an art studio in Borshchahivka
district for children aged 4–16. There were so many of them,
all different and truly gifted. So I tried to find a unique technique
and approach for each person to teach them art, to nurture
their individual skills of artistic sensitivity and expression.

«

W

e knew that a war with Russia

Then I led the art teachers’ group
was about to break out – they
at the Kyiv Oriental Languages
had no intention of giving up
Gymnasium – we designed unique
their aim to destroy Ukraine. Many
curricula for students in grades 1–11:
art, choreography, Oriental studies,
Ukrainians knew this from hundreds of
Ukrainian music, Ukrainian folk songs,
years of Russian-Ukrainian relations.
Ukrainian culture and art. Within these
And that’s how it turned out. We thought
12 years spent at the gymnasium, I
we would be capable of protecting
was literally mesmerized by Ukrainian
ourselves in the modern world,
history and culture. In 1991 we created
a museum of Ukrainian ethnography
protecting our homeland from invasion.
based on my project – I still consider
But it has become clear that Russians are
it a tremendous success as this
insatiable predators.
museum exhibited genuine folk culture,
which fascinated adults, students and
numerous foreign guests. The media
presented stories about it; several short
videos were made by TV channels for children and young people.

Ten years ago we bought a house in Motyzhyn. We wanted to get a house with an authentic stove,
a well and garden outside, with a positive vibe. Before the attack we considered this place to be
completely safe for our family, 50 km from Kyiv in Motyzhyn village. And we still felt that even
on February 24 – our big family left for Motyzhyn. There were eleven of us: nine adults and two
grandchildren aged 12 and 3. We had our pets with us as well – cats and a dog. In three days
we were woken by a powerful explosion and saw black smoke coming up from Makariv, a nearby
village. There was more fire and dark smoke. Then tanks came, someone counted up to 240. There
was this endless roar of engines and tracks. We heard that a man had been shot at Dovha street.
And we realized that we were caught between Kyiv and Makariv, that a horrendous and bloody war
was infesting our land.
We were terrified – unarmed and helpless, we didn’t know where to flee. It was impossible to reach
either the Byshiv or the Zhytomyr highways by then. Over the next two days invaders tried to hide
their tanks in the surrounding forest. We heard automatic gunfire in the village. While standing in my
yard I heard the sounds of different weapons: automatics and machine guns, in different directions.
On February 28, on the second day of the invasion of the village, the electricity was cut off and we
couldn’t use the heating system, so the old stove saved us. We all had to fit into two small rooms, so
some of us had to sleep sitting. Uninterrupted shellfire had started on March 1. We heard missiles
swooshing above us. All this time we had to hide in the basement in complete darkness, holding
candles. My granddaughter Melanka suffered the most – she used to sleep during the day because at
night she stayed awake due to the shellfire. We grabbed her and took her to the basement. She was so
scared. Sometimes we stayed there for the whole day and it was literally torture for the poor child. She
wanted to play with animals and see the sun. We hesitated to leave the shelter even when it was
calm. We kept our windows dark to avoid any unnecessary attention. We were afraid they
would hear Melanka crying… My elder granddaughter Uliana kept silent and never
looked at our faces, just cuddled around her mother and sister.

«

I felt such a connection between the Ukrainian traditions and customs that I remembered so well
from my childhood years spent in the Poltava region, and my projects. I subsequently took positions
in higher educational establishments. I also explored this close connection between educational
challenges and cultural heritage protection in my academic thesis. A month has already passed since
the start of this war of aggression against Ukraine and I see that a lot has to be done in this area.
My parents told me a lot about wars against the Ukrainian nation. I always felt how tragic it was. My
mom was 13 when she had to help my grandmother with five younger siblings because my grandpa
had died in the war and the state didn’t provide any support. My mother always wanted to protect us
from war, the one she experienced. But eighty years later it has happened again…
We knew that a war with Russia was about to break out – they had no intention of giving up their
aim to destroy Ukraine. Many Ukrainians knew this from hundreds of years of Russian-Ukrainian
relations. And that’s how it turned out. We thought we would be capable of protecting ourselves in
the modern world, protecting our homeland from invasion. But it has become clear that Russians
are insatiable predators.
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We got no information about the external world, either in our village or the country as a whole. All
our phones were dead. We knew there was no proper reserve of basic things for us to survive this
hell. Candles burned fast and we were almost out of them. We could make some hot food because
we still had gas. The generator we had purchased operated for only two days. So it became harder
for us to keep warm and to light the basement. We had no bread left. People from the village bakery
sent us three small loaves and we had mixed feelings of joy and despair. We started dividing it
into tiny portions and hiding it from
the invaders. We only kept those
portions inside that we planned to
oday everyone in the world can
consume. We realized that in ten
see that Ukraine is a democratic
days we would be left without food.

«

T

European state and that is why we
are being supported so strongly. We
have to restore our authentic history, our
traditions and our culture.

The shellfire never stopped. A loud
buzzing was literally everywhere. We
tried to distinguish these sounds:
missiles, air defense systems, MLRS,
tanks. We didn’t know what we would
do if something hit our house. Where
should we run? The men discussed things separately all the time and even set shifts to check the
surrounding area. Our younger son Ivan once left to check the village early in the morning and didn’t
tell anybody – we realized that later, waiting for him to return. Ivan came back at dusk – it was a huge
relief as we heard shooting. He saw the destroyed Dobropark11 and piles of trash left by Russian
occupiers, the road leading to Zhytomyr highway, many spent cartridges, someone’s damaged car.

«

March 3 was my older son Maksym’s birthday, but there was no celebration. It was a sleepless and
nervous night. He was so worried about his daughters, parents, all our relatives. He tried to convince
me to take the other women and drive somewhere away from the village. I was afraid – I knew about
the car’s condition and I realized it would be an extreme risk for women to stumble upon any threat
in the middle of nowhere.
On March 4 we heard some rumors that the only possible way to flee was via Yasnohorodka. We knew
it was then or never. We knew there were murdered people on the road lying next to destroyed cars and
tanks and we had to go ten kilometers, but it was a choice between life and death. The only option.
We went in a convoy – I drove the leading vehicle. We were followed by five cars, then others joined
us and I counted twenty when we reached Yasnohorodka. We were driving through our land with
white flags and ribbons on the doors, leaving our houses! We were begging the occupiers for mercy.
I tried to tame my rage and tears. The first crossroads were the toughest: I had to stop, get out of the
car and check if there were any threats, then resume. We left the village and saw shot-up vehicles
on the road from Motyzhyn to Yasnohorodka. Then we saw a Russian tank with detached turret. The
field around us was as dark as charcoal, completely dead. For us it was the road of life – close to
Yasnohorodka we noticed a Ukrainian checkpoint.
In six hours we drove 87 km to Bila Tserkva. We were afraid to leave the car. I remember one thing
vividly – my sister saw some women selling fresh-baked bread next to Kalynivka and we bought
some, soft loaves with a crust. It was a reminder of the time of peace – we had got those last three
small loaves on March 1 from the bakery manager.

11 It is a private dendrological park in Ukraine located in the village of Motyzhyn. The park was first opened in 2020 and is a location for family
celebrations, exhibitions, concerts, festivals and other cultural events.
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At dusk we approached a house in Bila Tserkva. When we entered the house, it was hard to believe that
there was electricity and a warm floor inside, and that no one was shooting in the neighbourhood…
After the liberation of Motyzhyn I heard a horrible story about a mass grave and went to the funeral of
village head Olha Sukhenko – I knew this woman. She was respected by many – she presented me
with a book about Motyzhyn’s history when we first met. I found out that this village had a rich and long
history, mentioned even in the Ipatiev Chronicle. Olha showed us her plans for village development –
I was asked to interview residents regarding the decommunization campaign12 on August 24. I knew
people kept her informed about the events taking place in the village, she helped many to escape.
Her family was abducted and tortured. The Russian invaders shot her in the legs. I assume they were
trying to force her husband and son to speak while watching her suffering. What "top secrets" could they
reveal? What was the reason for this monstrous torture? Her son Oleksandr was found with a smashed
face, his father was identified only by a DNA test, nobody could recognize him because of his injuries –
he was buried in a closed casket. The bodies of Sukhenko family members were found at the very top of
the mass grave in Motyzhyn with another thirty civilian dwellers who had been tortured to death.
Everything is intertwined in our life – all global events are connected, this war against Ukraine has
become a challenge to the world. Moscow’s Empire is trying to impose its scenarios and schemes
by force. They benefit only its creator. This poison is still affecting the brains of certain people
outside Russia. But decent people believe in our victory, the rule of law and humanity. These must be
established as universal values opposing the enemy’s ideas, which are against common sense. Our
losses have been huge in terms of lost lives.
Russia must be held liable for its crimes
against Ukraine and the world.
It will be hard for us to cope with these
wounds named Маriupol, Motyzhyn, Bucha,
Kharkiv, Irpin… but hundreds of names
will be added as the war is still not over. I
am sure that Ukraine’s future will depend
heavily on education and other programs
that we must start to design even now.
Government and international funds must
offer opportunities to specialized public
associations to create innovative social
development projects for our people to
overcome the stigma of inferiority. Today
everyone in the world can see that Ukraine
is a democratic European state and that is
why we are being supported so strongly.
We have to restore our authentic history,
our traditions and our culture.

12 It means the removal of communist-era monuments
and renaming places named after communist heros
and events. Although decommunization was declared
in 1991 after the collapse of the Soviet Union, a boost
to the process was given by the Revolution of Dignity in
2014. As a result Ukraine's toponymy has been radically
altered and the face of cities has been changed. Overall,
more than 51,000 streets, squares and areas have been
renamed giving Ukraine its history back.

Kyiv. Photos by Kiev City State Administration.
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Kyiv. Photos by Kiev City State Administration.

Kyiv. Photos by Kiev City State Administration.

Poltava. Volunteers. Photo by Mykhailo Malko.

CHAPTER IV. Two Circles of War
(stories of servicewomen and those
fighting in territorial defense)

While the war is going on, for security
reasons, we present only
a few abridged stories of the
Ukrainian women-defenders,
not publishing their real names or
other details. However, after victory,
we will issue a full edition, honoring
their exploits, which not only the
people of Ukraine but the whole world
should hear about!
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The war has never actually stopped for me since 2014. I went
to the front line as a volunteer when the first battles took
place – at that time our army was completely dysfunctional
because of Yanukovych’s policies. The guys still needed basic
things. Later I provided support to our military as an activist
in the CSO “Sprava Hromad Lviv.” On February 24 I was at
home. I woke everyone and told my husband: “They are
attacking, shelling the cities,” packed my stuff and ran to the
conscription office. On my way I realized that I had no other
emotions but rage – as if everything had burned inside in the
blink of an eye.

«

T

o be honest, my stubbornness
helped me to join the armed forces.
I knew someone in my family had to
defend Ukraine … I got 100% support from
my husband. We thoroughly discussed my
intention, and he agreed to back me up.

«

I was expecting this invasion. Firstly,
our veterans waited for this day to
come – to take our territories back
after being restrained by the so-called
ceasefire. Secondly, the world was
telling us that the Russians were
preparing for this. So I prepared as
well… physically and mentally.

I picked the codename “Sunshine.” It gives a sort of positive vibe when I greet newcomers and they
ask my name for registration. After I tell people they usually say: “Um… how will I explain this name,
written in my phonebook, to my wife?” [laughs].
Let’s be open about it – the presence of females in the army is still something that generates
skepticism. It is more natural and “appropriate” somewhere at HQ, but when you take part in
operations, with the relevant rank and position, often you have to explain that your task is not
cooking or mending clothes, but more the application of tourniquets or combat missions. In my
opinion, there should be no gender-based division in the army. The same goes for drivers – just
officers tasked with a certain mission.
I have a husband and two
wonderful children (daughter, 7, and
stepson, 12), they are waiting for me
in Lviv. Of course not everyone was
very supportive at first when they
found out about my decision to join
the army. Especially my mom – she
tried to persuade me that this was
just for men. But I made it very clear.
I kept my deployment secret for a
long time because she worried a lot.

«

I

’ve always believed that if it is your
destiny to die, so it is better to die in
battle. I am not frightened by death.
What I do fear is being defeated by a
despicable enemy without a human face.

«

Codename “Sunshine”, AFU

To be honest, my stubbornness helped me to join the armed forces. I knew someone in my family
had to defend Ukraine and I happened to be the one.
I had to spend three days and nights waiting in line at the office before I finally got my temporary
ID and went to the permanent deployment site. I realized where I was going, becoming an ordinary
soldier and getting orders from my commanders. They hesitated for a long time – let’s be frank,
there are still not so many women in the Ukrainian army. Some think this is not a proper job for
a woman. So I had to show what I could do. Regular exhausting drills, life squeezed into a tight
schedule – I really loved that!
On February 26 I reached my base, settled in and had my first parade – I had an overwhelming
euphoric feeling of achievement, getting the chance to contribute and defend my country from the
Russian aggression. To me this was of immense importance – I’ve always sensed this urge to
accomplish a great mission.
Gradually I understood how much I had to adapt to fit in and get used to some tense moments: to
avoid disputes, communicate respectfully with senior male officers, even if they didn’t believe in
women’s military potential. But gradually attitudes changed, prejudices faded and we learned to
operate as a team with every element working together.
After the preparation stage we were given a choice: those who were motivated and strong could be
moved closer to the front line. This was something I wanted so much – being as useful as possible.
Without the slightest hesitation I applied as a volunteer for front-line deployment.
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I hope our generation will bring this
war to end, that we will be victorious
and defeat the enemy completely,
leaving them no chance to bite off
even the tiniest piece of our land.
Moreover, the occupiers have
managed to achieve absolutely the
opposite effect with their attacks
and unimaginable hatred towards
us as a nation: Ukrainians have
never been so united. We all want
to defend our motherland and we
are so in love with our language. It’s
unprecedented. Something to be
immensely proud of!

«

L

et’s be open about it – the presence of
females in the army is still something
that generates skepticism. It is more
natural and “appropriate” somewhere at
HQ, but when you take part in operations,
with the relevant rank and position, often
you have to explain that your task is not
cooking or mending clothes, but more
the application of tourniquets or combat
missions. In my opinion, there should be
no gender-based division in the army.
The same goes for drivers – just officers
tasked with a certain mission.

Bucha. Photos by Viktoria Romanenko.

I got 100% support from my husband. We thoroughly discussed my intention, and he agreed to back
me up. Whenever I can, I try to talk to my family via videocalls. My children are so proud of me and
I will teach my children how to handle weapon, when they grow up a bit, although I’ll do my best to
prevent any future wars.

«

We will win because we are so
different: when Russians are beaten,
everybody runs, nobody tries to
support each other. When one of them goes to protest, it doesn’t motivate others to join – they
become filled with fear and totally paralyzed. When a Ukrainian is being beaten, dozens come to take
their place and oppose the attackers.
When I have some minutes of rest, I read stories, listen to volunteers’ talk when we are under heavy
artillery fire for the whole day or if a missile lands near us. This is a huge motivation, it reminds me
of my decision to take the oath and serve the Ukrainian people. They can’t beat us because you can’t
destroy a nation that is openly laughing at its enemy and that demonstrates such fierce rage and
defiance.
I’ve always believed that if it is your destiny to die, so it is better to die in battle. I am not frightened
by death. What I do fear is being defeated by a despicable enemy without a human face.
I promise to do everything I can to fulfill my duty and survive.
Ukraine will thrive! I promise.
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Codename “Athena”

25, military paramedic, journalist, PR manager, Kyiv
When I was a kid I dreamed of becoming a dancer or a
detective. Eventually I decided to become a journalist, which I
suppose had a bit of both. After graduation I was involved in
various media and PR projects for three years: I wrote about
women for a Ukrainska Pravda13 special project; I was an
MP’s press secretary; I participated in organizing the “Маrch
for Kyiv,” which 10,000 people took part in; and I helped the
Office of Architecture as a PR consultant.

«

On February 24 my father called
me in the morning and told me the
war had started. My parents live
in Kharkiv. A couple of minutes
later I saw a post by the founder
of DonorUA Іra Slavinska – she
asked people to donate blood as
it would be enormously important
for sure. On that day the hospital
was almost empty, so I quickly
donated blood and went to my local
conscription office. I never thought
they would agree to take me when
I was standing in the line; I never
thought I would be enrolled in the
armed forces. So I was surprised to
find they had enlisted me for local
territorial defense.

P

reviously we were all fascinated by
Sunshine. Now we all admire our
military, medics and volunteers. So
many stories can be written about all
of them. But these stories will resemble
Grimm fairy tales: “Then these orcs came
to Ukraine from the East. From a ‘dirty
land’, stupid, wild and loveless. They only
brought destruction and pain. They used
a ‘double-headed chicken’ as their symbol
(nothing to do with noble dragons). And
kitties stood against these orcs, kitties with
steel paws and huge hearts. And there
were battles, losses and victories. We cried
and paid tribute to our dead. In the end the
sun rose and the kitties pushed the orcs
away from our land; those who didn’t leave
were absorbed by the soil. And the kitties
lived happy and free in their land.”

While studying at Kharkiv University,
I had taken a medical course. I took
another course – emergency first aid
– at “Hospitallers”14. They provided
us with truly deep knowledge, but
you have to have the right aptitude to absorb it. I was enrolled as a medic. But I consider myself to
be rather a medical instructor because I’m good at handling bandages, injections and treatment for
exposure to cold. Fortunately so far we haven’t had any fatalities or serious injuries, so my current
tasks are more related to humanitarian aid – searching for military equipment and medications to
deliver to checkpoints and hospitals.

«

13 “Ukrainian Truth” is a Ukrainian online newspaper founded by an independent journalist Georgiy Gongadze (the circumstances of his
death led to protests against then-President of Ukraine Leonid Kuchma) and Olena Prytula on 16 April 2000 (the day of the Ukrainian
constitutional referendum). The current chief-editor Sevgil Musayeva, a Ukrainian journalist from Crimea, has been called one of the 100
most influential people of 2022 by TIME.
14 The Hospitallers are a Ukrainian volunteer medical battalion, with has been providing medical help to Ukrainian soldiers on battlefields and
wounded civilians since the beginning of the Russian invasion in Ukraine (2014).
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I’ve never thought of myself as a hero: this is just my own
way of helping. All of us, all Ukrainians are heroes, each at
their own front line.
During one of my last trips I bought a collection of Greek
myths in Spanish. I remember myself as a small girl,
mesmerized by mythology and history, which are intertwined
in almost all cultures. Аthena is not just a goddess of war,
but of wisdom as well. She has never been the first to enter
any battle, advocating fair and protective wars. She prefers
diplomatic conflict resolution, but if any war affects her
personally – she is steadfast and firm. Also she was born
from her father’s head, which is a strong symbol for me.
Another reason for picking the codename Athena is that
I’m a bit susceptible to that kind of melodramatic stuff.
We don’t have “pure” medics in the TD – we also learn
to handle weapons. I am assigned as a medic-shooter.
Instructors regularly check our weapon-handling skills.
We need to be able to repel enemy attacks, know how to
survive. Medics are obliged to protect themselves if they
want to save lives.
I never dreamed of becoming well known, giving interviews to Ukrainian and foreign media. It used
to be my task once, as a journalist. But my fame found me – thanks to that photo from Maidan taken
on March 8. It somehow went viral and got 25,000 likes, all over the media. An owner of a flower
shop brought a huge amount of flowers to a checkpoint, telling them to give them to girls. And the
guys just gave me a huge bouquet: “This is for you, our medic.”
I don’t hide my face, as the enemy knows it very well.15 I deliberately use my popularity to help more
people. My face is familiar to different organizations; it makes it easier to get medications and
protective vests. I can launch donation campaigns to support the evacuation of people from Irpin,
to purchase generators, tourniquets etc.
I do write more; texts and chats are a good distraction. No, I don’t cry. I get angry, swear, laugh –
sometimes almost hysterically. I smile a lot because even the smallest joy gives me hope. I feel sad
because of people’s comments where they say my efforts are not enough. I can fully relate to that,
thinking every day that being alive and safe means your war is not a real one. If nothing threatens
you and your comrades – it is not a war. But now it’s like that. This is my diary and I keep it as I feel
I need to.
Previously we were all fascinated by Disney princesses and Marvel heroes. Now we all admire our
military, medics and volunteers. So many stories can be written about all of them. But these stories
will resemble Grimm fairy tales: “Then these orcs16 came to Ukraine from the East. From a ‘dirty
land’, stupid, wild and loveless. They only brought destruction and pain. They used a ‘double-headed
chicken’ as their symbol (nothing to do with noble dragons). And kitties17 stood against these orcs,
kitties with steel paws and huge hearts. And there were battles, losses and victories. We cried and
15 The pictures are blurred as a result of the editor’s decision to protect the subjects' identities.
16 Allusion to “Lord of the Rings” and other books by J. R. R. Tolkien
17 The nickname for Ukrainian soldiers, who are often called “Our Kitties”.
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After this war every child will dream of becoming a soldier, a medic or a volunteer. Nobody will
remember Batman or Superman. Because what Ukrainians are doing now is enthralling.
Tim Burton’s “Corpse Bride” used to be my favorite cartoon. Now my favorite fairy-tale is one based
on a true story – “The Orc’s Corpse,” written by the Armed Forces of Ukraine.
In 2014 I graduated from school and presented a solo dance with song by Slavko Vakarchuk “When
the day comes, the war is over….” Then I thought that war would soon be over, but never imagined
this song would become so apt… it is about me and us. It is spring now, and the war is still here. But
neither I nor anyone in this country is giving up. I believe the true spring will come and we will have
blossoming orchards, children will laugh in the streets. We won’t hide from air raid alerts anymore.
And everyone will say “embrace me”18 and no one will hesitate.

Photos from Victoria Romanenko's Facebook page.

paid tribute to our dead. In the end the sun rose and the kitties pushed the orcs away from our land;
those who didn’t leave were absorbed by the soil. And the kitties lived happy and free in their land.”

Photo © Yulia Kochetkova

18 Allusion to the song by Slavko Vakarchuk, one of the most prominent Ukrainian singers, founder of the “Okean Elsy” (“Elsa’s Ocean”)
band.
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21, student, military officer, Lypovets (Vinnytsia region)
My father loved Ukraine and wanted to protect it – this is the
heritage I got from him. His name was Vitalii. He always stood
for truth and freedom. During the Orange Revolution and the
Revolution of Dignity19 he stood for democratic values – a
better future for us and his family. Since 2015 he had been
defending our state. He served in the 59th Mechanized Infantry
Brigade. He died on October 29, 2018 in Novoaidar (Luhansk
region) after an explosion. He was 42…
For me personally this war started in 2014. It took the most
precious person from me – my father. Of course I noticed
that the uninterrupted hostilities in the eastern regions were
perceived as something rather distant by the people around me, who just carried on as they always
had. As a medic I know this is a way of preserving one’s mental health, avoiding pain and suffering.
Just like the joke: “Ukrainians notice a fire only when the neighbor’s house is in flames.” Тhat is
why for such Ukrainians the war
broke out when the shellfire rained
down on Іvano-Frankivsk, Kyiv and
hen I think of the state’s future,
Kharkiv, and other places where they
I clearly see the eternal threat
live or those located nearby.

«

W

– we will never feel safe unless
the Russian Federation disappears as a
successor of the Russian Empire. This is
already the twenty-fifth war "Moscow”
has started against us. This war may not
be the last.

I wanted to become a medic and
as a school graduate I first enrolled
at Odessa University, Department
of Biology, then at Lviv’s Medical
Department. On February 24 I was in
Lviv. I couldn’t sleep well, I remember,
and in the morning I heard about the
full-scale invasion. By 10 a.m. I had
finished my part-time job, at 12 I was already at the conscription office. My father taught me to
shoot a little and that was my only skill.

«

From the first days the offices were flooded with people ready to defend their motherland. It was
hard even for experienced officers to join the forces. They checked my ID, took my number and sent
me away to wait for a response. Several days later I saw an announcement about the establishment
of a territorial defense unit by the “Аzov” battalion in Kyiv and went straight there. It was the fourth
day of the war. I was enlisted as a paramedic.
I get on well with my brigade comrades; I can rely on their strong helpful shoulders and care. They
are respectful of my knowledge and skills. We are like a big family – ready to help and protect each
other. They jokingly call me “45 kilos of rage” – they know very well how ferocious such petite girls
can be.

Currently I can’t disclose anything about my tasks and duties – this information is confidential. But
I will have so many interesting things to tell after our victory…
Also I am an active volunteer. I collect donations to support my brigade when they require new
equipment, devices, ammunition and medications. I do it by myself – I think it works faster for the
brigade and helps to save resources.
Within these two months of war
I’ve been observing the changes in
our society. People now understand
what their former “brother” to the
East really wants. This cord tying
us to an “elder brother”, the Russian
empire, is now being cut with pain
and blood. And we realize how
strong and resilient Ukrainians are
as a nation. This inferiority stigma
is vanishing and we now feel how
wonderful it is to live in Ukraine –
how proud we are to be Ukrainians.

«

S

everal days later I saw an
announcement about the
establishment of a territorial
defense unit by the “Аzov” battalion in
Kyiv and went straight there. It was the
fourth day of the war. I was enlisted
as a paramedic.… Тhat is why I want to
dedicate my life to defense of my state
and its citizens – to continue the good
work of my father.

«

Anastasiia Onishchuk, codename “Pike”

When I think of the state’s future, I
clearly see the eternal threat – we
will never feel safe unless the Russian Federation disappears as a successor of the Russian Empire.
This is already the twenty-fifth war "Moscow” has started against us. This war may not be the
last. But I am sure that we will overcome, if we support and admire our army, like we do now.
Recently we’ve heard many stories, such as “volunteers
are just people trying to get a piece of the aid sent to
the military or refugees” or “they go East just to get IDs
and benefits.” Аfter February 24, however, everybody
understood that volunteers usually don’t steal anything
and our officers have astonished the civilized world.
When the war is over and I return to my full-time studies,
I will apply for a course at the military department. I may
even become an army medic or officer in future. The
toughest thing to cope with – watching the suffering
of civilians at the hands of the invaders: humiliation,
torture, shooting, destruction and looting, rape and
murder. I will remember the eyes of the kids we moved
from occupied Kyiv region for the rest of my life… Тhat
is why I want to dedicate my life to defense of my state
and its citizens – to continue the good work of my
father.

19 The two Ukrainian revolutions, which demonstrated the will of Ukrainians to shift from the Russian orbit to the European one. The Orange
Revolution took place in 2004 and the Revolution of Dignity – in 2013–2014.
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29, major, Ukrainian Armed Forces, Kyiv
When the Russian military aggression started in 2014, I
was a cadet studying for my degree at college in Kharkiv
region. When the full-scale invasion started in 2022, I was
a servicewoman among the Ukrainian personnel of the UN
Mission trying to stabilize the situation in the Democratic
Republic of Congo.
Two different dates separated by an eight-year gap, but the same
feeling of impotence. I felt like I wasn’t in the place I had to be.
How could I, almost a lieutenant, be studying and sitting exams
when my peers from Hetman Petro Sahaidachny National Army
Academy are already commanding military units at the front?
How can I, almost a major, be part of a peacemaking mission in Congo while innocent children and
their parents are being shot by Russian bastards during their evacuation from the occupied territories
of Kyiv and Kharkiv regions? Although my profession is far from “armed combat”, those thoughts were
rolling over one another in my mind constantly. Both of these things were vital for me, getting a quality
education and military training during
wartime abroad and in the homeland,
and I could hardly say which is more
hey keep on “imposing peace” in the
important. However, the desire to be
Republic of Congo in contravention
with your family in Ukraine in these
of democratic values and peacedark times is overwhelming.

«

My contribution to our
includes the following:

victory

building principles. How cool it was to
see the Russians frozen out and confined
to their close circle at events. Another
nice thing was to see a foreign military
colleague at the EU base greeting a
Russian military officer while gazing
at his “Glory to Ukraine!” bracelet
simultaneously.

«

“You can contribute with your mind
as well. Your intelligence is your
power. Do what you can, wherever
you are now.” These words from a
colleague and friend shook me out of
my emotional stupor, caused by my
own sense of impotence and inertia.
These words set me off searching for
my own “remote” part in this war.

T

– Rapid transmission of updated information about the location of Russian armed forces, from
those nearest to our lines up to the Russian border, to our troops tasked with destroying enemy
matériel.
– Transmission of information about Russian aggression and contravening international
humanitarian law and rules; about Ukrainian civilian actions contributing to our victory; rights
and obligations of civilian medics…
– “Joining” people together in their efforts to seek out and deliver important and urgent items.
– Regular articles about Russian violations of international humanitarian laws and regulations
affecting women, kids and civilians in general, and evaluating international war crimes, among
other things.
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– Constantly informing my foreign colleagues and acquaintances in the UN Mission about the
Ukrainian army’s successes and also about Russian atrocities, as well as about the Russians’
real intentions. They keep on “imposing peace” in the Republic of Congo in contravention of
democratic values and peace-building principles. How cool it was to see the Russians frozen
out and confined to their close circle at events. Another nice thing was to see a foreign military
colleague at the EU base greeting a Russian military officer while gazing at his “Glory to Ukraine!”
bracelet simultaneously.
– Texts with appeals and information on how to join the Ukrainian International territorial defense
legion, its translation into English, French and Arabic (thanks to my friends from Congo).
Initially, the texts were written to stir up my acquaintances but later they became the core of
the website “fightforua”.
I was totally buzzing to see how Ukrainian society and state institutions are becoming more and more
determined and ready for any challenge. How major processes are being implemented in just a few
days. How Ukrainians, including
kids and the elderly, have united
their efforts, ideas, actions
and plans for their country.
ithin two weeks, “Mukwege’s team”
What we’re doing for Ukraine
– including his four best specialists
surpasses anything we could do
– arrived in Kyiv to conduct research
just for ourselves. Here is a short,
on pre-emptive measures against sexual
but quite illustrative example.

«

W

violence and to build a holistic model of
assistance to victims.

There is a well-known doctor in
Congo, Denis Mukwege, who
won the Nobel Peace Prize in
2018. He founded a hospital and established a foundation in Panzi, where for more than twenty
years he has been providing medical, psychological, social and legal assistance for victims of sexual
violence during the conflict. I got to know about him in 2016 while working on my thesis. Obviously,
a face-to-face meeting with such a prominent person would be great. I couldn’t arrange the meeting
for more than a year. But straight after the first instances of sexual violence by Russian soldiers
had been reported, I found myself at Dr. Mukwege’s place, 200 km away. It was not only a meeting
but also the launch of cooperation between Ukraine and his
foundations (there are now four of them in the world) related
to counteracting and taking pre-emptive measures against
sexual violence within the framework of Russian military
aggression. Within two weeks, “Mukwege’s team” – including
his four best specialists – arrived in Kyiv to conduct research
on pre-emptive measures against sexual violence and to build
a holistic model of assistance to victims.

«

Inna Zavorotko

Being present at the meeting of key ministry representatives
and the courageous women who arrived while Kyiv was
being bombarded, I realized we’re doing everything possible
for Ukraine and even more. What we’re doing for Ukraine
surpasses anything we could do just for ourselves. Every day,
every second, for more than two months now.
The unity of our fight is the recipe for our independence and
victory. And the Ukrainian Armed Forces, of course, because
the UAF is bound by one love.
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Маriia Bilava

26, Senior Lieutenant, Chernivtsi
I must say that I had planned that February 24 would be one
of the best days in my life. After seven years together, my
boyfriend and I had decided to get married. We are both in
the military and we asked our commanders for a short leave
– I was deployed to the eastern region, my fiancé to France
as an officer in the French Legion. But we couldn’t get to the
registry office that day… we were ordered to return to our units
immediately. Unfortunately, this day will be remembered by
all of us as a line in the sand, cutting off any illusions.

«

I can’t say it was the day the war
started – for many Ukrainians this
war broke out in 2014. We’ve been
fighting for eight years, trying to
defend European values and our
territorial integrity, showing our
strength and pride to the world –
Ukrainians are the bravest warriors!

T

heory in some cases is completely
different from practice, in particular if
we talk about any military operations
in the eastern regions. Therefore
experience and tactical support from
officers taking part in actual operations is
priceless. Newcomers are aware of it and
treat female officers with due respect.

People often ask me: “How come
such a petite and charming lady
is a military officer?” And I always
answer: “I am serving my country!” It was a long journey and I had thought about it carefully. I was
a third-year student preparing to become an athletics trainer. Then, together with three other girls
I opted for the military department and have never regretted it. Of course, I had some doubts, like
anybody else, but today I know it’s where I have to be. Being an artillery officer is a task requiring
considerable skills and competence.

«

Right after martial law had been announced I tried to buy a ticket
and return to my base in the East but I failed and I was just
depressed. Later we were informed by our brigade commander
that all female officers (except of medics) were subject to
immediate evacuation with deployment to the rear, as currently it
is the main “artery” of the front line.
Having spent so much time in hot spots it was awkward at first
to be so far from my team. But after a month of hard work I
realized how pointless these ambitions and fears are if our
future is at stake.
Currently I am based at Yavoriv training center where I am
dealing with recruits and volunteers: watching a young girl coping
with military service helps to encourage young men and even
experienced soldiers. Still we have to remember that theory in
some cases is completely different from practice, in particular if
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we talk about any military operations in the eastern regions.
Therefore experience and tactical support from officers
taking part in actual operations is priceless. Newcomers
are aware of it and treat female officers with due respect. In
this context we can claim that gender equality is not just an
empty word for the AF – every day more and more women
are enrolling in military units, doing all they can to defeat
the enemy.
I have no doubts regarding our victory. We have already
proved ourselves to be a courageous and united nation,
withstanding the aggressor’s attacks. As Yevhen Konovalets
20
said: “Flame turns iron into steel, people turn into a Nation
in a fight!” – this is my motto and I believe these words can
become a motto for all of us today.
So just a little longer to wait and I will finally get married!

20 Military commander of the Ukrainian National Republic army, veteran of the Ukrainian-Soviet War and political leader of the Ukrainian
nationalist movement.
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Photos by Kiev City State Administration.

Photos by Kiev City State Administration.

Poltava, volunteers. Photos by Mykhailo Malko

CHAPTER V. Our Hands, Shoulders and Wings
(stories told by volunteers, activists and
working women)

Don't hesitate to go ahead and cross the line,
Keep Your eyes on the goal, be sure.
You have a mind, a heart, a spine,
Your thoughts are pure and views – mature.
(Ukrainian band «No Limits»,
a song «Will»)
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26, train attendant, Druzhkivka
I thought I would never be surprised or shocked by war. In
2014 the “Russian world” forced me to leave my native town
of Debaltseve. My husband took me to Druzhkivka and I
somehow managed to start new life there. Having completed
the trining, I got a job at the Маriupol Carriage Depot.
On February 24 our train was just returning to Mariupol when
we heard the first explosions. More than half the passengers
who had tickets from Mariupol to Volnovakha didn’t get
onto the train. We’d already heard that martial law had been
declared. Our train was held up for almost two hours. The
passengers were frightened and confused. On that day we
left Volnovakha for Kyiv, according to the schedule, hearing horrible blasts, with a similar situation in
the capital. Every hour it got worse, the panic was almost palpable. Me and my husband – we work
together – had to return to Коnstantynivka with the next run; we never thought of quitting and moving
elsewhere from the East. Railway
personnel turned out to be critically
important and versatile. I remember
t every raid alert the trains have
every minute, people wanted to leave
to stop and turn the lights off –
Kyiv and join their relatives. Nobody
mentioned evacuation trains and we
exactly the moment when you feel
wanted to help everybody. We had
paralyzed. But at the worst moments
to persuade passengers with tickets
we demonstrate our unity and kindness
to share their compartments with at
to each other. That is what makes us so
least two more of those who were
different from the invaders!
already feeling the distress of war.
We had to stay in Kyiv for a while as
the enemy’s missiles had damaged
the power network, aggravating the panic. So the only way for us was to immediately start providing
some basic psychological support, ignoring our own fears – a skill we mastered later and used
almost every day.

«

A

I remember exiting the compartment with the thought that I would still have time for a coffee and
a short rest after this exhausting run… the last thing I remember was a flash of eye-piercing light…
then darkness and a sharp pain in
my ears. I touched my head and
felt blood on my hands, an intense
flow. My clothes were bloodstained
n March 12… our train came under
as well and I realized I was injured.
shellfire. I remember exiting the
Shrapnel had hit my belly, chest and
compartment with the thought
shoulders; my tympanic membranes
that I would still have time for a coffee
were ruptured. The train kept on
and a short rest after this exhausting
moving for another, like, two or
three minutes and then stopped. A
run… the last thing I remember was a
colleague was screaming and trying
flash of eye-piercing light… then darkness
to find me. Then I found out that
and a sharp pain in my ears. I touched
nobody else had been hit except
my head and felt blood on my hands… I
me and my counterpart Nataliia,
found out that nobody else had been hit
who was killed instantly by a missile
fragment severing her carotid artery.
except me and my counterpart Nataliia,

«

O

who was killed instantly by a missile

I stayed in hospital until April 1. Then
fragment severing her carotid artery.
I returned to my duties immediately. I
guess it is important to demonstrate
with our own actions that we are not
afraid. My husband and I packed huge suitcases as we didn’t know whether our home would still be
there and took a 15-day shift, helping people as long as possible. Glory to Ukraine!

«

Anastasiia Masimova

«

Since March 4 I’ve been tasked with working as a train attendant on the Кramatorsk–Lviv evacuation
train. Hundreds of people with different forms of pain, stories and questions nobody is able to
answer… at every raid alert the trains have to stop and turn the lights off – exactly the moment when
you feel paralyzed. But at the worst moments we demonstrate our unity and kindness to each other.
That is what makes us so different from the invaders!
On March 12 we were passing through Brusyn station when our train came under shellfire. Later we
were informed that the enemy had tried to destroy the motorway bridge with missiles. It damaged
all 13 carriages. It was a huge relief that we were able to take all the passengers to Sloviansk –
dozens of lives were saved.
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38, civic activist, Active Rehabilitation Group, Bucha
I’ve been living in this wartime reality since 2014, when the
Crimean peninsula and eastern territories were occupied. I’ve
spent a lot of time helping war veterans and people injured
during the military aggression.
Our organization the “Active Rehabilitation Group” is part of
the Veterans’ Hub – we provide support not only to civilians,
but to veterans as well. We take care of people with spinal
cord injuries using wheelchairs. We’ve been supporting
people with spinal traumas for 30 years, helping them to
recharge and return to a full independent life, regardless of
their physical condition.

«

Our organization maintains close
cooperation with local authorities.
he first helicopters arrived. On
We regularly provide consultations
February 25 we realized it was
to legislators. We are not lawyers,
but we are very experienced
impossible to move people in
practitioners. We have studied the
wheelchairs through the forest… We were
Convention on the Rights of Persons
hiding in the bathroom – well, someone
with Disabilities (CRPD) and are
in a wheelchair can’t hide anywhere else.
permanent members of working
Even if we could get to the basement, it
groups in various state agencies.
Мy husband, Viktor Pcholkin, is
may be fatal for someone with a spinal
a member of the Barrierlessness
injury to stay in the cold and damp;
Council under the Cabinet of
the kidneys react immediately and you
Ministers of Ukraine. We realize that
can literally lie down and die without
this problem is a multicomponent
specialized medical treatment, which of
one and requires interventions at
all levels. People with spinal cord
course wasn’t available under occupation.
injuries should not only get support
in restoring their independence, but
also state protection and guarantees. A fixed service package should be provided.

T

Yes, I was scared. I knew my name was on a so-called “execution list” because of my proactive
position and open AFU support. I had always expressed it very straightforwardly and clearly. We
have since heard of numerous cases of activist abductions all around Ukraine – I knew I was in a
high-risk category.
Missiles hit our residential complex twice, on the fourth and ninth floors. We were hiding in the
bathroom – well, someone in a wheelchair can’t hide anywhere else. Even if we could get to the
basement, it may be fatal for
someone with a spinal injury to stay
in the cold and damp; the kidneys
’ve just received a message from a
react immediately and you can
literally lie down and die without
friend, saying farewell as the artillery
specialized medical treatment,
had been directed at her house in
which of course wasn’t available
Zaporizhia region, close to Enerhodar.
under occupation.

«

I

I’ve lost contact with my friends from
Mariupol… but we never lose hope, we are
still looking for ways to save them.

We fled on March 9 when we found
out about the first corridor from
Bucha. It had almost been blocked
by the Russian invaders: they didn’t
let buses pass or cease the shellfire. People organized everything by themselves and formed a
massive flow with hundreds of cars. Now we understood how lucky we were as we saw many
shot-up civilian vehicles on the roads, with ambulances and bodies lying along the curb.

«

Uliana Pcholkina

I’d never thought of going abroad even though so many opportunities have been offered to me. On
the second day of occupation we established a coordination hub in Lviv to provide support to people
with spinal injuries. We were instantly joined by our Polish partners, delivering humanitarian aid. Our
leader Tetiana Fomina is not a disabled person but she has been working with active rehabilitation
programs since 1996. She sent this aid together with her husband. It helped to save lives as it
was impossible to buy the essentials – all warehouses were located between Irpin and Bucha.
We learned to save money to provide at least the minimum support (we sent small batches of
10 catheters, 10 diapers, three urine bags).

A friend from Lutsk informed me about the full-scale invasion. I heard the first announcements
about air raids on TV. Of course I was shocked, I couldn’t cope with the very fact of such a thing
happening in 2022, in Europe… then they hit Hostomel Airport. Since that day we have forgotten
what silence is like.

Currently over 1500 persons with spinal injuries
have joined our active rehabilitation camps;
another 800 have applied to participate. The
active rehabilitation movement was founded
in 1978 in Sweden; in 1992 the first camp was
held in Ukraine. Of course we had to adopt the
International Classification of Functioning,
Disability and Health (ICF) many years ago
and become aware of the exact number of
Ukrainians with these injuries. But it is still
just a “general disease” and it is difficult to
distinguish our specific category. When the
Covid-19 pandemic hit the globe we adapted
and turned to an online format…

We had one chance to leave safely – on February 24, by noon. Later all the bridges were destroyed, and
they started occupying the roads. We heard bombardments everywhere, the first helicopters arrived.
On February 25 we realized it was impossible to move people in wheelchairs through the forest.

Since the start of the full-scale invasion we
have relocated people with trauma, helping
them to settle. I’m glad we managed to get

«

As an opinion leader for a certain audience in recent times I’ve given regular consultations and had
meetings with psychologists on social media to prepare people for a potential Russian invasion. But
I never imagined us countering actual terrorists, raping and murdering children. I never thought that
a real attempt at genocide of the Ukrainian nation might occur.
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our bus with its lifting mechanism from Bucha. It’s not just about relocating or transporting people
to the border – we also search for affordable accommodation, medical treatment if necessary, and
cooperate with state bodies, CSOs, to ensure the proper environment. It is not pride that doesn’t
allow me to sleep in a gym, but the need for specialized help just to lie down and get up again. I
don’t want to mention that a person with a disability spends almost two hours on average in the
bathroom. We coordinate our activities with the International Spinal Cord Society – soon we will
open three hubs in different European states for people to stay until they decide what to do and
where to go. One is already operating in Poland.
We have a questionnaire on our website in which people with disabilities can indicate their needs.
Spinal trauma requires special treatment, medications and personal hygiene items that are not that
common among volunteers: anti-cramp medicines, special urological medications, catheters, urine
bags, urological condoms etc. If we get requests from people beyond our target audience, we never
refuse – we provide consultations and act as communicators and liaison points for many volunteer
organizations. We are getting more and more requests every day and it is becoming harder as
90 percent of our staff are themselves people with disabilities, many of them staying in Ukraine.
That is why we are actively seeking institutional support and drafting applications.
We can’t return to Bucha as the infrastructure has not been restored. I recommend that all people
with disabilities flee from high-risk regions instantly, without any hesitation. Because we are turned
into hostages. I am a modern, confident, stylish and strong woman who now understand how
helpless I can be, when nothing is under my control and nothing depends on my actions, when I am
just nothing… we are trying to relocate one man from Kharkiv now – only three weeks after being in
the ICU, he can’t even sit up. He just keeps collapsing…

to develop our coordination center, to get funding and establish accommodation centers in western
Ukraine. You can’t even imagine how many people want to stay here! Several days ago we relocated
people I knew personally – they fled from Debaltsevo a day before it was destroyed in 2014. Now
they were moving from Kyiv region. Both in wheelchairs. It is unbearable to look into the eyes of
people who have lost their home twice. The lifeless eyes of people who want to stay but are forced
to leave – it is horrible.
Many of them are in danger, connections are lost with others. I’ve just received a message from
a friend, saying farewell as the artillery had been directed at her house in Zaporizhia region, close
to Enerhodar. I’ve lost contact with my friends from Mariupol… but we never lose hope, we are still
looking for ways to save them.
I am so lucky to have such a great husband, he supports me in every activity. We usually laugh and
say that I am the arms and he is the head of the team – it is a joke, we are equal partners and these
physical specificities are not important at all. So thanks to this support I haven’t shed a single tear
since the start of the war – except the moment when my mom called me from the occupied village
of Babyntsi. Contact had been lost for a whole month. But these were the tears of joy and
happiness! I hope to cry again after I get the news of our victory.

Мy greatest wish is not to lose myself in this. Nobody needs sacrifices if you simply break in a
month, like an exhausted horse. I’ve needed 15 years of activism to understand this idea. I’m striving
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there. Varia was feeling better, but she couldn’t sleep properly
in the shelter. Definitely not the best place for a toddler. It’s a
nightmare when you have to stay with dozens of strangers in
such circumstances – some women started accusing me of
being a bad mother because my child cried all the time; there
were even some weirdos asking whether the child had been
baptized because she cried in a “strange” way.

Aliona Luniova

36, human rights activist, Advocacy Director at ZMINA
Human Rights Center
I never actually believed that a big war might happen as this
would completely contradict common sense, and the basic
principles and logic we are all familiar with. Of course there
was a certain anxiety but nothing serious. Maybe that is why
I went to Lviv on February 23 to participate in the “Crimean
Days” – a set of events marking the Day of Resistance to
occupation. We had an evening panel with distinguished
speakers and discussed what measures should be taken to
free the Crimean Peninsula. Then war broke out. Again.
At every event where the armed
conflict is discussed along with the
protection of the rights of people
affected by the conflict, I always
start my speech with “I was born in
Crimea” so that people understand
immediately – this war is a part of
my story.

«

T

he invaders are afraid to let the truth
out, so it’s a risk for anyone who
reveals it. Currently we know about
at least 30 kidnapped activists, but there
are many more. So ZMINA launched a
campaign called #TheTaken to publicize
the plight of these people and to warn
the Russians that their crimes will lead to
punishment.

In March 2014 I was living in
Simferopol and was an employee of
the legal office at the “Diia” Human
Rights Center. I’d never thought of
leaving my city until Russian soldiers
entered the territory. But something
nobody dared to think about eventually occurred: Russia invaded our land and turned thousands
into IDPs. I remember it very well: after another campaign in the occupied city I paid a visit to my
dad, and he asked me to flee. I was sure everything would settle down after a few months so I only
took a backpack.

«

I haven’t been home for eight years.
On February 24 at 5 a.m. my friend called and told me that Russia had launched a war and that
bomb blasts were being heard in Kyiv. I remember that my whole body was shaking. My family was
there, and I had a ticket on an evening train from Lviv without any confidence that it would travel. My
train finally took after six hours of delays and in the morning I finally reached Kyiv. I spent the night
in a cozy carriage but my family had to stay in a shelter – a dusty basement of a school not far from
our house.
We spent the next three nights in a shelter all together. My daughter Varvara was sick and after
a phone consultation with a doctor we had to buy antibiotics – my husband faced a challenge
accomplishing this task as almost all pharmacies were closed or the medicine wasn’t available
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I guess I shouldn’t mention that we forgot about the shelter after
that – the only option was to sleep in the hall. We couldn’t hear
the alerts, but the explosions were loud and clear.
Relatives begged us to leave to save our children – so on
March 1 we finally moved to Ternopil.
As I’ve been actively involved in activism since 2014 and have
helped those affected by the conflict, I basically didn’t have to
change or adapt anything – my colleagues and I established a coalition “Ukraine. 5 a.m.” Currently
there are 25 organizations and experts under its umbrella with the aim of protecting the victims of
Russian military aggression and hold the Russian leadership liable, along with the numerous war
criminals executing their brutal orders.
We are also helping to protect rights and support activists and journalists suffering from violence
and threats. Of course, at the huge risk of abduction, torture or forced disappearance… Many proUkrainian citizens have been found dead in the areas temporarily occupied by Russians – such
people are considered a serious threat as the occupiers won’t be able to convince anyone that there
is no resistance unless they liquidate activists. The invaders are afraid to let the truth out, so it’s a
risk for anyone who reveals it. Currently we know about at least 30 kidnapped activists, but there
are many more. So ZMINA launched a campaign called #TheTaken to publicize the plight of these
people and to warn the Russians that their crimes will
lead to punishment.
This is my personal wartime operation – cooperate with
the authorities, present amendments to our legislation
to support those affected by the conflict.
I have no idea how long this war will last – the one
Russia started in 2014, for me it never stopped. For
years I’ve lived with these thoughts, I knew they were
coming closer, robbing people’s lives and hopes. Now
this war is knocking on everyone’s doors – nobody is
safe from the missiles they launch at ships or Crimean
military bases.
But this is not going to last forever.
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Kyiv. Photos by Kiev City State Administration.

Volunteers. Photos by Alla Chaikovska, Svitlana Maruda, Yulia Marynych

35, project manager, member of the Hospitallers, Kyiv
As a project manager I have to keep my fingers on the pulse
and stay in contact with the information flow, 24/7, so I
analyzed all the events preceding the full-scale invasion. I
am so surprised now, as all these actions were completely
unnatural for me: preparing a full tank, buying a morning
ticket for February 24 – I wanted my husband to take our
4-year-old daughter to the western region to stay at her
grandma’s house. We heard the first explosions while driving
to the railway station.
I knew I had to keep calm but I was desperate, wondering if I
would ever get to see my child again. So I packed some stuff and met my friends who’d decided to
flee. But I realized then it wasn’t an option for me; I couldn’t leave my city…

«

A

s a Hospitaller I feel I can really do my
best. Yesterday I returned from my first
eastern rotation where we had been
evacuating the injured. I spent 12 days there
instead of the five we had planned initially
[laughing]. We have brigades consisting of
four people, typically a driver, a gunner and
two paramedics. Our task is to evacuate
injured people to a stabilization center with
doctors and later to hospital if required.

Every time you go… the fear is
overwhelming. But then you just
tell yourself: “If not me, who else
will?” and fear turns into motivation,
pushing you to do more.
You can’t be too prepared for
something you deal with every day.
If you feel like you’re totally ready, it
means you’ve started to lose your
humanity… I am not ready. Every
time we are called there’s no way I
am ready for another injury, but I am
eager to help: you have to be coolheaded, fully concentrating, your
hands mustn’t shake as you handle
the injured and fight for their lives.

«

E

very time you go… the fear is
overwhelming. But then you just
tell yourself: “If not me, who else
will?” and fear turns into motivation,
pushing you to do more…. You can’t be
too prepared for something you deal with
every day. If you feel like you’re totally
ready, it means you’ve started to lose
your humanity… I am not ready. Every
time we are called there’s no way I am
ready for another injury, but I am eager
to help: you have to be cool-headed, fully
concentrating, your hands mustn’t shake
as you handle the injured and fight for
their lives.

I don’t know how others motivate
themselves but I think of my
daughter – I don’t want her to be a person without a homeland or someone living in a conquered
state. I want her to live free and happy, where she belongs! So it is my only way to keep fighting for
thousands of families to live peacefully!

«

Last year I signed a reservist’s
agreement and had to take a military
training course. It was something I
felt I had to do, I guess since 2014
– volunteering is a great thing but I
wanted to do more for my country.
The course was planned for April
so when the mobilization was
announced, I wasn’t called to join the
AF. My friends and I decided to join
the existing volunteer campaigns,
set up humanitarian hubs to support
civilians and the military in Lviv and
Kyiv. Currently these are operating
effectively.

where we had been evacuating the injured. I spent twelve days there instead of the five we had
planned initially [laughing]. We have brigades consisting of four people, typically a driver, a gunner
and two paramedics. Our task is to evacuate injured people to a stabilization center with doctors
and later to hospital if required.

«

Anastasiia Rozlutska

In 2014 I coordinated the PR section in “EuroМаidan SOS”21 and they invited me again.
But still I had this feeling that something was wrong, that I had to do something different. So I
decided to join the Hospitallers [voluntary organization of paramedics in Ukraine]. It was a quest, I
can say – I’m proud of us Ukrainians because there were so many those willing to join that I had to
ask my friends to use their connections to sign me up. In 2021 I took a medical course and was able
to operate in accordance with the protocol.
My relatives were extremely worried, asking “Why are we doing this?” “You are a mother!” – I heard
such comments almost every day. But I couldn’t bear listening to my child asking: “Мommy, why
do they kill people and small children?” and keeping her wooden pistol close all the time – then you
realize you just have to fight for her future…
As a Hospitaller I feel I can really do my best. Yesterday I returned from my first eastern rotation
21 A grassroots initiative created in response to the violent dispersal of a peaceful student demonstration on Maidan Square, November 30,
2013 for providing legal and other assistance to persecuted protesters across Ukraine.
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We know about pharmacies that have been caught
in massive shellfire with people being injured
or killed. There are many videos of deceased
colleagues on the web. The only way to calm
down is to remind ourselves of our commitment
and duty.

Viktoriia Makarova

32, pharmacist, Kharkiv

We have daughters of the same age – Milana and Daryna are both three years old. So when we
moved to live in the pharmacy we knew it was definitely better protection but it was also an additional
responsibility, creating a proper
home environment. But our girls are
fantastic – they may not realize fully
e were involving the girls in our
what the war is but they understand
that we can’t return home because
work. Customers were saying that
the “booms” [of shells] are still there.
sincere kids' laughter distracted

«

The kids have helped us to get used
to it. At first we were at a loss, trying
to make a long-term shelter out
of a small staff room with some
furniture. Our manager brought us
a camp bed with a mattress to put
the girls there. We used pallets and
cardboard to sleep.

W

them a little from hard thoughts about
the ongoing madness. Our pharmacy
is the only one operating in the large
Saltivka district. People walk miles to get
to us. So it is our duty to stay. The four
of us who haven’t left have families and
relatives in need of medication and we
realize how important it is. Sedatives, antihemorrhage and cardiac medications and
bandages are in extremely high demand
right now.

When electricity was still available in our district
we still had some comforts and we could use
household appliances – fridge, microwave and
electric kettle… Вut it’s already the twenty-fifth
day since the supply was cut. We
use generators exclusively for the
cash register and the fridge with
medications, not to satisfy our
needs. So far the girls have enjoyed
the candlelight. Some volunteers
gave us a portable gas stove, which
we use for cooking.
We try to keep the pharmacy open
as long as we can but also stick to
curfew hours. Doors are blocked and
barricaded at night with everything
we can find just to protect ourselves
from looters and other unwanted
guests.

«

W

e try to keep the pharmacy open
as long as we can but also stick to
curfew hours. Doors are blocked
and barricaded at night with everything
we can find just to protect ourselves from
looters and other unwanted guests. We
are frightened as hell but we have to
withstand this challenge and save our
children’s future!

«

I have a colleague who is also called Viktoriia. We’ve been
working together for years as pharmacists and we’re truly
devoted to this profession. When the war started and the
enemy was aiming at Kharkiv we never thought of leaving the
city because we knew that many pharmacies would be closed.
In our pharmacy network we had only four pharmacists
who decided to stay – two of them live in relatively peaceful
districts and have to walk for 4 km every day. But Victoria and
l literally lived at work because our houses shook under each
wave of shelling.

We are as frightened as hell but we have to withstand this challenge and save our children’s future!

We were involving the girls in our
work. Customers were saying that
sincere kids' laughter distracted
them a little from hard thoughts
about the ongoing madness. Our
pharmacy is the only one operating
in the large Saltivka district. People walk miles to get to us. So it is our duty to stay. The four of us
who haven’t left have families and relatives in need of medication and we realize how important it is.
Sedatives, anti-hemorrhage and cardiac medications and bandages are in extremely high demand
right now.

«
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Our hospital is helping with civilian casualties. The town is constantly under missile attacks, people
are wounded or concussed all the time. More and more people are coming with such injuries.

24, nurse, Kharkiv
Since the war started I’ve found it more difficult to work
than before. Psychologically difficult I mean. Both doctors
and patients are alarmed and tense because of their fear of
missing the air raid sirens. The locals are fleeing. You can
physically feel that kind of tension everywhere. All of us,
including doctors, are stressed these days.
All the staff of our hospital have literally lived at work since
the war started. I haven’t been home since February 24. We
have our own front in the hospital. Saving people’s lives is our
duty and contribution to the defense of Ukraine.
We’re working in conditions in which electricity or running water can be cut off suddenly. Then we
use torches, get water elsewhere and boil it to sterilize on gas burners. We don’t stop working when
we hear explosions or air raid sirens.

«

Y

ou can’t get used to it! Realizing that
you, your colleagues and patients
can die any moment is unbearable.
This fear makes you helpless and literally
freezes you, when actually you have to be
focused and concentrated to save lives.

You can’t get used to it! Realizing that
you, your colleagues and patients
can die any moment is unbearable.
This fear makes you helpless and
literally freezes you, when actually you have to be focused and concentrated to save lives.

«

The biggest fear for us is that a
missile could hit the hospital. Once
a missile exploded very close to
the hospital and the windows were
broken by the shockwave. Luckily,
there weren’t any casualties.

The hospital has good supplies of food enough for us and our patients. Volunteers bring all kinds
of products they can. We are trying not just to provide something to eat but to cook delicious meals
because good food is a kind of antidepressant. We don’t have any problems either with equipment or
medicines. We’re supplied with all the things we need. Communal services try to ensure continuous
electricity in the hospital, understanding that a second without electricity can cost the life of
somebody on an operating table.

One thing that is different from peacetime is that people living in the same place and sharing
the same pain during a war unite quickly and support each other. For instance, if a patient gets
something tasty from a family or
friend, she/he shares it immediately
with the others in his ward and treats
the staff. If somebody can’t get up,
ne thing that is different from
those who feel better help them.
peacetime is that people living in
We have all become one big family:
the same place and sharing the
doctors, nurses, patients…

«

O

The most terrifying thing for me is
uncertainty. We don’t have a clue how
and when it’ll finish. I’ve started to be
afraid of silence. I’ve noticed that if
the silence lasts too long, something
terrible happens afterwards.
I’m looking forward to victory! I want
us to win with the smallest number
of casualties. I want to be able to
sit in silence without waiting for
a missile to hit. I want everyone to
return home. I don’t want kids to die.

same pain during a war unite quickly
and support each other. For instance, if a
patient gets something tasty from a family
or friend, he shares it immediately with
the others in his ward and treats the staff.
If somebody can’t get up, those who feel
better help them. We have all become one
big family: doctors, nurses, patients…
I want everybody to be able to go outside
without having to look around and be
afraid of missile attacks. I want all of us to
be able to walk in our beautiful parks and
enjoy the spring.

«

Anastasiya Mishura

I want everybody to be able to go
outside without having to look
around and be afraid of missile attacks. I want all of us to be able to walk in our beautiful parks and
enjoy the spring.
I believe that we’ll come though! I know we’ll have all of those things.

My boyfriend is a doctor and we work together. Knowing that somebody you love is close to you and
feeling his support helps a lot. My colleague has brought her daughter to the hospital because she
had no one to leave her with. So we got a new member of staff!
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Later, we set up a public organization, headed by me. My team, which consisted mainly of men,
called me “Mummy” or “the General.” I was responsible for everyone and they became very close to
me during that time.

Valentyna Stepanchuk

39, dermatovenerologist, Korosten
I’m a dermatovenerologist and two years ago I opened my
own Aesthetic Dermatology Clinic. Also, I have a passion, the
theater. I’m a director and an actress at an amateur theater,
the “Kreatyv.”
I found out about the war on the evening of February 23. We
were at the pub crawl, a social evening organized monthly in
our town. One team member is a police officer, so at nearly half
past ten she was called and asked to come immediately to her
police station fully equipped. After she finished her phone call,
she looked at us and said quietly: “The war has started.”

«

I can clearly remember that state
of confusion, when you don’t
hen we went to the military HQ,
understand what to do. My head was
proposing to organize catering
full of thoughts and I couldn’t work
out how such a thing could happen
points for our defenders. Our offer
in the modern, civilized world. We
was approved, so we called an owner of
have three kids and the first thing we
a restaurant in our town suggesting she
did was to write a notarized letter of
could help us. She agreed immediately
consent from me and my husband
and offered one of her premises. That’s
to my dad. We knew from the very
beginning that whatever happens we
how we started volunteering…
wouldn’t leave the country, although
we were legally allowed to do so as
the parents of three children. The
burning issue was to save our kids. After the first night in the bomb shelter and the explosions
nearby, we decided to send our kids together with their granny and grandad to neighboring Poland.

T

«

After we’d done it, I was relieved.
Back then, I can remember the calls to “feed a defender!” on all social networks. Without hesitation,
my sister and I, accompanied by our husbands, drove to the nearest supermarket, bought some
bread, sausages, some cheese and cigarettes. Afterwards we made some sandwiches and headed
to the nearest checkpoint. Then we went to the military HQ, proposing to organize catering points for
our defenders. Our offer was approved, so we called an owner of a restaurant in our town suggesting
she could help us. She agreed immediately and offered one of her premises. That’s how we started
volunteering and called ourselves proudly “Volunteers of Fortune.”
In only an hour our team had expanded from four to twenty people. Since then we’ve stayed together.
People say that sometimes strangers can become closer than relatives. I can confirm that’s true! All
of us have been united by war, pain and the will to win.

I was working all day long, seeking for the things we needed, negotiating with people, making
important decisions, even joking sometimes. But in the evenings I came home and cried in my bed
looking at my kids’ photos. Since then I hate the evenings. Even more, I hate the nights because after
sunset all the Russian beasts crawl out of their holes and start to hit us with all the weapons they
have. Sitting with your head bent down and not knowing where they would hit next time is terrifying.
You never know whether this night will be the last one in your life. Every night I was repeating prayers
hundreds of times and holding my phone with my kids’ photos in it.
Two weeks after the war had
started, me and my sister’s
husbands sent us to visit the
kids in Poland. I was ready
to walk to Warsaw to see
them as soon as possible.
We met at McDonald’s. I was
hugging them and crying, all
the visitors were watching us
but I didn’t care. My kids were
so happy that I’d come. I didn’t
know how to tell them that I’d
have to leave in a few days.
I was asked frequently what
had forced me to come back
from safe Poland at the height
of the war; whether I had been
frightened and how I made
such a difficult decision to
return home. I didn't even consider any other options. I knew that my team, our defenders and people
who couldn’t leave the country and therefore needed my help and support were waiting for me. Like
every woman, somewhere deep inside, I was frightened. However, after I had crossed the border, I
realized I felt safer in my motherland than anywhere in the whole world, even in such difficult times.
My clinic was damaged after the air raid, so, being the only dermatologist in the town, I decided to
start working at the state hospital. From 8 a.m. to 11 a.m. I work as a dermatologist and after that
I’m a volunteer. I can’t imagine how I’ll be able to return to a normal life after the war ends.
During these days we’ve helped a lot of different people: military, the elderly, civilians, sick people…
Fortunately, our town has been less damaged by Russian orcs than neighboring areas. But we had
to come to terms with the total horror of a new reality. Our hearts are breaking with pain and hatred;
they’ve poisoned our souls with their atrocities. They’ve transformed our outlook on humanity by
demonstrating their cruelty and total absence of any moral principles or dignity to the whole world.

At the beginning we were feeding nearly six hundred people a day, but since then we have expanded
our sphere of action. We started to acquire tablets, laptops, power banks, spare parts and car
batteries.
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20, student and market researcher, Kyiv
Every day I think about that night.
Мother had always warned me about night calls that bring
nothing but trouble. So when my boyfriend called at 5:45 a.m.
I knew something was wrong, but I hadn’t expected to hear
about shellfire in Ukrainian cities.
I hesitated to wake my mom and make her frantic by telling
her the Russians had decided to kill us. Just imagine being a
20-year-old European girl telling your mother “Wake up, the
war has begun.”

But I spent one night in a shelter next
to my university when I'd missed my
last chance to get home before the
curfew. It was the second day of
the war. I listened to the sounds of
explosions, wondering whether I’d
be able to study here again.

«

Y

ou can’t get used to the feeling
that any evening in your apartment
might be the last. I cry a lot, truly
overwhelmed by the painful stories
flooding onto the internet. Quite simply
I can’t imagine how I could ever forgive
those who caused a seven-year-old girl to
die from dehydration in Mariupol

«

We stay in our apartment as the
closest bomb shelter is completely
inadequate – you kind of feel safe
while you’re at home.

Poltava. Volunteers. Photo by Mykhailo Malko.

Darusia Shevchenko

Lately, sounds from these explosions
have become clearer. I can still remember the sound of two bombs falling on a neighboring block.
You can’t get used to the feeling that any evening in your apartment might be the last.
I cry a lot, truly overwhelmed by the painful stories flooding onto the internet. Quite simply I can’t
imagine how I could ever forgive those who caused a seven-year-old girl to die from dehydration in
Mariupol.
At the moment I’m trying hard to keep myself together and adapt to a completely new reality with
shell fire and alerts with active volunteering. We can’t entirely dissolve the pain, later we’ll be expected
to rebuild our country. It all goes step by step, pretty naturally. First you mix the Molotov cocktails
(always keep some glass bottles at home), then you check Twitter to look for fake news, post
official messages, engage your subscribers, make some money and look for any charity requests.
Explaining how to pick a protection vest or how to catch a saboteur also becomes routine.
I’m not sure whether I will survive tomorrow but we will win because, in contrast to the Russian
invaders, we will never stop being humans – this is something they envy and try to destroy, but they
will never succeed.
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24, illustrator and motion-designer, Kharkiv/Kyiv
I was born in Kharkiv and I adore this city! So initially it was so
painful just watching the Russians destroy it. Now I think of
its future recovery and about returning as soon as it is safe.
My father is a military officer and we spent eight years at
the military base. Quite a unique experience: living next to a
hangar and waking up to the sound of marching boots.
I persuaded my parents to allow me to study at art school. I
wanted to become an artist so much. I still love comic books.
I always dreamed of creating my own superhero universe –
and I did, although they are not imaginary; these are rather
portraits of real heros. I’ve been an illustrator and motion-designer for six years already. Before the
war I made animated videos, covers and advertising posters.
Nine months ago I moved to Kyiv and
found a job at Suspilne22. I refused
believing the war might start.
I wasn’t ready for such a scenario.
I spent several days in the subway
then moved to the western region
as there was a chance to remain
productive even in such conditions.
The editors shifted me to the news
team and I was overwhelmed by
photos showing ruins and dead
bodies... This was a hard task to
perform but our team was amazed
by Ukrainian courage.

«

T

hese are the REAL heroes, not
just Marvel characters. Average
people turning into real heroes.
… I am proud of this national synergy –
military, territorial defense, doctors,
train operators and attendants, drivers,
pharmacists, shop assistants, delivery
staff, IT guys joining together to hold
up our country on their shoulders. It is
a huge joy to be Ukrainian and I want
to be able to make a series of sketches
dedicated to our victory.

I wanted first to send these sketches to friends who are familiar with NFT stuff to support the
country. But here at Suspilne we later decided to make it available to anyone and to send these files
to anyone printing, like, different kinds of merchandise and donate to AF. Initially I never planned to
post it elsewhere, but I was quite shocked, to be honest, with this fame or whatever it is – I was even
frightened that I wouldn’t be able to create anything better.

«

W

e will never be the people we used
to be, prior to February 24, but
we will always be what we have
become since then.

«

Nika Nazarenko

While we worked on the design, other Ukrainians were
acting. We got a video from Konotop. People just asked
me to make something for that town – that is how we
got that sketch with…uhm, a dysfunctional rifle. The only
challenge for me was to present it in the most appropriate
way. I never expected to become that popular but I
wouldn’t have minded if I hadn’t. I wish I never had to
make drawings about the war in my country.
Being involved in this creative process I was extremely
proud of my fellow Ukrainians. I never imagined these
things would go viral.

I thought of a few ideas to work on,
but I’d left my graphics tablet in Kyiv.
Then I contemplated the idea of
drawing a man with a cigarette and a mine. It was like a sort of revelation hitting me at once – these
are the REAL heroes, not just Marvel characters. Average people turning into real heroes. Everybody
talks about their courage, moving forward despite the shooting. I was really inspired and decided to
make a series of sketches with Ukrainian heroes. I chose a style and decided to start with the mine
guy23. Normally, I’d have been afraid of such reckless behavior, because that is what we were always
taught, but now he is a true hero. My editor saw these sketches and suggested I make more. So we
were searching for such people together. I always stress that Suspilne are authors as well. It was
important for these stories to be backed with videos, as we are able to present only the actual facts
and events, not just something we made up.

What I’ve come to understand, reading hundreds of
comments on my works, is that it does provide hope.
So I decided to create videos and sketches to restore
hope. To inspire and create such visual support. My
priorities have changed dramatically – I picked a job
that fortunately I am still able to do. I am proud of this
national synergy – military, territorial defense, doctors,
train operators and attendants, drivers, pharmacists,
shop assistants, delivery staff, IT guys joining together
to hold up our country on their shoulders. It is a huge joy
to be Ukrainian and I want to be able to make a series of
sketches dedicated to our victory.
I have no wish to leave and I don’t plan to do so. We will
never be the people we used to be, prior to February 24,
but we will always be what we have become since then.
This is a unique time when all the regions of the country
are merging into one united nation!

«

22 The Public Broadcasting Company of Ukraine, the national public broadcaster.
23 There is a video of a fearless Ukrainian man who removed a land mine from a bridge with his bare hands while casually puffing on a cigarette.
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Photo by Alla Chaikovska.
“Put these seeds in your pocket so that sunflowers will
grow here when you die” — a resident of Henichesk to a
Russian soldier

A man tried to block the Russian APCs and tanks
in Kyiv region.

“Do you know where you are? This is Konotop.
Every second woman here is a witch” — residents of
Konotop (in Sumy region) to Russian soldiers
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Poltava. Volunteers. Photos by Mykhailo Malko.

In Berdiansk a man carried a mine into the forest without
any protection
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Kateryna Leonova

38, project leader of “Street Music Day – Dnipro”,
volunteer at the Dnipro Volunteer Coordination Center,
owner of OKO Production, Dnipro
When I graduated from Honchar University I took away so
many memories of my professor Volodymyr Buriak. At the
first lecture in 2000, I remember, he looked at me and said:
“And this enigmatic young lady with a ‘bob’, you’ll become
a war correspondent!” Then we had lectures on Ukrainian
history and international law. I made my first reports when I
was 17 about corrupt officials and pro-Russian politicians.
My family is from Kryvyi Rih – mother, grandmother and
great-grandfather. Petro Musiienko was executed by the
KGB in 1937. Мy mother – his granddaughter – tried to find any information she could about her
grandpa and the truth was revealed only in 1991 – he was killed because of his support for the
Ukrainian language and Ukrainian sovereignty ... my family was considered to be the family of an
"enemy of the people"24.

«

My mother and grandparents have
warned me about Russia as our
hat we’ve seen in Bucha,
great enemy since my early years.
As granny used to say: “you can find
Hostomel, Irpin and other
bad people anywhere, just like good
liberated settlements, however...
ones,” but the Russians’ imperial
it all happened years ago in Donetsk
mindset is something they inherit
and Luhansk: destruction, looting, rapes,
from generation to generation. They
murders, torture. We tried to tell the
are occupiers, not capable of living
in peace and developing their state,
world, to make them aware! Russia was
but always trying to seize, destroy
subject to sanctions but the aggressive
and humiliate their neighbors. І
narrative towards Ukraine has only
remember my granny’s stories
extended within these eight years. The
about Russians relocated to Kryvyi
25
Russian authorities slowly nurtured the
Rih after the Holodomor in the
1930s–1940s: our half of the street
totalitarian machine.
was always clean, with nice patios
and flowers. The Russian part was
pretty much the opposite. I thought this was a joke when I was a child, but later I realized that in
fact they are completely unable to preserve and create. I wouldn’t like to offend anyone but they are
seriously damaged… For some reason they just think it is normal to steal and exploit someone else’s
achievements.

W

«

So I was very interested in what was happening within the post-Soviet environment. Eventually this
search brought me to Dnipro-1 Battalion in 2014. I spent the next five years at the front line, combining
a volunteer’s and a journalist’s tasks (making reports and stories for Ukrainian and international

24 Anyone not supportive of the communist regime in the USSR. An "enemy of the people" could be fired from work, deprived of property,
imprisoned, or even executed. Close relatives of such people could be prosecuted and punished as well - sent to a labor camp, displaced
by force to unpopulated areas etc.
25 A man-made famine was created in Soviet Ukraine from 1932 to 1933 that killed millions of Ukrainians. It is considered to be a genocide.
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media). I lost too many friends in Ilovaisk and Pisky – people I cherished and respected. So it has
become a personal tragedy and the Russians will have to pay for it.
In 2014 we decided to hold a street music festival in Dnipro in response to the invasion, to
demonstrate that Ukrainian society is capable of nurturing its culture (in 2021 the festival was held
on the third Saturday of May in more than 50 cities and towns). I also helped Dnipro-1. I was involved
in a project called “Piano Extremist”. We visited almost each Ukrainian settlement, playing music for
soldiers and civilians. Also my friends and I organized a STIL festival (with veterans as performers)
in Dnipro, gathering poets with military experience from different regions. We invited Serhii Zhadan26
and Anastasiia Tepliakova, a poet and a volunteer, who launched the project “Word on the Wall” and
created graffiti with lines from Ukrainian poems written by dissidents.
The war that broke out in 2014 was maybe too distant for many Ukrainians. It didn’t destroy the
stereotypes about the “brotherhood of nations”. There were people who considered this to be Putin’s
war but average Russians weren’t seen as enemies. Also I heard people say that Putin still had some
“historical” justification for occupying Crimea and Donbass. Unfortunately, the first years of the war
have not made all the people living in Ukraine its true citizens. What we’ve seen in Bucha, Hostomel,
Irpin and other liberated settlements, however… it all happened years ago in Donetsk and Luhansk:
destruction, looting, rapes, murders, torture. We tried to tell the world, to make them aware! Russia
was subject to sanctions but the aggressive narrative towards Ukraine has only extended within
these eight years. The Russian authorities slowly nurtured the totalitarian machine. Today Russians
are trying to use the excuse that they can’t oppose their almighty tsar. When being asked they turn
to the camera and present excuses for the war: “We are just average citizens – we’d be killed for
protesting so we keep out of politics”. That is where critical thinking ends. They do not know the
real meaning of democracy, which is the power of people. It looks like Russians can be divided into
four categories: a wastrel elite, a lower class decaying in alcohol addiction and despair, intellectuals
suffering as a minority and finally the celebrities who sold themselves out and are lying to the flock
of their fans.
Mom’s diagnosis slowed me down – in 2018 she found out she had stage four cancer. I left the
war and volunteering. My mom died
that year, in August. More of my friends
died at the front line. Мom never knew
that I had been under fire or had had to
identify my comrades in the mortuary
with their photos. Three weeks after the
burial I got a dog and went to Luhansk.
I wanted to write lines from Zhadan’s
poems on the walls of his hometown.
Then I returned to volunteering and
helped our defenders to adapt, sent
them to medical rehabilitation centers,
shared the contacts of doctors and
lawyers… I thought that someday it
would be over… But when I heard the
announcements from Western leaders
and rumors from the front line, I had

26 A Ukrainian poet, novelist, essayist, and translator.
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absolutely the same feeling. Several weeks
prior to the war I’d started to take yoga
sessions in at the Veteran Hub; unfortunately
now that is not a priority, but I saw that our
veterans had got a positive vibe from this. I
also volunteered for TAPS-Ukraine, which is
an affiliate of the international organization
TAPS-USA, supporting the families of officers
killed in war and armed conflict. We held
several forums and had numerous meetings
with families. There were gifts and loads of
support.
After February 24 I am back volunteering.
Along with more traditional activities we plan
to record short stories about the development
of the volunteer movement in Dnipro. In 2014
I was loaded down with tasks and had no time, so many stories were lost. There are many such
organizations in my city. We tell stories about volunteers who joined our HQ on February 24 and
dedicate all their time and efforts. We have hundreds of them – artists, musicians, photographers,
even a female hockey player, also lawyers, and many students... mostly 18–20 year-old boys and
girls who heard something about
ATO on TV. Young volunteers respect
their older colleagues and try to keep
e tell stories about volunteers
on track. We just warn them to avoid
who joined our HQ on February
burnout. Many entrepreneurs have
joined us – sushi makers, owners
24... We have hundreds of them
of repair shops and bakeries, they
– artists, musicians, photographers, even
actively help the military. This isn’t
a female hockey player, also lawyers,
surprising: you can’t stand aside
and many students... mostly 18–20 yearafter seeing such horrible events.
old boys and girls. Many entrepreneurs
Unfortunately a high price must be
paid for awareness.
have joined us – sushi makers, owners of

Мy comrades from the 5th company, which consists entirely of Ukrainian patriots from Donetsk (they
tried to organize Maidan in Donetsk), were members of Dnipro-1 Battalion. When the active phase
of hostilities was over in 2014 dozens moved to Kyiv, Dnipro, Odesa. They chose a peaceful life and
tried to reintegrate. But all of these men and women demanded to return if war broke out. Now they
are at the front line, saying: “We once had to flee Donetsk but we will never leave our new home!”
One thing that bothers me still is that I am not a defender in this war. In 2014 I refused as I didn’t
want my mom and granny to worry; now it’s because of my husband – we got married recently and
make these videos together – and two dogs. They say "Everyone has their own weapon!” It means
that we do what we can and where we are. Мaybe one day I will just get tired of these videos and
just open a yoga club exclusively for volunteers and veterans.
My biggest concern for today is, how much longer must we volunteer, how many festivals do we
have to hold, how many poems have to be written on walls and in posts, how many words will we
have to hear from the West before we finally become Ukrainians instead of continuing to be labeled
“post-Soviets” who have abandoned their “union of totalitarianism, weakness and cruelty”?
But I keep getting messages about losses, more requests, hear the alerts and hope to survive and
see peaceful streets once again.

«

W

repair shops and bakeries, they actively

It's actually paradoxical. The
help the military. This isn’t surprising:
volunteer movement is in the same
you can’t stand aside after seeing such
situation as in 2014. In March 2014
horrible events.
after Maidan a National Defense
HQ was established in Dnipro,
where later our legendary Dnipro-1
emerged. In 2022 it took us two hours to establish a Coordination Volunteer Center, with many of
those engaged in 2014. Then I was appointed spokesperson, the same task I have in 2022, but I got
rid of illusions such as “the war will be finished in three days”. For me, just like for many, this is War
2.0. In 2022, thanks to my friends, comrades and husband, I am motivated to make videos about
people who provide help so we set up volunteers’ TV. It’s a tough job to combine shooting with basic
activities but we will manage. Every Ukrainian today is a true hero, especially if there’s time, fuel and
the camera is well charged.

«
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Here are just some of my poems about this period of our history:

I am Ukraine, I am being raped
I am a Ukrainian soldier
With a heart and a rifle
I am Ukraine, I am being robbed
I am a soldier ready to fight
I am Ukraine, I am being killed
I am a lifeguard who protects
I am a son without a mother
I am a daughter burying my dad
I am a grandma saving my kids in a boat
I am a fighter who’d lost their best friend...
I am Ukraine, they want to destroy me
I am Ukrainian, I will restore
I am Ukraine, my children are dying
I am Ukrainian, they will drown in my blood
I am a mother, I will live for you
I am a father, always staying by your side
A granddaughter here to treat
A daughter, I don’t feel pain...
I am a volunteer, still not tired
A chaplain ready to pray
....
And we curse the Russians
For enemies to burn
No forgiveness in the afterlife
No forgiveness
And no peace found
I am Ukraine – eternal freedom

Endless and indestructible...
I am the holy power of my people...
I am Ukraine, Glory and Freedom
I defend the world
And shape my destiny!
Мy boat is searching for land in the dark,
Іf you know, keep silence
My army wants to fight
I’ll send weapons by air and river
Мy house is sullen and sleeping
Woken only by missiles
Generals don’t dig trenches
They send our soldiers
and ask gods for money
Мy child is a song unborn
Of the wanted country’s pride
Not of meadows and fields,
But our right
To be liberated
From bloody kings
My destiny is not in flames anymore
Next to my house and boat
People gather and sing
About their riverside and
Heroes made by grief.
Never forgiven and
Never forgotten.

Volunteers' TV. URL: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC0MvPvRcZ4IVE7IrsikpCXA

Facebook-page of the «Dnipro Volunteers' HQ». URL: https://www.facebook.com/volunteerdnipro
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Photo by Alla Melnychenko.

Photos by Dmitry Larin. With the permission of the Ukrainian Pravda online
media.

Photo by Dmitry Larin. With the permission of the Ukrainian Pravda online media.

We shout: it’s russia, it’s russia
It’s russia attacking Ukraine
They write: there’s danger of famine
because Ukraine is not selling grain

Photos by Dmitry Larin. With the permission of the Ukrainian Pravda online media.

CHAPTER VI. On the Diplomatic Front
and at the Decision-Making Level

Iryna Vereshchuk, Minister of Reintegration of Temporarily Occupied Territories.

We cry out: this woman was murdered
by russian soldiers, by russian hands
They write: we are deeply concerned
that the conflict still stands
Oksana Osmolovska, spring 2022
Translated by
Vadim Ingwall Baranovskyi
Iryna Venediktova, Prosecutor General of Ukraine.
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35, Adviser to the Commander-in-Chief of the Armed
Forces of Ukraine on Strategic Communications, Kyiv
Let's be honest, since 2014, war has not been a surprise to us. I
lived in Luhansk oblast for two years and understood that this
danger would inevitably spread and that it was only a matter
of time. The graveness of the situation became blatantly
obvious during the Russian–Belarusian military exercise
"West 2021”. That is why in all public communications, we
have adhered to the message that Ukraine is preparing for a
full-scale armed aggression, because we understood that it
would happen, one way or another.
Like many Ukrainians, on February 24 I woke up to the sound of explosions. I immediately understood
what was happening, I told my husband about it. Perhaps the most painful moment was when I
blessed my sleeping son, prayed, and cried. These were my first and last tears in this war. After that,
I pulled myself together and went to work by subway – at half past six I was already at the General
Staff.
From the beginning, I had this
complete internal mobilization: I was
fully aware that you cannot indulge
your emotions – everything must be
put aside until we win and then there
will be time to mourn the dead, to feel
all the feelings... I forbade myself, to
think about what will happen next.

«

G

ive us air and missile defense
systems, medium-range and longrange missiles, artillery systems,
tanks, armored vehicles. I dream of
spending at least a few hours with my
son, whom I had to take to a safe place.
The most important thing I dream of is
that all these losses we are sustaining are
not in vain.

It was important for my colleagues
and me that the General Staff
become the primary source of
official information about the
operational situation. And no matter
how difficult it was for us to collect
and put this information together, for the first few days we tried to give the world information about
what was happening every three hours. We prepared these news reports both in Ukrainian and in
English, in text and video format. Later, we switched to four reports a day, and now this has become
the routine. The first week, I read and edited each post: while one was being published, I was already
working on the next one. We broke the narrative mold in the context of informing people about
losses, shifting the focus to the enemy losses.

«

An important and visible part of my work is the official Facebook page of the Commander-in-Chief of
the Armed Forces of Ukraine. We recently set up a Telegram channel, as we want people in Russia
and Belarus who are not yet completely brainwashed by propaganda to have the opportunity to
receive true information.
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When I am asked about reliable sources of information in Ukraine, I insist on the official ones: the
resources of the Ministry of Defense, the General Staff, the Commander-in-Chief, the Office of the
President, the Ministry of Internal Affairs, and the Security Service of Ukraine. Among the media, I
would like to single out Ukrinform (information is available in eight languages). Keeping up one's
information hygiene is particularly important under martial law.
Once, before the war, I combined work at the Junior Academy of Sciences and a political online
media outlet. I obtained my PhD in philosophy and planned a quiet research and teaching career.
Nevertheless, the Maidan and the war were such profound experiences that I recognized they would
take me over someday. And so it happened.
My choice is the choice of those who feel responsible for the fate of their country. There are people
who live for personal good, and that's okay. And there are people who live for the common good. I
am by nature a person who lives for
the common good. I feel the need,
the need to serve higher ideals. And
ow I see an analogy with the
it has always been so.

«

Sometimes I can't believe that at this
time, during this terrible war, I am at
the epicenter, I see personally the
state's top military leadership: above
the maps, at the control center, I see
how decisions are made, their tired
eyes, clenched fists, tremendous
tension and the responsibility they
are bearing…

N

national liberation struggle of
1917–21. At that time, we had no
support from the world, at the Paris
Peace Conference we were not given
the right to independence... the thing I
dread most is… not death – that's not the
worst thing now. The worst thing is to
go through what Ukraine went through
in the 1930s, to live in a country where
there is no place for the military, no place
for the intelligentsia, for young people...
Therefore, I believe it is better to die in
the struggle now so that our children live
in a free country than to enter another
historical vicious circle!

I am overwhelmed with pride for our
army. During the war, the personnel
has changed dramatically. Young
highly motivated boys and girls have
come; combat officers and generals
form the army's core – today, it is a
living organism, constantly changing
and evolving. In recent years, there
have been many exercises in NATO
countries, joint training events, experience sharing, language courses, and international missions.
All this has made our army modern and professional.

«

Lyudmyla Dolhonovska

It is worth mentioning that when officers return from multinational missions, they talk about the
attitude towards women there: no harassment, or crude jokes, no machismo. I am very impressed
by the opinion of David Benton, Strategic Communications Counselor at the US Embassy, who said
that gender equality is a sign of civilized progress in society in general and the military in particular.
Women bring creativity, punctuality. I now see how urgently we need journalists, creative specialists,
directors. We can't outsource everything, because here it is important to understand the specifics,
to have access to some classified information. I think that over time, we will continue to follow
the Israeli model of compulsory service for both men and women, as we have such a neighbor
[as Russia]. Personally, I understand that I need weapons skills, a knowledge of first aid – this is a
matter of survival: mine and that of my loved ones.
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«

I

of David Benton, Strategic

Now I see an analogy with the
Communications Counselor at the US
national liberation struggle of
Embassy, who said that gender equality
1917–1921. At that time, we had
is a sign of civilized progress in society in
no support from the world, at the
general and the military in particular.
Paris Peace Conference we were
not given the right to independence,
unlike the Baltic countries or Poland.
Look how far, despite the Soviet occupation, they advanced because they had not suffered the
repressions or the Holodomor that the Ukrainian people suffered. That's why the thing I dread
most is… not death – that's not the worst thing now. The worst thing is to go through what Ukraine
went through in the 1930s, to live in a country where there is no place for the military, no place for
the intelligentsia, for young people... Therefore, I believe it is better to die in the struggle now so
that our children live in a free country than to enter another historical vicious circle!

«
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Kyiv subway. Photos by Dmitry Larin. With the permission of the Ukrainian Pravda online media.

Today, I dream that Ukraine will persevere, that the West will provide us with weapons. We have
people, but we have nothing to defend ourselves with. Just give us something to defend ourselves
with and we will survive! Give us air and missile defense systems, medium-range and long-range
missiles, artillery systems, tanks, armored vehicles. I dream of spending at least a few hours with
my son, whom I had to take to a safe
place. The most important thing I
dream of is that all these losses we
am very impressed by the opinion
are sustaining are not in vain.
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Kateryna Levchenko

Government High Commissioner for Gender Equality
Policy
On the eve of the war, I finished my working day late, it was
already eight o'clock. I went to the sports club, met my
daughter and her friends, then we walked around Kyiv. We
came home at half past one, but I remembered that I had
an important interview scheduled for nine in the morning,
so I had to be in the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine at half
past eight on Thursday. I went to bed, and at five o'clock my
daughter woke me up with the words: "Mom, explosions!!!"
We opened the window. We live in Obolon. The explosions
were heard from different directions
– from Vyshgorod, Hostomel,
Brovary and others. We quickly got
together and went to a house in the
suburbs of Kyiv, where my husband
was at the time. We were afraid that
they would begin bombing Kyiv. On
February 24, we started working
online. This may sound cynical, but
Covid-19 had allowed us to set up all
the communication infrastructure
we need for remote work.

«

A

lthough Europe has a rather
strong anti-trafficking policy, such
situations do occur. Unfortunately,
there have been cases of gender-based
violence and sexual harassment. Our
refugees, 90 percent of whom are women,
are in a rather vulnerable position.
They can easily become victims of
human trafficking. We also focus on the
protection of children who have found
themselves abroad without their parents
or who came there from boarding schools.
Another key topic is strengthening
refugees' economic opportunities.

From day one, we started
implementing initiatives to help
people, developing response and
assistance
measures.
Already
on February 24, we agreed, for
example, on the importance of
inclusion of women's rights and
gender equality in all state policies
and laws, including humanitarian aid mechanisms. The next day, the Coordination Headquarters
for Humanitarian Aid was established, headed by the Deputy Prime Minister for European and
Euro-Atlantic Integration, Ms. Olga Stefanishyna. Working with this headquarters, we put together
a platform of CSOs engaged with the "Women, Peace, Security” agenda and dealing with the issues
of gender equality and women's rights and opportunities. We started working with both CSOs and
gender advisers, whose network we set up in late January. Gender advisers are embedded in the
central authorities, oblast state administrations, local governments, and educational institutions.
Today, they number about 50.

«

We started by creating mechanisms to quickly meet humanitarian needs: to raise funds for the
needs of women and girls, provide them with the necessary information, find out where they are
and, if possible, help our colleagues, who stayed that time in Kramatorsk, Severodonetsk, Mariupol,
Kharkiv, etc. Many have moved to western Ukraine and now work there. CSOs today are very active
and well coordinated.
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The second urgent issue is the coordination of activities with CSOs working in Europe: PICUM
(Platform for International Cooperation on Migrants without Documents), La Strada International
(Platform of European NGOs for Combating Trafficking in Human Beings), WAVE (Women against
violence in Europe – a network of organizations working with victims of domestic and sexual
violence), Child Helpline International, the Association of Children's Hotlines and many others.
Together with La Strada International, we established a platform that enables Ukrainian CSOs
and international organizations to share information quickly and learn about the problems of our
Ukrainian refugees, as told by Ukrainian women to their relatives and acquaintances, and enables
international organizations to work with their governments, provide targeted assistance, and solve
people's problems. And this work with CSOs abroad, especially in countries that accept Ukrainian
refugees, is very important. I have been doing this all this time, including at the 66th session of the
UN Commission on Women. The session was held in New York, and members of the Ukrainian
government delegation were able to take part in it – me, UN Women Consultant on Gender Equality
to the Deputy Prime Minister on European and Euro-Atlantic Integration Yevhenia Lukyanchenko,
Deputy Prime Minister for European and Euro-Atlantic integration of Ukraine Olga Stefanishina and
First Secretary of the Permanent Mission of Ukraine to the United Nations Yaroslava Sochka.
In New York, we not only participated in the sessions, but also held a large number of bilateral
meetings with heads of the delegations who were at the 66th session. We met with ministers of the
Denmark, Italy, Poland, UK, France, Sweden, Belgium, Austria, etc. Everyone talked about aid, the
allocation of funds, the fact that they maintain regular contacts with the Ukrainian side and want it
to continue, the coordination of UN aid, and the importance of the gender component of such aid.
During a meeting with UN-Women Executive Director Sima Bahous and her Deputy, Asa Regner, we
raised the importance of establishing an international platform to help coordinate efforts to ensure
proper treatment and human rights for Ukrainian refugees. The Bureau of the Gender Equality
Commission of the Council of Europe met recently. We organized a meeting of the Commission,
which is scheduled for early May. And the first issue on the agenda is the situation of women and
girls during the war.
Today, there is considerable disappointment in society with the Red Cross' work. To avoid such
frustrations, it would be better if they worked with other organizations. We need to report on what
has happened, to talk about measures to protect our citizens abroad in countries hosting our
refugees. We are talking, in particular, about the prevention of human trafficking. Taking advantage
of the vulnerability of Ukrainian citizens, people who prey on victims of crisis are flocking. Although
Europe has a rather strong anti-trafficking policy, such situations do occur. Unfortunately, there have
been cases of gender-based violence and sexual harassment. Our refugees, 90 percent of whom are
women and children, are in a rather vulnerable position. They can easily become victims of human
trafficking. We also focus on the protection of children who have found themselves abroad without
their parents or who came there from boarding schools. Another key topic is strengthening refugees'
economic opportunities. Moreover, the EU Temporary Protection Directive gives people the right to
live, access the labor market, receive housing, social assistance, medical or other assistance, as
well as a livelihood. For unaccompanied children and adolescents, temporary protection entitles
them to legal custody and access to education. The Temporary Protection Directive is a document
specifically designed to ensure the immediate protection of those in need and to avoid overburdening
the EU Member States' asylum systems. This is a very important document, and we are working
to include a gender component in all humanitarian programs. We are discussing the options for
organizing language courses in those countries that accept our refugees. Even if it is a temporary
shelter, refugees still need to adapt to new living conditions, because only in this way can they survive
such a terrible situation and the trauma they sustained while leaving their homes, their homeland.
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It is important to keep regular communication with international organizations so that within their
mandates they provide Ukraine with the maximum possible assistance. We recently had a meeting
with GRETA (Group of Experts on Actions against trafficking in Human Beings). This organization is
responsible for monitoring how the parties to the Council of Europe Convention implement policies
and measures to combat trafficking in human beings. Specifically, GRETA monitors government
agencies' effectiveness in combating human trafficking. I was a member of this organization for six
years, and a member of the monitoring group from 2013 to 2018. I asked the Ukrainian Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and together we organized a meeting with colleagues from GRETA to discuss the
possibility of such monitoring in Ukraine. Unfortunately, there have been cases of violence against
refugee women. Although we are very grateful to countries such as Poland, Czechia, Slovakia,
Romania, Moldova, and Hungary for providing shelter to Ukrainian refugees, we should remind them
that these people need protect from traffickers. Although the government of Hungary pursues a
completely pro-Russian policy, it still accepts Ukrainian citizens as our villages and towns are being
bombed. People simply have nowhere to live. At the same time, we need to ensure the collection of
verified data on the risks of being trafficked in these countries. GRETA is the organization with the
mandate and the tools to do it.
The issue of conflict-related sexual violence is extremely important. There are already confirmed
cases collected by the CSO La Strada–Ukraine. The first official case of sexual violence has been
registered. We are preparing a comprehensive response roadmap together with the partners – the
state, CSOs and donor organizations – to provide assistance by documenting the facts, advising
doctors and lawyers on how to work and act in such cases.
It is important to coordinate all assistance while taking the gender perspective into account. Right
now, UN Women are discussing the possibility of creating a virtual platform to ensure women's rights,
taking into account the situation in Ukraine. This platform would offer several tracks: government,
international organizations, civil society organizations of other countries, our national organizations.
And it will facilitate not only sharing information, but also learning best practices, and informing
others what works and what does not. By offering countries existing best practices we enable them
to better meet the challenges of human trafficking and violence. Millions of Ukrainian citizens are
currently abroad, and millions have changed their place of residence within Ukraine.
This is a war against civilians. The deep tragedy of this war is the death of not only militaries, but
also of civilians – men, women and children. I keep thinking of all these people, who are under
constant fire or have been forced to leave their homes. Our work is aimed at helping all these people
so that they can survive and start living a peaceful life again, rebuilding Ukraine.
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What you should to know about ordinary russian soldiers in Ukraine:
1. The use of sexual violence by russian aggressors against civilians in Ukraine is
a systemic, widespread practice rather than a single case.
2. Sexual violence during the war is a war crime for which there is no statute of
limitations.
3. Sexual violence perpetrated by the prussian military in Ukraine targets not only
women and girls but also men and boys. However, the vast majority of victims are
women and girls.
4. The ordinary russian soldiers rape not only adults but also children.
5. In many cases, rape and abuse take place in the presence of children, which
deeply traumatizes them and automatically makes them victims of violence
according to international and national legal standards.
6. Sexual violence during the war not only includes rape, but it also perpetrated
through the use of other methods of influence on a person – sexual torture or
humiliation, intentional infection with sexually transmitted diseases, coercion
to witness sexual violence against others, threats of rape or sexual violence,
undressing, detaining female and male prisoners or hostages of in the same
premises, etc.).
7. All war crimes, including sexual violence committed by ordinary russian soldiers
in Ukraine, in particular in liberated territories, are documented by the National
Police and other agencies involved.
8. Victims of sexual violence perpetrated by russian military – women and men,
girls and boys – need urgent care, especially medical and psychological, empathy,
emotional support, respect for their personality and dignity.
9. A terrible crime is not only the use of sexual violence by russian military as the
weapon of war, but also the fact that ordinary russian people as well as well-known
russian bloggers justify the sexual violence perpetrated by their compatriots.
10. russian propaganda actively denies the killings and violence against civilians
by russian aggressors in the occupied territories and in the cities and villages
liberated by Ukraine, forcing the world to believe that ordinary russian men were
not involved.
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Deputy in Ukraine’s Verkhovna Rada, 8th and 9th
sessions, “European Solidarity” faction;
head of the Information Policy Committee.
Deputy Secretary of the National Security and Defense
Council in 2014
For me, war started in February 2014. After the victory of
Maidan I was invited to work for the National Security and
Defense Council. My first working day started with the call:
“Good morning, we have to plan a session of the National

Security and Defense Council. The
war has started.” It was February
28, 2014. At that time, the new
government wasn’t yet formed
after Yanykovich27 had fled. Also
the Russians had started to annex
Crimea…

«

A

fter the victory of Maidan I was
invited to work for the National
Security and Defense Council.
My first working day started with the
call: “Good morning, we have to plan
a session of the National Security and
Defense Council. The war has started.”
It was February 28, 2014. At that time, the
new government wasn’t yet formed after
Yanykovich had fled. Also the Russians
had started to annex Crimea…

At that session, some tough
decisions were made. Foreign
intelligence services had transmitted
information about the concentration
of Russian troops on the border and
warned us that escalation of the
conflict in Crimea might involve the
invasion of Donbas and the Kharkiv
region, the capture of Kyiv and therefore the return of Yanykovich as a “legitimate” president.

«

I can clearly remember my feelings that day: the Ministry of Defense report about an absolutely
“crushed” army, about the absence of data on military equipment, about the state of the air defense
system, and so on.
With the painful annexation of Crimea we ironically gained valuable time. We used that time to
create a new fighting army up to NATO standards. The war has been going on all these years while
others in Kyiv were still turning a blind eye.
At that time I realized something important: the Russians can occupy only those territories where
they control people’s minds. Switching people’s self-awareness from a Soviet to a Ukrainian mindset
has become the priority: shutting down Russian TV channels, the abandoning of Russian movies
and TV series, language quotas on TV and radio, and the Ukrainization of education. All these things
have contributed to making the difference between Ukraine 2014 and Ukraine 2022.

I called for fortification of the northern borders of the Kyiv region. But most people wanted to believe
in a “virtual war.”
On February 24, I was woken up by a terrible siren sound. Getting ready, I headed to work. We
had to vote on imposing martial
law. My husband, a former “Alfa”28
Lieutenant Colonel, took his perfectly
e informed the locals through
cleaned and polished machine
social media about possible
gun, a previously packed rucksack
and joined the armed forces as a
evacuation routes and had
volunteer…
hundreds of requests to help the elderly

«

W

and the bedridden, who simply couldn't

Almost everyday I was in Kyiv. My
get to the bridge. Each case is a tragedy.
husband, along with mayor of Irpin
We did everything we could to find and
Oleksandr Markushyn, managed
to organize the first evacuation
evacuate people…
corridors from the occupied Buch
region. The railways were completely
bombed out by the Russians and the
locals couldn’t be evacuated by train, so they were transported from under the well-known bridge in
Romanivka, which was under regular shelling.

«

Victoriia Siumar

We arranged the transport, prepared food packages and passed them on to people, heading to the
railway station or further from the war.
Kyiv didn’t appear to be safe back then. From time to time
there was street combat and the threat of invasion from the
Pushcha Vodytsia side.
We informed the locals through social media about possible
evacuation routes and had hundreds of requests to help the
elderly and the bedridden, who simply couldn't get to the
bridge. Each case is a tragedy. We did everything we could to
find and evacuate people…
No less a tragedy was to be found in the Vyshgorod region. It was
impossible to even transport food there, whether to locals or to
the private zoo, called “12 Months.” We tried to do everything we
could. Some attempts were successful, some not.
We have a powerful party organization in the Kyiv region,
so we created a hotline for people to call and inform us
about Russian troop relocations. The information was then
transmitted to our soldiers, helping them to target the enemy
more accurately. There was no phone connection or electricity,
so people had to charge their phones from generators and
cars to send us information…

The new round of war wasn’t unexpected. We believed foreign intelligence services, so we got ready.
27 The fourth president of Ukrainehttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Viktor_Yanukovych - cite_note-6 from 2010 until he was removed from office
in the Revolution of Dignity in 2014.
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28 A branch of the Security Service of Ukraine
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By this means we also got to hear about violence against civilians and the shootings before the
rest of the world. Daily I cried tears of frustration at such news and my inability to help. Then there
were tears of joy from meeting the people I was afraid of losing most. In the very first hours we
heard about the Russian withdrawal
and, as soon as we got permission
from the military, we got into cars
ith my team I’m working on new
to transport food and medicines to
initiatives to make the process
Borodianka, Demydiv and Hlibovka
near Vyshgorod. Often the one-way
of reconstruction clear and
drive took us six hours because all
fair. We want all the Supervisory Boards
the bridges had been destroyed.

«

W

«

Sometimes I had the feeling that
getting some help was as important
as communication for some people.
They tried to tell us how they’d
survived the occupation and what
they had to go through.

responsible for the disbursement of
funds to include those affected by the war
and military representatives. Those who
have been to hell have the right to truth,
honesty and fairness.

I still can't wrap my head around how so many pets
have survived. On the first day when Irpin was swept
to search for possible remnants of Russian troops,
my husband brought home a puppy. He’d found it
in a partially destroyed house and texted me: “ It’s
so small, sitting on debris and howling.” I didn’t
understand exactly but I replied: “Take it.” That's how
we got our third dog, which we’ve named “Kvitka.”
She’s a real child of war: she howls along to sirens,
identifies armed people and runs away from them,
and is afraid of the loud roar of motors.
Also, she can’t get enough to eat and finally feel
safe. So I hug her as much as I can and share my
warmth. Of course I would like to hug everyone
who has had to go through and is still going
through these horrors…
I also call to mind Viktor Frankl’s book Man’s
Search for Meaning, which depicts how he
survived in Nazi concentration camps. I recall it
because I totally agree that only love for people
and an ability to support others helps us to
overcome dark times…
With my team I’m working on new initiatives to make the process of reconstruction clear and fair.
We want all the Supervisory Boards responsible for the disbursement of funds to include those
affected by the war and military representatives. Those who have been to hell have the right to truth,
honesty and fairness.
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Olena Kryvoruchkina

50, MP in the “Servant of the People” political party
in the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, 9th session; Deputy
Chair of the Committee on Environmental Policy and
Nature Management
I believe the day the invasion began will remain in the
memory of Ukrainians forever. As I was awoken in the early
morning by the explosions, I was unable to comprehend
how such a terrible barbarism is possible in the twenty-first
century. Still, I had no time for deep reflection, as we had to
gather in the Verkhovna Rada at 6.30 a.m. to approve the
Presidential Decree on the imposition of martial law. With the

«

A

lthough we were meeting in the
Parliament less often than usual –
about once every 7–10 days – we
managed to pass laws that are important
for wartime. The war pushed aside all
legislative plans in accordance with our
election promises and brought to the
fore other demands in keeping with the
realities of the time.

«

Except for the days of the plenary
sessions, my family and I remained in
Kryvyi Rih, the city in which I ran for the Verkhovna Rada. Kryvyi Rih is also our President's hometown.
Be it peacetime or wartime, I’ve never backed down from my campaign promise: "I'm running to
support the President." Only wartime has changed my priorities: humanitarian aid to refugees,
displaced persons and all those who need it; assistance to our defenders, support for the most
vulnerable segments of the population. Through long-distance communication with international
organizations and partners, I’ve been able to organize regular evacuations of people who’ve found
themselves in difficult life circumstances due to
the war. More than 300 people were evacuated
to European countries from Kryvyi Rih and
Kryvorizky rayon in March alone. Mothers with
children are currently in Italy and Sweden. Some
82 children with disabilities from the Kryvyi Rih
orphanage are currently receiving medical care at
a German clinic. The process continues.
The terrible events taking place in Ukraine are
bringing death and suffering to civilians, as well
as destroying infrastructure and our environment.
From the first days of the war, I initiated the
creation of an Operational Headquarters to record
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«

E

If we want the international courts
very day, we work together to achieve
to recognize the facts we have
recorded, we need the support
the end result: systematic filing of
of the world and of the European
lawsuits against our enemy to pay
community. To do this, I cooperate
reparations for the damage caused to our
with international experts. At various
environment.
media outlets, I point out that while
military action in Ukraine is limited
to its borders, environmental crimes
know no such borders. The peaceful atomic energy of our nuclear power plants, in the hands of the
invaders, could spell a catastrophe at the European level. When six Russian missiles hit the oil depot
in Lvivska oblast at the end of March, they destroyed several dams, and because of that, oil products
spilled into the Poltva River. The spread was stopped almost at the Polish border. On March 10, in
the Black Sea, a Millennial Spirit tanker with 600 tonnes of oil was hit by a Russian missile and sank,
and the oil is spilling out into the sea. Our Headquarters has already recorded an oil slick with a total
area of more than 1,000 square kilometers. As a result, marine ecosystems will be affected not only
in Ukraine but also in Bulgaria, Romania and possibly Turkey.

«

beginning of the full-scale invasion,
the traditional format for MPs’ work
changed drastically. Although we
were meeting in the Parliament
less often than usual – about once
every 7–10 days – we managed to
pass laws that are important for
wartime. The war pushed aside all
legislative plans in accordance with
our election promises and brought
to the fore other demands in keeping
with the realities of the time.

and calculate the environmental damage caused by Russian crimes, and to collect them in the
Unified Register (shtab.gov.ua). At the Headquarters are representatives of the State Environmental
Inspectorate, the Specialized Environmental Prosecutor's Office, the National Security and Defense
Council, the Ministry of Environmental Protection and Natural Resources of Ukraine, the Security
Service of Ukraine and other government agencies. Every day, we work together to achieve the end
result: systematic filing of lawsuits against our enemy to pay reparations for the damage caused to
our environment.

In March 2022 alone, our Headquarters recorded more than 1,000 incidents of damage to the
environment, of which more than 150 events have already been entered in our Unified Register,
including the shelling of 22 oil depots and oil storage facilities (not including damaged and destroyed
gas stations), and 27 military and civilian warehousing facilities damaged and destroyed, often with
goods, substances and materials that could pose a danger to the environment. In 11 identified
cases alone, the preliminary losses are worth hundreds of millions of dollars. And this is only in
places accessible to environmental inspectors. We are catastrophically short of long-range drones
with the ability to remotely sample soil,
water and air.
No crime is beneath our enemy, and
robbery is commonplace for them. Some
rob personal belongings from Ukrainians’
private homes; some rob on a large scale –
even the natural resources of our country.
Thus, on February 27, 2022, the temporary
dam, the motor bridge and main barrier
structure № 1 of the North Crimean Canal
in Khersonska oblast were damaged. The
main purpose of these enemy actions
to divert water to Crimea: the fact is that
without Ukrainian water occupied Crimea
is unviable and the economy of the Russian
occupiers cannot function and generate
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income. The damage from such illegal water use costs Ukraine more than $1 million a day! Thus,
for the period from February 27, 2022 to April 5, 2022, the total losses amounted to more than
$400 million. And this is only the immediate losses from water being diverted to the canal.
Given the importance of this area in recording and assessing environmental damage, as well
as in order to standardize and systematize this work for the Office of the Prosecutor General
for the protection of Ukraine's interests in international courts, the Operational Staff is joined by
representatives of the Ministry of Defense, the Ministry of Reintegration of the Temporarily Occupied
Territories, oblast state administrations and representatives of international organizations.
Only by joint efforts can we record all the damage being inflicted on Ukraine and force the enemy to
pay for their criminal actions against Ukrainians, the state and our environment. Only by joint efforts
can we win! And every day, I realize that I feel not only pain and anger for ruined destinies and for
the inhuman abuse of Russian fascists, but boundless pride for my people, for our defenders, for
our President!
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37, head of the Department of Economics and
Investments at the Kyiv City State Administration, Kyiv
The moment I got to know about the full-scale invasion I
consider to be the most frightening in my life. I was in bed, like
most Ukrainians, when I found out. My deputy called me and
I received messages that I had to come to work immediately.
The very first emotions I experienced were fear and panic; it
felt like I was falling into a chasm. Even though the KCSA had
taken some preventive measures, such as devising territorial
defense plans (involving people, work with military enlistment
offices and so on), only a few had believed the worst.
I was numb before I had my morning coffee. I took my dog with me. I simply couldn’t leave it because
I didn’t know whether I would come home that day or not. At nearly half past six in the morning I was
at work.
There was no time to cry or despair.
We were following a war protocol.
First, we had to store important
documents
and
arrange
the
relocation of staff to a safer place
because the KCSA building was
considered to be dangerous.

«

F

rom the first days of war, the
city administration switched to a
new format: the Kyiv City Military
Administration. The burning issue was the
defense of Kyiv, which included organizing
check-points, searching for and delivering
necessary items and equipment, and the
coordination of territorial defense groups.

One more problem was food supplies. Missile attacks across Ukraine led to the breaking of logistics
chains. On the fourth day, the city council organized a humanitarian headquarters orientated towards
the needs of socially vulnerable segments of the population.
The main task of social services was to evacuate disabled children, large families, and orphanages.
We involved charity organizations and volunteers in this. We also obtained considerable help from
various European city councils.

«

Afterwards, my department started
to consolidate information about the
he main task of social services
destruction caused by the Russian
was to evacuate disabled children,
invasion. Now, city services are
examining destroyed or damaged
large families, and orphanages.
sites and calculating the cost of
We involved charity organizations and
reconstruction. Of course, we
volunteers in this. We also obtained
expect to get financial help from
considerable help from various European
the government because there is a
city councils.
budget deficit in the city. In pre-war
times, a quarter of the city budget
was spent on the development of
city infrastructure. For the time
being, we can’t assess the decrease in funds to the city budget but it surely will be significant. So
we hope that business will revive. For instance, more than two thousand grocery stores, more than
six hundred cafes and bakeries, more than five hundred beauty salons and almost six hundred car
services re-opened in Kyiv in April.

T

«

Nataliia Melnyk

From the first days of war, the
city administration switched to a
new format: the Kyiv City Military
Administration was set up on
the basis of the Kyiv City State
Administration departments. The
staff has shrunk because not
everyone was ready for a full commitment 24/7. That was risky and included a ban on leaving the
city.

«

The burning issue was the defense of Kyiv, which included organizing check-points, searching for
and delivering necessary items and equipment, and the coordination of territorial defense groups.
Along with my colleagues and the Department of Finance, we were dealing with the reorientation of
the city’s budget funds in accordance with wartime provisions towards preventive measures and the
aftermath of Russian aggression.
To deal with urgent issues we had to increase reserve funds four times. The Kyiv City State
Administration made the relevant decision and it enabled us to maintain the life of our city at its
pre-war level. For example, many people fled Kyiv and didn’t pay their bills for electricity, running water,
etc. Nevertheless, we had to provide those who had stayed with such facilities. So, corresponding
utility services were given reversible financial help.
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It looks promising.
Additionally,
the
war
eliminates
bureaucracy. Currently we are working in
an "open-door" format. The war is uniting
not only ordinary people around the same
national idea but also government and city
council representatives who are striving
to make living in Kyiv comfortable and
convenient. All are in touch, negotiating and
cooperating like a perfectly-oiled machine.
My parents are doctors, who can’t leave
their patients. That’s why they stayed in
Kyiv. Now and in the future, the capital
remains the safest place in Ukraine.
Kyiv has changed a lot…. It has become
a single organism. Sure, you can see
checkpoints and the military everywhere.
Only cozy cafes are a reminder of
peacetime life. That’s the new reality that
those who return will have to try to get use
to. Kyiv is a real fortress now!
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Photos by Dmitry Larin. With the permission of the Ukrainian Pravda online media.

CHAPTER VII. Running Away
from the Atrocities of War
(stories of refugees and IDPs)

We did not expect that from this Spring!
The source of love. The life bringer.
Assassins tried darken her sunbeams,
Mercilessly shelling our dreams!
Tamila Shevtsova
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The next day, we went out for groceries – only one pharmacy is open, the store shelves are half
empty, people are walking around as if shell-shocked.

Olena Zheleznyak

38, writer, journalist, Cherkasy
Premonitions of war overwhelmed me with severe anxiety
the previous day. I was rocking my six-month-old Valya, and
playing with 3-year-old Maria, nagged by the question of where
I could hide with the children, if they start actually shooting
and bombing? Still, I didn’t believe there was a possibility of
war for one moment and blamed everything on the hormonal
instability of a new mother nursing a baby. Even when the
plan of action in case of military attack was announced, this
anxiety, despite my hopes, did not let go. I understand that
my story is just one of millions. Nevertheless, today all such
stories together make up the great pain of our country.

«

I

«

S

«

understand that my story is just one of
millions. Nevertheless, today all such
stories together make up the great
pain of our country.

«

The war started for me at 7 am, when
my husband woke me up with the
words, "Get up, we need to evacuate
the children, we’re being bombed."
There was no doubt, because I could
hear the explosions myself. As it
turned out later, they had fired on a
military unit 16 kilometers from us.

Nevertheless, we returned with bags full -- bread, some canned food, the last bananas, and chocolate.
But we did not have time to put the food out – air raid siren! Four hours in a damp cellar with fungus
on the walls and one exit. The first two times, I managed to convince the three-year-old Maria that this
was just a game. But in the middle of the night, to pull her, sleepy and warm and in her pajamas, along
with the 6-month-old Valya, down
to the cellar turned out to be beyond
me. So we would just move into the
ince that moment, I have been
corridor, protected by two walls, and
falling endlessly into a well, like Alice.
we learned to fall asleep under the
Only she found herself in a land of
sirens. I also have to learn to suppress
my vivid imagination, which paints
wonders, and I, in a land of war. Since
pictures of hellish consequences for
then I keep falling into this well.
children, if we run out of luck…

Since that moment, I have been falling endlessly into a well, like Alice29. Only she found herself in a
land of wonders, and I, in a land of war. Since then I keep falling into this well.
I had to wash and feed the children, get them to sleep in order to have some time to gather the
essentials, radically change my plans because of the war and, contrary to all logic, go to a small
town on the left bank of the Dnipro to visit my parents, probably because being with parents gives
the feeling of safety.
It wasn’t scary. There was something surrealistic about what was happening. But there were tanks
on the road heading to the frontline, as if confirming that the war is for real.
After 2014, checkpoints are no longer intimidating, they have become a part of the city landscape. I'm
behind the wheel. Behind me in the children's car seats, one is weeping, the other complaining. I see an
endless stream of cars in the oncoming lane. They are heading to the west, while I am going towards
the frontline with my children. I had a very strong feeling that that I would not find a safer place for
them now than my parents' house. It was better than staying in a condominium apartment in a big city.
Finally at home. My parents are worried, but we are together and it feels like a relief. We make
some household plans, hoping that all this will be over soon. For a moment, I felt my tension relax,
somehow that we had just come for the weekend or on vacation. We are cooking breakfast, agreeing
to make dumplings for lunch, but as soon as you stop for a second I feel that my falling to the well
hasn’t ceased for a moment, and there is no limit to this abyss.

I realize that if someone catches cold there is no medicine or medical care. Our small town is close
to the dam and to the bridge. In addition, it houses a military unit. If the bridge is destroyed, there is
no way to leave. Air raid sirens bring dread with their regularity and duration; they seem gradually to
be sucking the life out of me.
At first, I disregarded the very possibility of leaving, but after a hellish week of reflection and
hesitation, accompanied by sirens, distant explosions and disheartening news, we did dare to go
abroad, taking the children to Poland. My sister went there on the first day of the war, because she
was vacationing a few kilometers away from the border.
We did not manage to get into the evacuation train. The driver of a minibus to the border
promised us a seat but left without us. We were left with the most dangerous option –
travelling by car right across Ukraine, a thousand kilometers. A total of four days
on the road! You could write a separate story about this, but not this time.
A few kilometers from the border, Mariyka asks: "Mom, where are
we going to spend the night today?" And I don't know what to
say to her, because I have no idea.
From 5 p.m. to 2 a.m., we were crossing the border.
During this time, we managed to find housing an
hour's drive from the border. We were lucky as at
3 a.m. a very kind Polish couple, Anna and Piotr,
met and sheltered us. They saw us, foreigners,
for the first time, barely understood us, but
accepted us as their own.
We are safe now. But Mariyka is
constantly asking to go home,
and I have nothing to tell
her. I just keep on
falling
into
the abyss.

29 Reference to the book “Alice's Adventures in Wonderland” by Lewis Carroll.
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Retiree, Pokrovsk (Donetska oblast)
I consider Pokrovsk to be my hometown, although I was born
and educated in Estonia, and met my husband in a remote
village in Arkhangelska oblast of Russia, where I worked
as a nurse. My husband served in the army there, and after
graduation he took me to his hometown in Ukraine. So, we
can say that we are an international family.
Could I ever have imagined that fraternal, as it always seemed
to us, people [the Russians] would come to our house and try
to bring us to our knees… That I would have to face the horrors
of war twice: in 2014 and 2022. Of course, for all Ukrainians,
and especially residents of Donbas, the war has been going on for eight years now. However, over
time, most of us civilians have become accustomed to living on the edge. After all, historically and
geographically, Pokrovsk is the "Western Gate of Donbas." That is why the most intense battles are
constantly being fought for it.
During the first enemy invasion in 2014, despite numerous pleas from relatives, we decided to
stay – here is our land, here is where our kin are buried, here is our home, friends, acquaintances;
however small, our farm and my husband's carpentry workshop. It was then, just 17 km from the
front line, feeling the vibration of
the earth around the clock from the
endless explosions and bombings
that ricocheted in my heart with
’d covered a distance of more than
fear, squeezed my chest, turned my
2,500 km, lying in the trunk of a car, and
mind inside out. I lost my health,
when I saw an orthopedic bed being
which just could not sustain such a
load. Eventually, all the sensations
rolled up to our car by medical staff at the
gradually faded and turned into one
hospital, I realized: nothing is impossible.
endless dragging pain, which in
the spring of 2020 led to problems
with cerebral circulation. Relapses
became more frequent, leading to regular dizziness… Due to one of these dizziness spells, I fell and
broke my tibia, which led to major surgery. Later, I sustained another injury – one more fracture. As
a result, I, once a smiling and cheerful woman, became bedridden and disabled. With each attempt
to get up, I feel dizzy and lose consciousness, and this has condemned me to a sedentary lifestyle.

«

I

«

My story has nothing about the bloody massacres or torture that many of the women in my adopted
homeland have faced in the occupied territories – I just want to convey what an ordinary person
experiences during a war in a state of total helplessness, unable to move. I don’t know whether I’ll be
able to convey the condition of a woman, a mother who has raised two sons and three grandchildren,
who clearly understands that now her family is stuck with her.
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The first days of the invasion for our city were relatively calm. And I was just lying there and thinking.
In those days, it seemed to me that there was no way out, that with my illness, I would become a
concrete block on my family’s feet that would eventually drown them. My health kept deteriorating
even further as a result. The painkillers I used to take no longer helped, and later disappeared from
pharmacies altogether. I was diagnosed with lipoma. Now, my family was constantly looking for a cure
for me, which also added to my anxiety. It was then that we first thought about evacuation. It turned
out that the volunteer movement in Pokrovsk was not very robust and that I could not get medical
support, let alone ambulance
transport for me. And the enemy
came closer, and the shelling of
Pokrovsk began. At a family meeting,
y story has nothing about the
we decided to evacuate on our own.
bloody massacres or torture that
I will never forget how I was loaded
many of the women in my adopted
into a car on a linen sheet listening
homeland have faced in the occupied
to shells and bombs exploding. The
territories – I just want to convey what
rear seats in the car were lowered
(they did not reach the bottom of
an ordinary person experiences during
the trunk), covered with blankets,
a war in a state of total helplessness,
pillows and our own belongings
unable to move. I don’t know whether
thrown in to level it out. That is, I
I’ll be able to convey the condition of a
actually rode in the trunk lying on my
woman, a mother who has raised two
back. All our stuff was thrown next
to me in plastic bags. So we went
sons and three grandchildren, who clearly
in the direction of Dnipro, because
understands that now her family is stuck
we had to leave in a hurry, and there
with her.
are many unresolved issues with
documents about pensions. The
170 kilometers to Dnipro seemed
endless.

«

M

«

Nina Ivanovna Poluyan

We drove from checkpoint to checkpoint for hours. All around it seemed like a mass relocation from
east to west. We felt like we had a target painted on us on the road, because it was impossible to
turn off anywhere in the general flow. The constant tremors and halts shook me up so much that
the pain became unbearable – the tears flooded my face, but no one saw them, because everyone
was focused on the road. Seven hours later we reached the place where we intended to wait for the
evacuation. But fate decided otherwise: three days later, the enemy began to bomb Dnipro and we
had to go further west. Wherever we stopped, moving further west, there were air raid sirens. We
even joked that we were carrying them with us from the east. We did not know then that the enemy
was dropping bombs almost all over the country, trying to intimidate the population. They don’t
realize that the feeling of freedom and independence that has been awoken in us is unshakable.
Later, realizing that I needed urgent medical support, and there were no places left in western Ukraine
for patients like me, or there were people who needed it more than me, we decided to go to Germany.
We were told that abroad we would be picked up by volunteers and get help.
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Unfortunately, not everyone is psychologically
prepared for contact with bedridden patients like
me. I don’t take offense at anyone, I’m grateful
to God that I managed to overcome such an
experience, and that I and my family are safe today.
Maybe my story will help someone on a similar
path to their own deliverance.
Barely alive, on the fourth day, we reached our
final destination, where our distant relatives live:
they were taking in their relatives. Here for the first
time, I was able to smile and relax. I’d covered a
distance of more than 2,500 km, lying in the trunk
of a car, and when I saw an orthopedic bed being
rolled up to our car by medical staff at the hospital,
I realized: nothing is impossible. Now I am lying in a clean, bright room, in the next room to my
family. The sun is shining through the window, filling the room with spring air. And I’m sure that this
air will be an inspiration to our fighters, who are defending our independence in the struggle against
the enemy. We will definitely do it, I know, but I really hope it happens soon!
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Mykolayiv. Photos by Dmitry Larin. With the permission of the Ukrainian Pravda online media.

After constantly picking me up and helping me back
down, my 77-year-old husband and 47-year-old son
had developed back problems, so they needed help
from other people, and it took time to find them.
But such help made me even worse, because not
everyone was able to feel someone else's pain: I
was dragged around like a deadweight. As we
approached the border with Poland, I was so pale
and bloodless from the pain that at a checkpoint,
while checking the car, a soldier who looked
into the car doubted that I would make it to our
destination alive. And this despite the numerous
pills that I was swallowing by the handful. On the
border with Poland, many volunteers, seeing a
bedridden patient, passed over us; nobody refused
us outright: they promised to help and ... they left.
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Olga

50, music teacher, Siverodonetsk, Luhansk oblast
I first experienced the war in 2014, when our city of
Siverodonetsk was occupied by the Russians during their
attack on Donbas. It was unbearable to watch the occupiers
walk around the city and behave as if it were theirs, as if they
were the masters in it, not us. My daughter was a teenager,
she was in the 10th grade, so I decided to flee to Kyiv, because
in the first place I was scared for my child.

«

I

«

I remember the day when
Siverodonetsk was liberated from
the occupiers. It happened on
July 22, 2014. We, the IDPs, went
to the center of the capital, to
Independence Square. It turned out
that there were many IDPs from
the liberated cities. Everyone was
crying with happiness, singing,
someone unfurled a huge Ukrainian
flag and a poster with the inscription
"Siverodonetsk is Ukraine." People
approached us, hugged us, greeted
us, rejoiced with us. It was really a
very happy, very special day.

n my hometown, I had a life that I
loved very much – I taught children,
I created beauty. I was invited as a
host for holidays, birthdays – I know
everyone in my hometown, I was a guest
at half the city’s weddings. What about
these people now? In one day, I lost
everything that gave meaning to my
life. I really hope that we win and I am
waiting for the moment when I will be
able to return home. But will I have a
place to go back to?

shelling, window panes got blown out in
the house where my apartment is located,
and a large hole was left in place of my
sister's apartment.
My sister and I have been hiding in a bomb
shelter since day one, and we haven't spent
one night at home since the beginning of
the invasion. There were more than 200
people in the bomb shelter under the
school. People slept on the floor, tables,
there were a lot of children, babies. I want
to thank the volunteers very much – while
there was an opportunity, they brought us
hot soups and borscht. On March 8, they
even handed out cookies and apples to
the children. I never thought that the usual
things would be so special for us. I organized an exhibition of children's drawings right there in the
basement. I painted with the children in the bomb shelter, did a concert to distract them a little and
so that they would not feel afraid.
Going to the basement, I took with me my favorite violin, which I have been playing since I was 16,
since I was a schoolgirl. I feel sorry for my instruments. For example, the piano, which I’ve played
since childhood. And my violins. But I understand that during a war the main thing is just to survive.
Still, you feel pity for things of emotional value.
We were evacuated on March 14. At that time, the stores were empty, the city was in great disrepair.
I saw people cooking in the open air, in the yards, because there was no gas or electricity in the
houses. I often think of the people who stayed in our bomb shelter when we left. Were they able

We returned home. There was little damage – a hotel downtown and several houses were damaged.
We started rebuilding. A monument to the Ukrainian soldier, Commander Oleksandr Radievsky, was
erected near the city council. On July 21, 2014, he liberated the city of Rubizhne from the occupiers,
on July 22 – our Siverodonetsk, and on July 23, he died in battle, liberating Lysychansk. He was made
major general, posthumously. The people of the city have been bringing flowers to this monument.
We used to celebrate the day of our city in May, on the Day of the Chemist, but since 2014 we have
celebrated the day of liberation of Siverodonetsk from the occupiers, July 22, as the second birthday
of our city.
On February 24, 2022, the war returned. My daughter called me from Kyiv early in the morning and
said, "Mom, leave, save yourself, it's war!" At about 6.50 a.m. I heard explosions. The city suffered
greatly: all the shopping centers were destroyed, a significant proportion of apartment buildings,
schools and hospitals were destroyed. But at first we decided to stay in Siverodonetsk. Every day,
we saw destruction and grief – for example, two boys were blinded by shrapnel. I am a very calm,
balanced and resilient person, but after these events I feel severe pain and real anger towards the
enemy.
I am a music teacher, I had seven violins at home. I put them in a corridor where there are no
windows so that they would not be damaged if pieces of shell hit the house. As a result of the
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to escape? My sister's husband stayed there
because his mother had lost her legs and she
could not evacuate with us. We left them a car
in case they could leave on their own, and we
left by evacuation bus. I don't know if this car
is still intact and if they can leave unscathed.
We were leaving the city to the sound of
explosions. First, women with small children
were put on the bus, then the elderly. We were
taken to Dnipro, and from there we boarded a
train to Lviv. I kept my favorite violin with me
all the way. This is my life, I couldn't leave it. I
begged the volunteers to carry the violin case
into the carriage, and I was afraid that it would
be crushed in the crowd boarding the train.
And this violin is all I have left from my past. In
Lviv, my sister and I were able to take a shower
for the first time in more than 20 days. Yes, can
you imagine? We did not wash for more than
20 days.
I am now a refugee in Poland, and so far I do
not know what we will do next. There is no
connection with my students. Where are they,
what is happening to them? It hurts. My soul
is torn to pieces. I don't know what will happen
tomorrow. In my hometown, I had a life that I
loved very much – I taught children, I created
beauty. I was invited as a host for holidays,
birthdays – I know everyone in my hometown,
I was a guest at half the city’s weddings.
What about these people now? In one day, I
lost everything that gave meaning to my life.
I really hope that we win and I am waiting for
the moment when I will be able to return home.
But will I have a place to go back to?
They say, music heals the wounds of the soul.
So, I pick up a violin and play for myself, for
other refugee women, for their children. They
listen, they like it. But I know I can't concentrate on music like I used to. My fingers play mechanically,
but my thoughts, my heart, they wander elsewhere.
Polish children gave a concert for refugees from Ukraine – a girl with a violin came out and played
"Melody" by Gluck. It was piercing. I listened and cried. I generally cry very often now. I think of all the
destruction, death, maimed children, lives destroyed by war, and my heart tightens up and my tears
flow. I cry several times a day.
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defense effectively, because he had two women and a child in a semi-empty area who needed to be
protected. I couldn’t work effectively on the information front, because I was constantly running the
home-shelter-home-shelter route.

39, researcher, public figure, Kyiv
At about 5 a.m. on February 24, my husband woke me up.
He said to me, "Kitten, I’ve made coffee and, unfortunately,
it's time to wake up – there are explosions in Kyiv, the war
must have started." My husband is a very calm and balanced
person and you can only understand from his intonation that
something really awful is happening – in critical situations, he
starts to speak very softly and gently. His voice was as soft
as velvet that night.

W

e are now living in a real myth,
when all our slogans, all the
beliefs of our ancient nation have
become a living reality. Freedom or death
is no longer just a dead ancient text. It is
the terrible reality of the inhabitants of
occupied Mariupol. Glory to the heroes
is no longer a standard response to
greetings, but the truth about our soldiers
on all fronts, from the gods of war with
the armed forces to grandmothers who
make Molotov cocktails in Kyiv's Obolon.

«

We sat down to drink coffee, calmed
down our trembling dog, checked
the news and inventory everything,
one after another: family members
who need attention and help,
money, opportunities, all available
resources. There was no panic,
just as there is none now. Only cold
rage, concentration, love and the
determination to endure. From the
list of options "fight", "flee" or "freeze",
we chose "freeze" for the first time. If
it weren't for our youngest child, we
would have chosen the "fight" option
and gone to enroll in the territorial
defense force.

«

There are three children in our family – the two eldest children of my husband's first marriage and
our daughter. My husband's eldest son turned 18 just on the day of the beginning of the invasion,
February 24. He will probably never forget this birthday. Older children (as well as their mother, a
strong and intelligent woman) refused to leave Kyiv and volunteered.
We also have my husband's parents and my mother and sister. My husband's parents, an icon
painter and an art critic, refused to leave their Kyiv apartment to go to our place or anywhere else.
We brought my 75-year-old mother to us on the third day of the war. In this setting (my husband, our
daughter, my mother and our dog) lived for eight days. We were very lucky – our house is old and
has very thick walls; next to it there is a convenient bomb shelter, in fact it’s empty, because most
people from our area left almost immediately. We were incredibly impressed by our neighbors – a
few days before the war, these fantastic people painted the walls in the shelter, set up comfortable
wide benches, brought four blankets and 20 liters of drinking water and silently slipped away. I really
hope that after the war I will be able to thank them for this.
On the eighth day of the war, we realized that the "freeze" option had hit a wall. First, the family had
united around our child in the city, which is under attack by rabid Muscovites from all sides. We
were virtually paralyzed. But you need to do something, not just donate money to the armed forces
and volunteer to perform various simple tasks. My husband couldn’t help the army and territorial
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So, my beloved stayed in Kyiv, where he is actively helping the territorial defense force, and we went
to western Ukraine. A friend of my husband took us in on his farm (may he live a long and happy life!)
Now that I am relatively safe, I can
finally be as useful to my country
as possible and do what I do best.
refute and take down pro-Russian
I am contributing to the Ukrainian IT
fake news, and tirelessly record media
army’s information attacks in every
personalities on their Telegram channels.
way I can. I continuously document
the movements of Kyiv City Council
We will need these screenshots after our
members, monitor the decisions of
victory, when we will have to repel these
political factions, commissions and
"good Russians".
individual council members on key
issues, refute and take down proRussian fake news, and tirelessly
record media personalities on their Telegram channels. We will need these screenshots after our
victory, when we will have to repel these "good Russians".

«

I

«

Yulia Nikitina

At the moment, I’m implementing my old project of an online guide that will help both refugees and
IDPs earn money. It’s designed to help people find work which can be done sporadically, even in
uncomfortable circumstances. I’m aware that my family is lucky: we did not come under open fire,
we are all alive and even relatively healthy, we did not have to cross the border, we can still provide
for ourselves and less active family members. That is why we can and must help those who are not
so lucky, and there are more such people in Ukraine now than anyone could have ever imagined.
I believe that we will survive – we have turned out to be an extremely resilient nation. I believe we
will win. We are now living in a real myth, when all our slogans, all the beliefs of our ancient nation
have become a living reality. Freedom or death is no longer just a dead ancient text. It is the terrible
reality of the inhabitants of occupied Mariupol. Glory to the heroes is no longer a standard response
to greetings, but the truth about our soldiers on all fronts, from the gods of war with the armed
forces to grandmothers who make Molotov cocktails
in Kyiv uptown.
And I know exactly what I will do next, during and after
the war.
As the founder and author of the Encyclopedia of the
Citizen, a guide to practical methods of protecting
human rights, I will pour all my anger and all my
boundless love and pride into ensuring that nothing
is forgotten. So that no one in the world forgets. So
that no collaborator will continue to live in my land,
poisoning the brains of our children with the slippery
lies of Muscovites. So that none of the heroes of this
war and none of its victims are left without honor and
the basic support of those who were lucky enough to
survive.
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39, photographer, Bucha
That morning I woke up to the sound of explosions nearby.
Russia had attacked Ukraine! My heart was pounding, I was
numb, but the thought of Hostomel Airport, which is very
close to Bucha, sobered me up. While I was waking a girl
friend with whom we’d spent the previous day talking and
eating sushi, dreaming of a long-awaited vacation, something
exploded outside the window. The explosion was so strong it
felt the house itself jumped. I looked out the window and saw
a column of black smoke on the other side of the village…

«

At that time, I did not even think of
leaving Ukraine. The media said
nexpectedly (for myself), I’ve turned
that only military targets were being
out to be an effective volunteer! I’ve
attacked and that civilians would not
be affected by the war. But then why
discovered organizational skills …
were we civilians sitting all day in
This is how I turn all my despair and fury
the bathroom, on the floor, catching
into action!
every sound? The body began to
tremble and refused to obey: the
instinct of self-preservation was
telling me to do something. We left Hostomel for Kyiv, to my dad's, towards evening, when it was
already dark. I was sure that I was going for only a couple of days and gathered only the necessary
things: documents, photography equipment and archives (just in case), my laptop, jeans, a sweater
and a T-shirt. For some reason, I threw in my backpack a pack of sunflower seeds "Lakomka", the
book "Quantum Warrior. Consciousness of the Future” and a massage ball…

U

«

But in Kyiv, there was no calm, either: air raid sirens were wailing, people were leaving the city en
masse, and my father went to register for the territorial defense. That's when we decided to go to
Lviv. On the way I met my dad, who was already armed and refused to go with us. We both almost
cried, but I knew he couldn't do otherwise.
I will remember how I left Kyiv for the rest of my life: a long caravan of cars crawling very slowly and
you can hear explosion after explosion, explosion after explosion… and you don't know where the
projectiles or some random shrapnel will hit next. The first days of war are the most dreadful!
The road was very long and difficult: in Berdychiv, we miraculously managed to spend the night on
mattresses in the hotel corridor, there were terrible traffic jams at every checkpoint. Explosions,
reports of civilian casualties in various parts of Ukraine forced us to move further towards Moldova,
because the borders there were not so busy. Moldova, Romania, Hungary – we drove 1,700 km in two
weeks, with breaks. Sometimes it was scary, often it was sad. Sometimes we laughed. Sometimes
we cried. There were panic attacks and all the signs of post-traumatic stress disorder, which we
consciously continue to heal.
Along the way, we tried to be useful – we shared information, because we were among the first, we
are able to point out what was needed for long journeys, to guide those who were travelling our way,
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the availability of fuel, hotel rooms, addresses of locals who are kindly hosting those fleeing in their
apartments and houses for the night, free of charge. When necessary, we stayed a while to help with
resettlement, to find vehicles for women with children who had no cars and were just walking. So
the first weeks passed…
Today, I have finally decided what
I can do for my country. In addition
to systematically highlighting the
advantages and disadvantages
of registering in a host country, I
help with housing and translation.
Unexpectedly (for myself), I’ve turned
out to be an effective volunteer! I’ve
discovered organizational skills – the
search for ankle boots and tactical
gloves became the second main
area of my assistance to Ukraine.
This is how I turn all my despair and
fury into action!

«

I

’ve managed to return to the main
passion in my life – photography.
I try to make good use of my time by
capturing history in my photos: stories of
Ukrainian families forced to go abroad,
manifestations of solidarity from other
European countries … my collection
already contains hundreds of photos.

«

Victoria Savostyanova

I’ve managed to return to the main passion in my life – photography. Because I’m now free to
move, I try to make good use of my time by capturing history in my photos: stories of Ukrainian
families forced to go abroad, manifestations
of solidarity from other European countries,
unprecedented billboards and posters
calling for open resistance to the aggressor
(and this is in the twenty-first century in the
center of Europe) – my collection already
contains hundreds of photos.
At the heart of my latest creative activity
are photo sessions for refugee women from
Ukraine and their children. In my opinion, in
such psychologically difficult times, when
we have so few reasons for joy, it is very
important to give people positive emotions.
I really enjoy watching women and girls
who have left their husbands and sons in
their homeland raise their tearful eyes and
learn to smile at the sun again. Each such
photo shoot is a kind of psychotherapeutic
session, in which we heal each other. Today,
I have requests for such photo shoots in the
Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, Poland.
If you ask me what I desire the most now,
I will answer without hesitation: peace
and returning home. I don't know whether
our buildings have survived or not, in what
condition they are, whether it is possible to
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live in them… but this is a city that loved me and that I love with all my soul, and if these feelings were
mutual, I am sure that love saved us for each other. The walls can be rebuilt, but no storm will be able
to shake the sense of pride for Ukraine, for its people, for its children, for its defenders, for its cities,
for its friends (old friends and those acquired on the road of war), which fills us throughout the time
of forced emigration. We know this, and this is the main thing for us! Glory to Ukraine!
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Evacuation from Mariupol. Photos by Dmitry Larin. With the permission of the Ukrainian Pravda online media.

Evacuation from Mariupol. Photos by Dmitry Larin. With the permission of the Ukrainian Pravda online media.

Don't hesitate to go ahead and cross the line,
Keep Your eyes on the goal, be sure.
You have a mind, a heart, a spine,
Your thoughts are pure and views – mature.
(Ukrainian band «No Limits»,
a song «Will»)
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A demonstration near the Austrian Chamber of Commerce, which placed pro-Russian outdoor advertising in Vienna. Photo by Marina Krutko
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30, scholar and researcher, journalist for Nashe Slovo
and Nash Vybir, coordinator of the Ukrainian House
in Warsaw, Poland
I come from Lutsk. I graduated from the History department
of Lesia Ukrainka Volyn National University. Despite gaining
a master's degree with honors, I found it quite difficult to
find a job in Ukraine in my specialty. I wanted to grow, learn
additional skills. I received a letter from my professor about a
scholarship at the University of Warsaw for candidates from
the post-Soviet area. That is why I have been living, studying
and working in Warsaw since 2015.

«

Here in Warsaw, I’ve participated
in many socially important studies
e created a club for Ukrainian
concerning Ukrainians and Ukraine.
women in Poland, because
For example, we studied the
situation of Ukrainian migrants
refugees are, first of all, women
during the Covid-19 pandemic and
with children. The aim of the club is to
the integration of young migrants
help women from Ukraine to integrate
in Poland. After arriving in Poland, I
and enter the Polish labor market.
also started working at the Ukrainian
House in Warsaw. This is a Ukrainian
cultural center. It hosts conferences,
exhibitions, concerts, presentations, as well as classes for various groups. We tried to create a place
where Ukrainians can feel at home – like in Ukraine. In addition, of course, you can get advice on
legalization of your residence status. The institution was established thanks to the efforts of the “Our
Choice” Foundation, which operates in six areas: information, integration, education, culture, art, and
research. The “Our Choice” Information Portal is a media outlet in which we publish materials in
Ukrainian and Polish, with important information for refugees and migrants from Ukraine. We also
publish guides for citizens of Ukraine on legalization of residence, work, education, etc. We run a
Saturday school for migrant and refugee children. For preschool children we have a children's club
“Rukavychka” ("Glove"). In addition, we have a gallery “Dim” ("House"), where we present Ukrainian art
and try to counteract stereotypes about modern Ukrainian culture.

W

The first thing we did with our colleagues from the “Our Choice” Foundation was to organize a
protest outside the Russian Embassy. A lot of people came. I remember my first emotions at the
beginning of the war – fierce anger. I saw it on the faces of the people who came to the rally on
the first day of the war. And it hasn’t
abated over time; it only gets worse
when I watch the war news each
he work of the Foundation
day.

«

T

and the Ukrainian House itself has
changed completely since the fullscale invasion of Ukraine… We began to
receive 2,000 calls a day…
We are currently providing informational
support to refugees from Ukraine:
where you can cross the border, what
help you can get and where, how to
solve problems in Poland. Now we work
almost around the clock.

On the same day, February 24, we
began to actively help refugees
from Ukraine. First of all, we created
Google forms for volunteers and
for people offering temporary
housing. In the first two weeks, we
received about 5,000 applications
from volunteers and 11,000 offers
of temporary housing. Together
with the Leon Kozminsky Academy,
our Foundation opened a reception
center. We were in a hurry. The war
began on Thursday. People began to
come, they had to be met, accommodated, consulted, helped. Warsaw's social services would not
have time to prepare for the large number of refugees over the weekend. So we met people at the
stations and took them to the Academy, providing temporary shelter. Then our volunteers called for
housing offers and connected those who came with those ready to shelter them.

«

Ivanka Kyliushyk

«

Even before February 24, we were organizing anti-war rallies in Warsaw. I hoped that the escalation
of Russia's aggression against Ukraine, which began last year, was just a new provocation; that in
the near future the situation would stabilize and all-out war would not begin. Instead, on February 22,
the day Putin “recognized” the so-called People's Republic of Donetsk and the so-called People's
Republic of Luhansk as independent states, in a speech the Russian president claimed that Ukraine
had no right to exist, that Ukraine was an artificial country from the ruins of the Soviet Union. I
listened to this speech with horror, realizing that war was unavoidable. But I expected the hostilities
would intensify in the east of Ukraine to expand the territories of the "republics" created by Russia
in the occupied Ukrainian lands.
I woke up on the morning of February 24 because my phone was running hot with all the messages
and calls. I turned on the news, which were all about Russia starting a full-scale war in Ukraine and
attacking our country from various directions. Even in Lutsk, where my family lives, there was an air
strike on an airport near the city.
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The work of the Foundation and the Ukrainian House itself has changed completely since the
full-scale invasion of Ukraine. We canceled all the events that were planned for the near future
and had to change the format of the consultation point. Until February 24, two operators worked
on the information line of the Ukrainian House in Warsaw. After the full-scale invasion, we began
to receive 2,000 calls a day. So, we have increased the staff to 24 operators. We are currently
providing informational support to refugees from Ukraine: where you can cross the border, what
help you can get and where, how
to solve problems in Poland.
Now we work almost around the
clock. Since the beginning of the
his war has brought and will continue
war, we have been helping to find
to bring many more tragedies…
housing, organizing information
But I also believe that evil will be
and integration meetings for
punished and all those responsible for
refugees, opening a field school so
this war will be held accountable. I would
that children can finish the school
year, and sending our volunteers
like the aggressor’s military tribunal to be
to other cities to help refugees.
held in Mariupol, in the Drama Theater.
We are also planning long-term
support, which will consist, first of
all, of Polish language courses and
psychological support. We created a club for Ukrainian women in Poland, because refugees are,
first of all, women with children. The aim of the club is to help women from Ukraine to integrate
and enter the Polish labor market. The stories told by Ukrainians coming to Poland in search of
shelter feel like a punch in the stomach. They are hard to forget. Stories of families from Mariupol,
for example, who were stuck without food, light, and communications for several weeks in their
basements. Stories of families from Chernihiv who had to drive away under the shelling of the
occupiers past shot-up cars with dead people still in them. The story of the daughter of Olexander
Kononov – a famous volunteer without arms or legs, who was shot dead by the Russian invaders
in his wheelchair in Luhansk oblast.

«

T

«

This war has brought and will continue to bring many more tragedies. But I believe in victory. This
will be a victory for which we will pay an extraordinary price. We are now facing a great collective
trauma that we and the next generation will have to live with. But I also believe that evil will be
punished and all those responsible for this war will be held accountable. I would like the aggressor’s
military tribunal to be held in Mariupol, in the Drama Theater.
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Viktoriia Petrovska

41, founder of the Ukrainian public organization
“Unity,” Budapest
I’ve been living in Hungary for a long time. Many years ago I
left Ukraine because of the difficult economic situation and
moved in search of somewhere better. I got to know my future
husband – Ukrainian, by the way – in Hungary.
Even while living abroad, Ukraine and Ukrainians have always
concerned me greatly. That’s why I started the Ukrainian
organization “Unity” in Budapest. It now involves fifteen active
Ukrainian women.

«

W

e have held thirteen rallies
during the first 54 days of the
war, involving 300–400 people
each. On the first day of the war several
thousand people came.

«

On February 18, along with other
public organizations, we arranged
meetings in various European cities
to show our solidarity with Ukraine.
We had a gut feeling that something
bad would happen because the
tense situation on the borders has
been widely discussed in the media.
But still we refused to believe it….

On February 24, at 6 a.m. my husband woke me up and said merely: “It’s started”. I got up immediately,
took a Ukrainian flag, caught a tram and headed to the police office.
Before 9 a.m. I already had two permits to hold rallies near the Russian embassy on February 24 and 26.
In Hungary, freedom of thought and expression is written into the constitution and highly respected.
We have held thirteen rallies during the first 54 days of the war, involving 300–400 people each.
On the first day of the war several thousand people came. In addition to the Russian embassy, we
went to the Belarusian embassy, demanding that they refuse to take part in the war and not help the
aggressor.
The most significant rally was held on March 27, after Volodymyr Zelenskiy had addressed Viktor
Orbán with a speech about the genocide of Ukrainians. He started his speech with the words: “Viktor,
listen!” and compared events in Ukraine with a crime perpetrated against Hungarian Jews on the
bank of the Danube, commemorated by a monument which the Ukrainian president had visited.
There was a media scrum. Most mass media, unfortunately, merely showed pictures of our rally but
didn’t mention its purpose. They didn’t care about our prayers for Mariupol.
The headlines read: “Ukrainians destroy monument commemorating genocide”. To be honest, our
active pro-Ukrainian position is rarely broadcast in the media.
Together with other Ukrainian organizations in Hungary we wrote officially to the Minister of Foreign
Affairs, Péter Szijjartó, and Prime Minister, Viktor Orbán, asking them to review their political position.
In reply we received only thank-you letters.
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Also, we provide educational help for kids who’ve had to flee to Hungary. We founded an education
center where we invite kids every Saturday. We organize a kindergarten and a school for refugees,
so their moms are able to earn some money.
Apart from the public organization, I also work for a company that helps refugees find jobs in
Hungary. Obviously, the job market has changed dramatically since February 24. Work places are
needed for moms with kids. We’re constantly trying to find new possibilities for those who want
to work. For now, there are vacancies for seamstresses, shop assistants and cashiers in grocery
stores or workers at chicken factories.
Sometimes, we manage to implement a perfect solution when an employer hires several women
with kids. These women take turns to watch the children at a company's sight, meaning that while
three out of four hired are doing their jobs, one performs the role of a teacher. We are thus able to
deal with several problems faced by female refugees.
To be fair, I didn’t expect Hungarians to help refugees so eagerly, because when the war started I
had to block almost twenty Hungarian “friends” on Facebook who had taken quite an aggressive
pro-Russian position.
Unfortunately, I can’t see how we can change the mentality of some Hungarians. I’m ashamed of
the Hungarian government. I guess, without EU membership, Orbán would have been even more
pro-Russian. It’s painful to see that he doesn’t mention Bucha, doesn’t comment on the atrocities
that Ukrainians have been suffering.
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On April 30, a massive pro-Russian rally was planned, at the second attempt. Last time we complained
to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Ministry of Internal Affairs and the police…. That time the
organizers refused because of “bad weather conditions.” But there is another rally planned which will
happen whatever the weather conditions because it is in solidarity with Russia, under the motto: “No
to EU, US and Ukrainian lies”. Officially, they obtained a permit for 1,500 people to participate. That’s a
lot! The event is being promoted actively on Facebook, and the organizers are searching for Russian
symbols for visual appeal. Car, motorcycle and bike rides have been announced… In my opinion, if
such a full-scale event supporting the
aggressors does happen in Budapest,
Hungary won’t be able to wash that
nfortunately, although we’re in
shame away for a long time.

«

Of course such an event demands
financing and we have found out that
it is provided by a private person.

U

an EU capital and in the twentyfirst century, somebody is ready to
support the perpetrators of atrocities and
massacres in Bucha, Irpin and other towns
and villages in the Kyiv region. Don’t they
know that civilians are being tortured to
death, women and kids raped, the elderly
killed and people burned?

Unfortunately, although we’re in
an EU capital and in the twentyfirst century, somebody is ready
to support the perpetrators of
atrocities and massacres in Bucha,
Irpin and other towns and villages in
the Kyiv region. Don’t they know that civilians are being tortured to death, women and kids raped, the
elderly killed and people burned? They are innocent victims of Russian soldiers, who went to Ukraine
with the sole aim of annihilating Ukrainians.

«

On February 25 we publicized a bank account for donations for the Ukrainian army. Up to now, we’ve
raised 15 million forints. We are focused on helping Ukrainian hospitals (Kharkiv, Boryspil, Lviv) and
providing them with medicines and medical tourniquets. But we have also bought military helmets,
walkie-talkies and even body armor.

Such violations can scarcely be described and can be never forgiven. It’s just genocide! The world
has to know the truth about every innocent person killed and about every Russian atrocity.
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40, businesswoman, London
I have been living in London with my family for a long time:
my husband, by a twist of fate, turned out not to be an English
lord [laughs], but a sincere Ukrainian man, and we have three
wonderful children. We have managed to start our own
business here, but our hearts forever belong to Ukraine.

I no longer have any living relatives
in Ukraine, and my husband has only
a cousin, from day one we decided
that we could not stand aside and do
nothing. Right away, we organized
targeted assistance to Ukraine. We
are also regular participants in the
protest movement, but in the first
days we did not really understand
where to start.

The day of February 24, 2022, divided the life of the entire
civilized world into before and after. The hardest thing for me
was to realize that this is even possible. It was unbearable to
watch videos, in which enemy missiles were being fired on
the capital of a European country – my native Kyiv. Although

«

I

n response to the terrible events in
Bucha, on April 8 an "action of care"
was organized near the Russian
embassy – people brought things that the
embassy staff could take as "trophies".
We have seen how much the Russian
people need basic necessities, items that
every family has in every civilized country.
Therefore, they decided to demonstrate
their "care" in response to the Russian
military's massive looting of Ukrainians'
homes.

Putin. With each new action, however, the demands became tougher: to establish a no-fly zone over
Ukraine, to freeze all the accounts of Russian officials and oligarchs, and to impose an embargo
on Russian oil and gas. And, as we
have seen, progress has been made,
albeit slowly.

«

P

eople brought electronic and

The largest event my family and
household appliances, frying pans
I attended was on March 27,
(one of these was sent to the Russian
organized by London Mayor Sadiq
ambassador
Alexander Yakovenko,
Khan, who said that Ukraine had
together with a cover letter and a photo
experienced incredible pain and
of a Ukrainian child), shoes and clothes,
suffering over the past month and
that London was standing side by
children's toys, and jewelry. Such crimes
side with our country in its darkest
cannot be forgiven, and the perpetrators
hour. The demonstrators marched
must be punished.
through the city with Ukrainian flags,
and Yoko Ono's "Imagine peace"
slogan was shown on the central
screen in Piccadilly Circus. The rally was also joined by some celebrities, including actresses Helen
Mirren [whose father was Russian] and Julie Walters.

«

Olena Fedina

We are very lucky that the United
Kingdom was one of the first
countries in the world to boldly
express its uncompromising position
and start really helping Ukraine.
London's most popular tourist
attractions – Nelson's Column and
the London Eye – were illuminated
with the colors of the Ukrainian flag.
Even the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge stated that they support the people of Ukraine, who are
fighting bravely. And you understand how important this is for the monarchy.

«

On the second day of Russia's full-scale invasion, the Ukrainian Embassy in the United Kingdom
set up the “With Ukraine” platform to consolidate international fundraising efforts for humanitarian
support to Ukraine and its people. In the first week of its work alone, about $1 million was raised.
Such actions by the country's leaders and diplomats helped unite Ukrainians and Ukrainian-oriented
British people. Protests and demonstrations in support of Ukraine began to take place on a large
scale throughout the United Kingdom: along with London, they are being held in such major centers
as Manchester and Edinburgh. For many people, this is perhaps the only thing they can do for their
country.
We try to get at least one of our children to take part in the rally on Trafalgar Square every Saturday.
At the first demonstrations, along with the flags, there were banners with pacifist slogans, such
as "No to war!" Sometimes they were more radical, condemning Russia and its leader Vladimir
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It is very difficult to stand on the square with thousands of Ukrainian flags and watch the terrible
pictures of this terrible war on the big screens. Footage from the liberated suburbs of Kyiv bring
out the sharpest emotions: pain, despair, fear… HATE. For some reason, I recalled the memories
of Roma's [my husband] grandmother, who lived in Western Ukraine, about World War II. She said
that the greatest danger to ordinary Ukrainians was not the German occupiers, but the Russian
“liberators.” Humiliation, rape, looting…

«

I

really am reluctant to talk about my
volunteer activities, because, perhaps,
like every volunteer and Ukrainian
patriot, I feel I am not doing enough –
like everyone would do the same in my
place. I don't understand how people
can nonchalantly go to the cinema,
travel, drink wine in a restaurant, when
somewhere in the center of Europe people
are being raped and killed, activists are
being kidnapped and tortured.

«

In response to the terrible events
in Bucha, on April 8 an "action
of care" was organized near the
Russian embassy – people brought
things that the embassy staff could
take as "trophies". We have seen
how much the Russian people
need basic necessities, items that
every family has in every civilized
country. Therefore, they decided to
demonstrate their "care" in response
to the Russian military's massive
looting of Ukrainians' homes. People
brought electronic and household
appliances, frying pans (one of these
was sent to the Russian ambassador
Alexander Yakovenko, together with a
cover letter and a photo of a Ukrainian
child), shoes and clothes, children's toys,
jewelry. Such crimes cannot be forgiven,
the perpetrators must be punished.

and
and

I really am reluctant to talk about my volunteer
activities, because, perhaps, like every
volunteer and Ukrainian patriot, I feel I am
not doing enough – like everyone would do
the same in my place. I don't understand how
people can nonchalantly go to the cinema,
travel, drink wine in a restaurant, when
somewhere in the center of Europe people
are being raped and killed, activists are being
kidnapped and tortured.
My husband and I are actively raising funds
and providing targeted assistance to the
Ukrainian military. We have established
logistics with the Polish border and send the
necessary items several times a week. Only
yesterday, for example, my husband returned
from the Polish border, where he took a car
to help our boys. I am proud of my husband,
I know I made the right choice – Ukrainian
men are the best. Therefore, the victory will
be Ukraine's!
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Svitlana Buklovska

27, Head of Digital Analytics at a development
company, Odesa / Budapest
Odesa is a strong, independent, prosperous city, and it has
stayed that way since February 24. I feel I am a member
of a great team that makes it even better. Any talk of
"oppression" against Russian-speaking people or of "Nazis"
in my city or in my country is nonsense that only a crazy
person could believe. Until recently, I did not want to believe
that Russia would attack Ukraine in order to realize its
president's ambitions under such laughable pretexts. But it
has happened.

«

I

«

n the first days of Russia's attack on
Ukraine, I suffered from a kind of
"survivor’s guilt." I felt depressed
and didn't know what to do. But a little
later my husband and I decided that we
would help our country from here, from
Budapest.

My husband's IT company relocated
to Budapest during the war in Ukraine. Beginning in December 2021, the company's management
insisted on relocating employees, so in February 2022 we moved to Hungary, although we hoped
that the war would not start.
In the first days of Russia's attack on Ukraine, I suffered from a kind of "survivor’s guilt." I felt
depressed and didn't know what to do. But a little later my husband and I decided that we would
help our country from here, from Budapest. Friends from Ukraine began to turn to us with all kinds of
requests for tactical gear and wear and military equipment in Europe. We began to help, and now we
are engaging in such activities more systematically and have joined forces with a team of Ukrainian
IT specialists who also volunteer in Budapest.
Our task is to find, buy and deliver to the border of Ukraine things the military needs, which are now
difficult or impossible to get in the homeland. We receive orders from friends, relatives, acquaintances
and trusted volunteer organizations from Ukraine, with whom we were already working on a regular
basis.
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«

A

«

I love my job very much. I work
for a company that is building the
residential towns of the future. They
are bright, innovative, with a lot of
green space for children and adults.
My company did not stop building
even after the war. We are confident
of victory and aim to fulfill our
obligations to customers and help
develop the country's economy.

We buy tactical gear and wear and equipment in Hungary and sometimes in other European countries.
For example, we recently bought a batch of thermal imagers in the UK for half what they cost in
Ukraine. In Hungary, it is forbidden
to buy armored vests and helmets
without a special permit, so we buy
tactical gear and wear in other EU
ny talk of "oppression" against
countries. Previously, we delivered
Russian-speaking people in my
orders to Ukraine's border with
Hungary – it was more convenient
city or of "Nazis" in my city or in
for logistical reasons. But it has
my country is nonsense that only a crazy
recently become more difficult to
person could believe. Until recently,
transport aid across the Hungarian
I did not want to believe that Russia
border. The Hungarian authorities
would attack Ukraine in order to realize
refuse to allow optical devices for
the military or dual-use items such
its president's ambitions under such
as first aid kits. So now we are
laughable pretexts. But it has happened.
delivering orders to volunteers in
Ukraine across the Slovak border.
The details of our team are
available on the website Help
Ukraine online. Donations can be
made there, too. Of course, we
cannot buy large quantities of
thermal imagers or armored vests
– they are quite expensive, so in
these cases we perform a more
intermediary function: find, buy,
deliver to the border with Ukraine,
and volunteer groups in Ukraine
raise funds for equipment and
tactical gear.
We really want to go home. But
we understand that now we can
do more for Ukraine's victory here
in Budapest. We are waiting for
victory. We believe in victory. And
we will do everything to achieve
victory!
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34, marketer at the Green Hill Gallery of Contemporary
Art, Berlin (Germany)
I spent my childhood and school years in the city of
Komsomolsk-on-Amur in Russia. After graduating from
school, I entered the Odesa University of Economics in Ukraine.
My father is from Odesa, my grandparents lived here. I loved
this city, so I came here and stayed here after graduating from
university. Later, my whole family moved here. I am ethnically
Ukrainian, although I have Russian citizenship and a residence
permit in Ukraine. Four years ago I got married and moved to
Germany with my husband. He comes from Kharkiv and at
that time had been working in Berlin
for several years.
I learned German and now I have an
interesting job in Berlin. There is a
large Ukrainian diaspora and many
students and programmers from
Ukraine. By the way, my husband
is also a programmer. And most of
my friends here are Ukrainians. In
Germany, there are many civil society
organizations and communities
founded by Ukrainians.

«

W

e do not despair because we are
doing something to save the
lives of Ukraine's defenders. We
are bringing victory closer. By helping the
military and the territorial defense forces,
we no longer feel helpless and useless
in the current situation, but, on the
contrary, we have become participants
in the global support for our country and
not only in words.

«

A week before the war I was in
Odesa to celebrate my mother’s
anniversary. At the time, reports of a possible attack on Ukraine by Russia came from both foreign
intelligence and Ukrainian politicians and the military. But Odesa mostly joked about it. This is the
capital of humor! The city lived its life in peace – it seemed to me. So, on the morning of the 24th,
when I saw the news of the bombing of Ukraine, I took it as a silly joke and expected it to be a
mistake. But this was neither a joke nor a mistake!
We were all very scared for our relatives. My friends are from different cities in Ukraine: Kyiv, Rivne,
Kharkiv. I remember coming together that day, crying and not understanding what was going on – it
was a shock. And the next day, demonstrations by Ukrainians and all those who support us began
in Berlin. On Sunday, February 27, the largest demonstration in Europe against the war in Ukraine
took place in Berlin – about half a million people took part. I went to all the demonstrations, but I felt
confused. I had to do something.
As it turned out, with the beginning of hostilities, friends and relatives began to turn to us for help
in purchasing armored vests, helmets, thermal imagers and other tactical gear, which was in high
demand but in short supply in Ukraine. We started helping. First, we launched a fundraising campaign
for a friend. As the funds were raised by an individual, a maximum of 20,000 euros could be raised.
We raised these funds very quickly – in three days. We sent information about fundraising to help
Ukrainians among our friends and acquaintances. On the fourth day, I opened a new fundraising
account.
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We had no idea where to buy tactical gear and wear for the military and turned to various people
who might help. And help they did. We found armored vests in Saxony, they were brought to us
from the UK, a friend bought them
personally in Switzerland. Everyone
came to meet us and tried to help.
see a change in the Germans' attitude
Ukraine's support in Europe is now
very strong. Even the Germans, the
towards Ukraine and Ukrainians, first of
most meticulous nation, sometimes
all, among ordinary citizens. Ordinary
turned a blind eye to the fact that
Berliners go out to meet Ukrainian trains
we did not have certain permits and
with refugees and house them. … At first,
sold us the helmets we needed for
Germany refused to supply weapons to
the military.

«

I

Ukraine, but now it ranks third among

We found meaning in this activity.
arms suppliers. Germany's position
Thanks to it, we do not despair
on trade relations with Russia is also
because we are doing something to
changing, not as fast as one would like,
save the lives of Ukraine's defenders.
but the process has begun.
We are bringing victory closer. By
helping the military and the territorial
defense forces, we no longer feel
helpless and useless in the current situation, but, on the contrary, we have become participants in
the global support for our country and not only in words.

«

Olga Kuplivanchuk

I see a change in the Germans' attitude towards Ukraine
and Ukrainians, first of all, among ordinary citizens.
Ordinary Berliners go out to meet Ukrainian trains
with refugees and house them. Ukrainian culture and
Ukrainian history are now very popular in Germany.
In bookshops on the shelves, where bestsellers are
usually placed, books are now exclusively about
Ukraine in German. German politicians' attitudes
towards Ukraine are also gradually changing. At first,
Germany refused to supply weapons to Ukraine, but
now it ranks third among arms suppliers. Germany's
position on trade relations with Russia is also changing,
not as fast as one would like, but the process has
begun.
I believe that as a nation, Ukraine has already won this
war. Ukraine's vision of the world and its role in the world
have changed. While before 2014 many Europeans
may not have been even aware of Ukraine's existence,
after 2014, our country began to be recognized. And
after February 24, 2022, there is no person or child
in the world who does not know what the Ukrainian
flag looks like and where Ukraine is. Unfortunately, all
these changes came at a terrible price to Ukraine. Too
high a price.
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56, psychologist, supervisor, psychoanalyst,
group analyst, therapist, head of the Section for
Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy of Couples and Families,
the Association of Therapists and Psychoanalysts of
Ukraine, Regensburg (Germany)
What is happening is a kind of portal or a passage through
fire. I hope, it will lead us to an independent and happy future…
From the first days of this full-scale invasion, the invasion of
our land, we kept working. From the beginning, together with
our colleagues. On the third day we conducted a scheduled

«

supervision. Precisely because
it was scheduled, we stubbornly
carried it out. At that time, intuitively
t that time, we could not even
and emotionally, we didn’t allow the
imagine what trials lay ahead for
invaders to disrupt our plans. Only
all of us. We did not anticipate this
later were there some thoughts
would be a test of our humanity itself.
about continuity as a part of mental
health, and it was important for us
that we preserve it in order to be able
to cope with further great trials and tribulations. We are a group of psychologists, therapists in
psychodynamic fields, who try to help or save damaged psyches and souls. At that time, we could
not even imagine what trials lay ahead for all of us. We did not anticipate this would be a test of our
humanity itself.

«

A

After the Covid-19 pandemic, it was clear that the world would never be the same again. And it was
already difficult. But life decided to accelerate the transition to a new world, changing reality too
quickly and painfully.
In World War Two, the so-called “Great Patriotic War,” people died under the slogan "For the
Motherland!" And we will survive for our Motherland! And we will live happily ever after... Because we
are saving life itself! We help, we develop for the changes that we would like to happen to make things
different from what they are now. Because this is a war not only for our freedom and independence.
This is the defense of democratic values, social and human relations, perhaps even some part of
human nature. Yes, the world will change radically.
Changes are taking place on several levels simultaneously.
At the individual, or the closest, so to speak, level. Our perception of ourselves has changed as we
all saw horrific crimes against the human body and powerful heroic acts of defenders. And we also
felt how personal "small" qualities have changed, both talents and old problems have been revealed.
And this process is not over yet. We are somewhere in the middle of what we are still learning about
ourselves.
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At the level of the small group, or the immediate environment. These are our families, relatives,
friends and acquaintances. The lists of these people have changed dramatically. New unexpected
connections have emerged, old ones have broken down. Or, on the contrary, people we haven't
thought about for a long time have returned. Here, in addition to the physical, the emotional level
becomes more important. New
life blossoms in the new world,
painfully, but in touch with the
n World War Two, the so-called “Great
past. As it should be in a healthy
psyche.
Patriotic War,” people died under the

«

I

slogan "For the Motherland!" And we

Then, the social level. Large
will survive for our Motherland! And will live
group, distant surroundings.
happily ever after... Because we are saving
How often did we hear sincere
life itself!… Because this is a war not only
words about love for Ukraine
for our freedom and independence. This is
during the first terrible trial –
the Maidan. Now we are caught
the defense of democratic values, social and
up in a joint action with a single
human relations, perhaps even some part of
intention,
a
breakthrough.
human nature.
Throughout these eight years of
war in Ukraine, we have already
mastered the intellectual level:
we have finally realized the fact that they came to kill us. They have come to destroy our traditions,
our statehood, our nation. Ukrainians are a state of freedom-loving souls of different ethnicities this is the state’s identity. And now we are in the process of rethinking our history in this struggle for
the future.

«

Iryna Ratzke-Rybak

Also the whole world is going to the next intuitive or spiritual level. Jung's Collective Soul, you might
say. From the very first days of this horror, my colleagues and I received words of support from all
over the world. The support of the EU was kind of natural because we were holding back the evil
that came upon us and could fall upon the rest of Europe like hellfire... Still, people on the other side
of the Earth sympathize with us as well and support us in various ways. It is both touching and
inspiring at the same time. We and our colleagues from all over the world froze in horror in the face
of the events near Kyiv: in Bucha, Irpen, Chernihiv, then Mariupol and Kharkiv... And it will be our
shared pain, so unbearable that we can't even cry. We can only look directly into the depths of the
eyes, or the soul, and ask: "How are you?"...
Of course, an individual is involved at every level with all their qualities and functions as a whole. But
under certain circumstances, we activate some things and suppress others. Currently, new mutual
support groups are forming and operating, enabling us to process in detail what is happening to us.
Because in the face of all these events, we have an opportunity to witness our shared history, which
consists of our separate individual little stories.
And we go on into the future... And time goes with us. Through the traumas of unbearable memories
towards love. Because all our dead Angels are with us in our hearts... And with the survivors we will
work on the inevitable survivor's syndrome... We are all together in every corner of the Earth; we are
a new world that will never be the same as before...
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Photo by Maryna Krutko.

Photo by Dmitry Larin. With the permission of the Ukrainian Pravda online media.

Photo by Anna Milashevich.
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Hostomel. Photo by Natalia Budynkevich.

CHAPTER IX. Devastated Nests
(stories of those coming back home)
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Natalia Budynkevych

45, Hostomel (recorded by Iryna Lylyk)
Natalia and I met in Hasselt (Belgium). This is a nice town
located between a village that has become my temporary
shelter and a town where a college offered Natalia’s daughter
a chance to continue her studies. In Ukraine, Natalia and I used
to work together from time to time. We usually met outside the
office in a coffee shop and talked about work and life.
But the two women who met in Hasselt did not look like the
successful and smiling female professionals we used to be
back in Kiev. We both looked tired and were wearing clothes
given to us by kind people and volunteers, as we have not been
home since winter. But the worst thing was the lack of a spark in our eyes – we were so tired.
First we talked about work, and then switched to the topic that was really worrying us – the war.
Natalia said that next day she was planning to go back to Ukraine.
On February 24, I received a phone
call from my daughter’s boyfriend.
My daughter Nastia asked him to
hen we were saying goodbye, I
pick me and my mother up and
mentioned that I really wanted
take us to Lviv by car. I argued with
him. I didn’t want and did not plan
to go home. She replied: "I
to go anywhere. It took a long time
understand. You want to go back to your
and many arguments (such as how
old life, to things as they used to be. But
close our house is to the airport
it does not exist anymore. Your life, your
in Gostomel, the danger etc.) to
home, the whole Ukraine have changed,
persuade me to leave my home.
In the evening we all gathered for
just like you and me".
dinner at my mother's apartment
in Irpin to discuss our next steps in
detail. My brother Mykola also joined us. He came directly from the conscription office to collect
some personal belongings. He did not know which location he would be sent to, but he made sure
that his territorial defense unit would be trained beforehand. He told us not to worry that they would
become a human shield around Kyiv...

«

W

«

On the morning of February 25, we left for Lviv. The highway was completely clogged with cars. It
took us two hours to get to a village 30 km away from Kyiv – Motyzhyn. A year or two before the
war a local businessman had founded Dobropark, a landscape park open to the public to admire the
tulips. It was a popular place. Now the village is famous all over the world because of the terrible
crimes committed by the Russians...
My mother’s parents come from Motyzhyn. We still have their old house, so it was decided to stay
there, as we considered it to be a safe place. There were no large industrial or military facilities
nearby. Many families came from Kyiv thinking the same way. There were two or three cars in
almost every yard. People left their apartments in the capital, where street fights were expected, to
hide in their parents’ village houses. For many, that was a fatal decision.
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The village was occupied by Russian troops who tortured and shot civilians. Electricity and the
internet disappeared, so we had no information to help us to decide whether we should try to escape
and risk being shot or whether we should sit tight and wait there. Fortunately, my friend made the
right decision and was lucky to escape the occupation by car, unharmed. I will always be grateful to
her for taking us with her to Lviv.
At the beginning, I thought I would be back in a week or two, so I packed almost nothing. But we
stayed in the west of Ukraine until the end of March. When I heard the news that the occupation of
Hostomel had already been lifted, and volunteers from all over Ukraine were working day and night
to clean the mess up, I immediately went back home.
I also wanted to find my brother who had not been in touch with us since February 27. We could not
get any information about him from either official sources, or from social networks.
The way home was hard. The Lviv-Kyiv train was delayed for more than three hours because Russian
missiles hit the track; but I was lucky with the subway train in Kyiv – I had to wait for only a few
minutes (in those days they ran once an hour). Then I walked along the highway from almost empty
Kiev in the direction of Hostomel. Luckily, an old acquaintance of mine, who I had not seen for
five years, was passing by in a car and gave me a lift to the infamous bridge in Romanivka, where
a dramatic evacuation had taken place...
The bridge was already being rebuilt.
The Mayor of Irpin Olexandr Markushin
and former president of Ukraine Petro
Poroshenko were there, so my return was
somewhat glamorous – with photo shoots
with “celebrities.”
My city was as difficult to recognize as my
home. I know I’m lucky my apartment had
not been ruined, but it had been robbed. I
live on the ground floor, so it was easy to
break the window, get inside and open the
door. Before the war the door was enough
to make you feel that your home is your
fortress. In the new reality my family's
"nest" had been plundered. There was
broken glass on the floor, cigarette butts
and bottles of alcohol lying everywhere
(not only had they drunk the good alcohol
from my bar, but they’d brought in bottles
from other robbed apartments)... Many
of my belongings were missing, such as
clothes, cosmetics, jewelry... Instead, there were many things I could not recognize. Boxes with
someone else’s stuff were piled in the corridor. Apparently, they were collecting gifts for their wives,
but did not have time to take the presents when they ran away.
Before the war, I loved to buy perfume, especially duty-free on my way home from vacation. All my
favorites were kept in a cosmetics bag. Of course, it had disappeared.
My home had become dirty and shabby. By the way, the uninvited “guests” left a message on a kitchen
board: “Forgive us. We don't like it ourselves!” (ed. - written in Russian with a grammatical mistake).
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Three days later, I was in Lviv again and reported the disappearance of my brother to the police. In
two more days we were told that my brother had been killed. The whole family went home to say
goodbye and bury him. My brother died on the third day of the war, at the Irpin-Hostomel crossroads,
the two most important cities for him. He was in the Irpen territorial defense unit. A bullet in the
heart took him from us. Their unit had not received its body armor in time. Thus, his war has ended...
On the 51st day of the war we were able to bury him in Motyzhyn. It's good that we got his body in one
piece. In the morgues many of the dead remain unrecognized, with only a few body parts...
When we were saying goodbye, I mentioned that I really wanted to go home. She replied:
"I understand. You want to go back to your old life, to things as they used to be. But it does not exist
anymore. Your life, your home, the whole Ukraine have changed, just like you and me”.
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Bucha. Photos by Dmitry Larin. With the permission of the Ukrainian Pravda online media.

Ukrainians have already begun
to return to their ruined homes.
We will tell their stories
separately...
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ABBREVIATIONS

COMPILERS

AF/AFU – Armed Forces of Ukraine
APC

– armored military vehicle

ASAP

– as soon as possible

ATO

– Anti-Terrorist Operation

CPR

– cardiopulmonary resuscitation

CSO

– civil society organization

EU

– European Union

ICU

– intensive care unit

ID

– identification

IDP

– internally displaced person

Olena Buchynska, PhD in Economics, Associate Professor,
Department of Marketing, Kyiv National Economic University
named after Vadym Hetman

Olena Davlikanova, PhD, Project Coordinator, Friedrich Ebert
Foundation, Office in Ukraine

GRETA – Group of Experts on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings
KCSA

– Kyiv City State Administration

Iryna Lylyk, PhD in Economics, Associate Professor, President
of Ukrainian Marketing Association, Kyiv, Ukraine

KGB
– Komitet Gosudarstvennoy Bezopasnosti, Committee for State Security, foreign intelligence
		 and domestic security agency of the USSR
MRL

– multiple rocket launcher

MLRS

– Multiple Launch Rocket System

MP

– Member of Parliament

NABU

– National Anti-Corruption Bureau of Ukraine

NACP

– National Agency on Corruption Prevention

NATO

– North Atlantic Treaty Organization

NFT

– non-fungible token

OSCE

– Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe

PR

– public relations

SAPO

– Specialized Anti-Corruption Prosecutor's Office

SE

– State Enterprise

SES

– State Emergency Service of Ukraine

TD

– territorial defense

UAF

– Ukrainian Armed Forces

UN/UNO – United Nations (Organization)

Oksana Yashkina, PhD in Economics, Professor, Department of
Marketing, Odesa National Polytechnic University

M

ost sincere thanks go to all those who have helped to collect, translate and
edit stories and who have prepared the book for publication: Volynski News
media, journalist Maria Petyk and OBOZREVATEL, volunteer Olena Vinnytska,
journalist Olesia Bida and Hromadske news agency, Inna Malevych, the Armed Forces
of Ukraine, Liubov Statsenko, Liudmyla Dolgonovska, Larysa Kompantzeva, Tetiana
Zabashtanska, Tetiana Mekhed, Olena Konovalova, Stanislav Lunin, Alia Khaitlina,
Olesia Magerovska, “Suspilne Chernigiv”, Natalia Savitska, Anna Milashevich,
Yulia Lahodzhynska, Maria Dmytrieva, Yulia Manukian, Yulia Yatsenko, and James
Patterson. We are also grateful to Sevgil Musayeva, Dmytro Larin, the Ukrainska
Pravda (Ukrainian Truth) online media and the Kyiv City State Administration for
providing photographs.

UPA

– Ukrainian Insurgent Army

USSR

– Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

VRU

– Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine

The book contains photographs provided by the heroines and their relatives, as well as other Ukrainians who
have suffered or witnessed these terrible events.

WWII

– Second World War

For any additional information, please contact olena.davlikanova@fes.kiev.ua or for.good.ad@gmail.com
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